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Abstract

Mutation Testing is undoubtedly one of the most effective software testing techniques that has been applied to different software artefacts at different testing levels.
Apart from mutation’s versatility, its most important characteristic is its ability to
detect real faults. Unfortunately, mutation’s adoption in practice is inhibited, primarily due to the manual effort involved in its application. This effort is attributed
to the Equivalent Mutant Problem.
The Equivalent Mutant Problem is a well-known impediment to mutation’s
practical adoption that affects all phases of its application. To exacerbate the situation, the Equivalent Mutant Problem has been shown to be undecidable in its
general form. Thus, no complete, automated solution exists. Although previous research has attempted to address this problem, its circumvention remains largely an
open issue. This thesis argues that effective techniques that considerably ameliorate
the problem’s adverse effects can be devised. To this end, the thesis introduces and
empirically evaluates several such approaches that are based on Mutant Classification, Static Analysis and Code Similarity.
First, the thesis proposes a novel mutant classification technique, named Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM) classifier, whose salient feature is the utilisation of
second order mutants to automatically isolate first order equivalent ones. The empirical evaluation of the approach, based on real-world test subjects, suggests that
I-EQM outperforms the existing techniques and results in a more effective testing
process.
Second, the thesis formally defines nine data flow patterns that can automatically detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants. Their empirical evaluation
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corroborates this statement, providing evidence of their existence in real-world software and their equivalent mutant detection capabilities.
Third, MEDIC (Mutants’ Equivalence Discovery), an automated framework
that implements the aforementioned patterns and manages to detect equivalent and
partially equivalent mutants in different programming languages, is introduced. The
experimental investigation of the tool, based on a large set of manually analysed
mutants, reveals that MEDIC can detect efficiently more than half of the considered
equivalent mutants and provides evidence of automated stubborn mutant detection.
Finally, the thesis proposes the concept of mirrored mutants, that is mutants affecting similar code fragments and, more precisely, analogous code locations within
these fragments. It is postulated that mirrored mutants exhibit analogous behaviour
with respect to their equivalence. The empirical evaluation of this concept supports
this statement and suggests that the number of the equivalent mirrored mutants that
have to be manually analysed can be reduced approximately by half.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Among the various software development phases, testing typically accounts for
more than 50% of total development costs, even more for safety-critical applications [1–3]. Despite this fact, testing constitutes an invaluable activity of software
development: it provides a systematic way of uncovering software faults, and, thus,
increases the practitioners’ confidence in the software’s correctness.
Software testing utilises formal coverage criteria to guide the testing process.
These criteria require specific elements of the artefact under test, called test requirements, to be covered or satisfied by test cases [3]. For instance, statement coverage
requires all statements of the source code of the program under test to be covered
by at least one test case and branch coverage necessitates covering all branches of
the program’s control flow graph.
In other words, coverage criteria constitute a means of distinguishing between
test cases that possess a specific property and ones that do not and, thus, guide the
testing process towards those particular test cases. Additionally, they can act as
stopping rules for the testing process [3].
Unfortunately, covering certain coverage criteria is quite demanding in terms
of computational resources and, more importantly, human effort. There are three
main reasons for this problem:
1. Various coverage criteria impose a vast number of test requirements.
2. The generation of appropriate test cases that cover the imposed test requirements is a difficult task that cannot be automated in its entirety.
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3. Infeasible test requirements, i.e. test requirements that cannot be covered by
any test case, require human intervention to be identified.
The present thesis introduces several techniques that attempt to address the
aforementioned shortcomings in the context of mutation testing. The motivation of
such a decision is presented in the next sections, along with an outline of mutation’s
problems and the remedies that this thesis proposes.

1.1

Context of the Thesis: Mutation Testing

Mutation testing is a very powerful technique for testing software with a rich history
that began in 1971 by a class term paper of Richard Lipton [4]. Mutation has been
increasingly studied since its introduction with several available literature surveys
[5–9] and introductory book chapters [3, 10].
Mutation has a plethora of applications in software testing: it has been utilised
in the context of many programming languages, e.g. FORTRAN [11–13], C [14–
16], Java [17–22], Smalltalk [23], Python [24], Haskell [25], JavaScript [26, 27],
SQL [28–32], and different testing levels, e.g. specification level [33], unit level
[34], integration level [35], system level [36, 37].
Mutation is not restricted to testing program source code, it has also been
applied to other software artefacts, e.g.

finite state machines [38, 39], net-

work protocols [40], security policies [41–43], software product lines [44, 45],
databases [28, 46, 47]. Finally, it has been utilised to support many testing activities, e.g. test case generation [48–55], regression testing [56, 57], fault localisation
[58–60], Graphical User Interface (GUI) testing [61, 62].
Mutation is a fault-based technique: it induces artificial faults to the artefact
under test. These faults, which constitute the imposed test requirements, are called
mutants and are simple syntactic changes that are based on specific rules known as
mutation operators.
The application of mutation entails the generation of the mutants of the evaluated artefact, each one containing one artificial fault, and requires their coverage by
appropriate test cases. If such a test case is found, the mutant is termed killed. In
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a different situation, it is termed alive. A live mutant can be either a killable or an
equivalent one.
A killable mutant is one that can be killed but the available test cases are inadequate for this task, thus, new ones must be created. An equivalent mutant is one
that cannot be killed by any test case, that is an equivalent mutant is semantically
equivalent to the artefact under test despite being syntactically different. Examples
of such mutants are presented in the next section (see Figure 1.1).
For the purposes of this introduction, this succinct description of mutation suffices. All the aforementioned concepts will be revisited and elaborated further in
Chapter 2.
This thesis primarily focuses on program mutation, i.e. the application of mutation testing to the source code of a program under test. In this case, mutants correspond to different versions of this program, which is called the original program,
and their “coverage” to the discovery of appropriate test cases that will differentiate
the behaviour of the mutants from that of the original program.

1.1.1

Mutation Testing: An Example

An illustrative example of the aforementioned concepts is depicted in Figure 1.1.
The figure presents the source code of the capitalize method1 (Figure 1.1a),
along with two of its mutants (Figure 1.1b and Figure 1.1c). Method capitalize
capitalises all the delimiter-separated words of its first argument; for example,
capitalize("hello world", null) returns Hello World.
Figure 1.1b illustrates the code fragment of a killable mutant, that is a mutant
that can be killed. This particular mutant is generated by the Relational Operator
Replacement (ROR) mutation operator (see Table 4.1 for more details) and affects
the statement of line 3 of the original program. Note that the mutated statement is
denoted by the ∆ symbol in the figure and will replace that of the original program.
After examining the source code of the method, it becomes apparent that this
mutant can be easily killed by non-empty argument values. Indeed, a test case with
1 The

method belongs to the WordUtils class of the Apache Commons Lang project (https:
//commons.apache.org).
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public static String capitalize (String str, char[] delimiters) {
int delimLen = delimiters == null ? -1 : delimiters.length;
if (str == null || str.length() == 0 || delimLen == 0) {
return str;
}
int strLen = str.length();
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer( strLen );
boolean capitalizeNext = true;
for (int i = 0; i < strLen; i++) {
char ch = str.charAt(i);
if (isDelimiter(ch, delimiters)) {
buffer.append(ch);
capitalizeNext = true;
}
else if (capitalizeNext) {
buffer.append(Character.toTitleCase(ch));
capitalizeNext = false;
}
else {
buffer.append(ch);
}
}
return buffer.toString();
}
(a) Source code of method capitalize.

...
3: if (. . . || delimLen == 0) {
∆ . . . delimLen != 0 . . .
4:
return str;
5: }
...
(b) Example of a killable mutant.

...
if (isDelimiter(ch, delimiters)) {
buffer.append(ch);
∆ buffer.append(ch++);
13:
capitalizeNext = true;
14: }
...
11:
12:

(c) Example of an equivalent mutant.

Figure 1.1: Examples of killable and equivalent mutants. The source code of the
capitalize method (part a) and two of its mutants (denoted by the ∆ symbol): a killable (part b) and an equivalent (part c) one.
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str="hello world" and delimiters={ " " } will kill the mutant: the
original program will return Hello World, whereas the mutant hello world.
Figure 1.1c presents an example of another mutant of the method. This mutant is generated by the Arithmetic Operator Insertion Short-cut (AOIS) mutation
operator (see Table 4.1 for more details) and affects line 12 of the original program.
By carefully executing this mutant, it can be concluded that it is an equivalent one:
after the execution of the mutated statement, there is no use of variable ch capable
of revealing the imposed change.

1.2

Motivation

From the previous sections, it is immediately apparent that mutation is an extremely
versatile technique. It can be applied to different programming languages at different testing levels, to either test various software artefacts or support the testing process. Although mutation’s flexibility is impressive, its most important characteristic
is its fault-detection capabilities.

1.2.1

Mutation’s Effectiveness: Fault Detection

Mutation’s fundamental premise is that mutants resemble real faults. As coined by
Geist et al. [63]:
“If the software contains a fault, it is likely that there is a mutant that
can only be killed by a test case that also reveals the fault.”
Several research studies have empirically investigated whether this premise
holds [64–68]. More precisely, the findings of Daran and Thévenod-Fosse [64]
indicate that the erroneous program states that are caused by mutants resemble the
ones caused by real faults. The studies of Andrews et al. [65, 66] suggest that
mutants provide a good indication of the fault-detection ability of a test suite.
Do and Rothermel [67] evaluated the use of mutants in the empirical assessment of test case prioritisation techniques and concluded that mutants can provide
practical replacements of hand-seeded faults. Finally, the findings of Just et al. [68]
demonstrate that there is a correlation between a test suite’s mutation score and its
real-fault detection rate.
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Apart from its fault-detection capabilities, researchers have empirically compared mutation with several coverage criteria, e.g. control flow [69, 70] and data
flow [71–74]. Specifically, Offutt and Voas [69] formally showed that mutation
testing subsumes various control flow coverage criteria. Li et al. [70] compared
mutation with four unit-level coverage criteria and concluded that test suites generated to cover mutation detected more faults.
Analogous results were obtained in the case of data flow criteria. Several studies compared mutation testing with the all-uses data flow criterion [75–77], e.g.
[71–74], and suggest that test suites that cover mutation are very close to covering
all-uses and detect more faults.
The aforementioned studies provide corroborating evidence to support mutation’s effectiveness. Their results suggest that test data generated to cover mutation
are of high quality and are effective in detecting real faults, thus, increasing the
practitioners’ confidence in the software’s dependability and robustness.

1.2.2

Mutation’s Manual Cost: An Open Issue

Despite its effectiveness, mutation lacks widespread adoption in practice, with the
main culprit being its cost. Mutation’s cost can be largely attributed to:
1. The vast number of generated mutants.
2. The Equivalent Mutant Problem, i.e. the undesirable consequences caused
by the presence of equivalent mutants.
As discussed later in Chapter 2, mutation generates an enormous number of
mutants by applying the employed mutation operators to all possible source code
locations of the program under test. These mutants require high computational
resources in order to be executed with the available test cases and considerable
human effort in order to be killed. Thus, impairing mutation’s ability to scale to
real-world programs.
To worsen the situation, equivalent mutants cannot be killed, thus, affecting
negatively all phases of the mutation’s application process (see also Section 2.1.4):
(1) equivalent mutants are generated without contributing to the testing process, (2)
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they waste computational resources when executed with test data and (3) substantial
human effort is misspent when attempting to kill them.
Research studies have shown that an equivalent mutant requires approximately
15 minutes of manual analysis in order to be identified [78–80]. Additionally, several studies provide evidence that equivalent mutants are harder to detect than infeasible test requirements of other coverage criteria, e.g. all-uses [72, 74]. By considering these facts, along with the vast number of generated mutants, it becomes
clear that the equivalent mutant problem constitutes a major hindrance to mutation’s
practical adoption.
Although researchers have proposed various approaches to manage the number
of generated mutants, e.g. selective mutation [81], weak mutation [82–84], higher
order mutation [85–88], automated techniques to tackle the equivalent mutant problem are scarce, mainly, due to the problem’s undecidable nature [89].

1.3

Scope of the Thesis

From the previous sections, it becomes evident that there are several obstacles to be
surmounted before mutation can be widely adopted in practice. This thesis attempts
to tip the scales in favour of mutation by introducing several automated techniques
that reduce the manual effort involved in its application.
Particularly, this thesis investigates ways of ameliorating the adverse effects
of the equivalent mutant problem. To this end, the following questions are investigated:
Q1 Can a considerable number of equivalent mutants be automatically detected?
The equivalent mutant problem, being undecidable in its general form, is only
susceptible to partial solutions. Nevertheless, if a large number of equivalent
mutants can be automatically detected, then the human effort involved in the
application of mutation can be considerably reduced, boosting the technique’s
practical adoption.
Q2 Can mutant classification constitute a viable alternative to mutation?
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Various researchers have proposed approximation techniques that reduce the
number of the considered equivalent mutants at the cost of the techniques’
effectiveness (cf. Section 2.3.1). Mutant classification techniques are one
such example. Approaches based on mutation classification classify mutants
as possibly equivalent and possibly killable ones and suggest the utilisation of
the resulting possibly killable mutant set for the purposes of mutation testing.
If such approaches can classify most of the killable mutants correctly while
maintaining the number of the misclassified equivalent ones at a reasonably
low level, then their effectiveness will be significantly high and the manual
cost involved in their application will be substantially reduced.
Q3 Can knowledge about the equivalence of the already analysed mutants be
leveraged to identify new equivalent mutants in the presence of software
clones?
Research studies suggest that software systems include cloned code. Thus,
if mutants belonging to software clones exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to their equivalence or killability, then considerable effort savings can
be achieved by automatically classifying mutants based on the equivalence or
killability of the already analysed ones.

1.4

Contributions of the Thesis

The contributions of this dissertation can be summarised in the following points:
1. The introduction of a novel mutant classification technique, termed Higher
Order Mutation (HOM) classifier, that utilises higher order mutants to automatically classify first order ones (Chapter 3).
2. The proposal of a combined mutant classification scheme, named Isolating
Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM), that is synthesised by two mutant classification
approaches and outperforms the previously proposed ones (Chapter 3).
3. The introduction and formal definition of several data flow patterns that can
automatically detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants (Chapter 4).
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4. MEDIC, an automated, static analysis tool that can efficiently detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants in different programming languages
(Chapter 5).
5. An investigation of whether or not mutants belonging to software clones,
termed mirrored mutants, exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to their
equivalence (Chapter 6).
6. An investigation of the relationship between mutants’ impact and mutants’
killability (Chapter 3).
7. An investigation of the relationship among equivalent, partially equivalent
and stubborn mutants (Chapter 5).
8. Experimental results pertaining to the utilisation of mirrored mutants for test
case generation purposes (Chapter 6).
9. A publicly available data set for comparing mutant classifiers (Chapter 3).
10. An empirical study evaluating the effectiveness and stability of various mutant classification techniques (Chapter 3).
11. An empirical study that investigates the detection power of the proposed data
flow patterns and their existence in real-world software (Chapter 4).
12. An empirical study that evaluates the effectiveness, efficiency and crosslanguage nature of MEDIC (Chapter 5).
13. An empirical study that examines the usefulness of mirrored mutants in detecting equivalent ones and generating test cases that target other mirrored
mutants (Chapter 6).

1.5

Organisation of the Thesis

The remaining of this thesis is organised as follows:
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Chapter 2 furnishes a more detailed view of mutation testing. It begins by describing the two fundamental hypotheses of the approach, along with mutation’s application process. Next, it presents the sources of mutation’s cost and the equivalent
mutant problem and continues by discussing the main causes of mutants’ equivalence. Finally, the chapter concludes by describing previous work on the detection
of equivalent mutants, minimum mutant sets and the reduction of mutation’s computational cost.
Chapter 3 introduces a novel, dynamic mutant classification scheme, named
Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM), that isolates first order equivalent mutants
via higher order ones. The chapter begins by detailing the core concepts of the
study and by presenting how mutation testing can be applied using mutant classifiers. Next, the proposed classification techniques are introduced and the conducted
empirical study is presented, along with the analysis of the obtained results. Finally,
the chapter concludes with a recapitulation of the most important findings.
Chapter 4 proposes a series of data flow patterns whose presence in the source
code of the original program will lead to the generation of equivalent mutants. First,
the chapter introduces the corresponding patterns, defining formally the conditions
that need to hold in order to detect problematic code locations. Next, an empirical
study, investigating their presence in real-world software and their detection power,
is presented, along with a discussion of the obtained results. Finally, the chapter
concludes by summarising key findings.
Chapter 5 introduces a static analysis framework for equivalent and partially
equivalent mutant identification, named Mutants’ Equivalence Discovery (MEDIC),
which implements the aforementioned problematic data flow patterns. The chapter
begins by presenting various examples of problematic situations, belonging to the
studied test subjects, that were automatically detected by MEDIC. Next, the implementation details of the tool are presented and the conducted empirical study
is described. The chapter continues by discussing the obtained results and possible threats to validity. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the most
important findings.
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Chapter 6 investigates whether mutants belonging to similar code fragments,
i.e. software clones, exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to their equivalence.
To this end, the concept of mirrored mutants is introduced, that is mutants belonging
to similar code fragments of the program under test and, particularly, to analogous
code locations within these fragments. First, the chapter describes the conditions
that need to hold for two mutants to be considered mirrored ones and, next, it details
the conducted empirical study. The obtained results support the aforementioned
statement, indicating that considerable effort savings can be achieved in the presence of mirrored mutants. Additionally, experimental results suggesting that mirrored mutants can be beneficial to test case generation processes are also provided.
Finally, the chapter recapitulates on major findings.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarising its contributions and providing
possible avenues for future research.

Chapter 2

Mutation Testing: Background and
Cost-Reduction Techniques
This chapter details the core concepts of mutation testing, along with the main
sources of its cost and the related work on managing it. Although this succinct
description suffices for the purposes of this thesis, a more detailed introduction can
be found in the work of Offutt and Untch [8] and Jia and Harman [9].
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 presents
mutation’s fundamental hypotheses, along with a description of its application and
the cost of its phases. Section 2.2 describes the process of manually analysing
equivalent mutants and Section 2.3 discusses previous work on the reduction of
mutation’s cost. Finally, Section 2.4 concludes this chapter.

2.1

General Infomation

Mutation testing is a well-studied technique with a rich history that began in 1971 by
a class term paper of Richard Lipton [4]. At the end of the same decade, major work
on the subject was published by Hamlet [90] and DeMillo, Lipton and Sayward [34].
As mentioned in the previous chapter, mutation is a fault-based technique. It
induces artificial faults to the program under test. These faults are simple syntactic
changes derived from predefined sets of rules which are called mutation operators.
Generally, a mutation operator resembles typical programmer mistakes or forces
the adoption of a specific testing heuristic [3]. Mutation’s efficacy is closely related
to the adopted set of mutation operators. In fact, a carefully chosen set can aug-
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Table 2.1: First set of mutation operators for FORTRAN 77 programs (adapted from [13]).
Mutation Operator
AAR
ABS
ACR
AOR
ASR
CAR
CNR
CRP
CSR
DER
DSA
GLR
LCR
ROR
RSR
SAN
SAR
SCR
SDL
SRC
SVR
UOI

Description
array reference for array reference replacement
absolute value insertion
array reference for constant replacement
arithmetic operator replacement
array reference for scalar variable replacement
constant for array reference replacement
comparable array name replacement
constant replacement
constant for scalar variable replacement
DO statement alterations
DATA statement alterations
GOTO label replacement
logical connector replacement
relational operator replacement
RETURN statement replacement
statement analysis
scalar variable for array reference replacement
scalar for constant replacement
statement deletion
source constant replacement
scalar variable replacement
unary operator insertion

ment mutation’s capabilities, whereas a poorly selected one can greatly impair its
effectiveness [65, 66].
Table 2.1 depicts the first set of such operators that were included in M OTHRA,
a mutation testing system for FORTRAN 77 programs [13, 91]. The first column of
the table presents the name of the operators and the second one, a brief description
of the imposed changes. For instance, the Relational Operator Replacement (ROR)
mutation operator replaces each relational operator of the original program with
others. An example of a mutant produced by such an operator was depicted in
Figure 1.1b.

2.1.1

Underlying Principles

Mutation attempts to simulate real faults by inducing artificial faults to the program
under test. These faults are restricted to simple syntactic changes based on two hypotheses: the Competent Programmer Hypothesis (CPH) [12, 34] and the Coupling
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Effect (CE) [34].
The Competent Programmer Hypothesis, which was introduced by DeMillo
et al. [34], states that programs written by competent programmers are close to being correct. Based on this assumption, if such a program is incorrect, it will contain
only a few simple faults that can be corrected by a small number of simple syntactic
changes. Thus, mutation attempts to mimic the faults that competent programmers
make by introducing simple syntactic changes to the program under test. In the
work of Budd et al. [92], a theoretical discussion on CPH is presented.
Based on the above observation, DeMillo et al. [34] introduced the Coupling
Effect:
“Test data that distinguishes all programs differing from a correct one
by only simple errors is so sensitive that it also implicitly distinguishes
more complex errors.”
Or, equally:
“A test suite that detects all simple faults in a program is so sensitive
that it will also detect more complex faults.”
Thus, complex faults are coupled to simple ones. This definition was extended by
Offutt [93, 94] who introduced the Mutation Coupling Effect (MCE):
“Complex mutants are coupled to simple mutants in such a way that a
test data set that detects all simple mutants in a program will detect a
large percentage of the complex mutants.”
There is an analogy between the aforementioned definitions: a simple fault is represented by a simple mutant and a complex fault by a complex mutant. Simple
mutants are the ones that induce one syntactic change and complex mutants, the
ones that induce more. The former mutants are termed first order mutants and the
latter ones, higher order mutants.
Higher order mutants introduce more than one syntactic changes to the program under test. According to the number of the induced changes, higher order
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public static String capitalize (String str, char[] delimiters) {
int delimLen = delimiters == null ? -1 : delimiters.length;
if (str == null || str.length() == 0 || delimLen != 0) {
return str;
}
int strLen = str.length();
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer( strLen );
boolean capitalizeNext = true;
for (int i = 0; i < strLen; i++) {
char ch = str.charAt(i);
if (isDelimiter(ch, delimiters)) {
buffer.append( ch++ );
capitalizeNext = true;
}
else if (capitalizeNext) {
buffer.append(Character.toTitleCase(ch));
capitalizeNext = false;
}
else {
buffer.append(ch);
}
}
return buffer.toString();
}

Figure 2.1: Example of a second order mutant. The mutant introduces both changes of
the first order mutants presented in Figure 1.1 to the examined method (these
changes are highlighted in the figure).

mutants are termed second order mutants (if they introduce two changes), third order mutants (in the case of three changes), etc. Figure 2.1 depicts an example of
a second order mutant that introduces both changes of the first order mutants presented in Figure 1.1.
Based on the aforementioned principle, mutation testing focuses on simple
syntactic changes, i.e. first order mutants. CE and MCE have been empirically
investigated by several research studies which provide evidence supporting their
validity [93–99].

2.1.2

The Mutation Analysis Process

Figure 2.2 illustrates the traditional mutation analysis process [8]. In summary,
mutation involves the following phases:
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Figure 2.2: Mutation Analysis Process (adapted from [8]). The mutants of the original program are generated (Mutant Generation Phase) and executed against
the available test cases (Mutant Execution Phase). The live mutants are then
manually analysed to determine their equivalence or to produce new test cases
(Equivalent Mutant Identification Phase). The process repeats from Mutant
Execution phase.

• Phase I Mutant Generation. The first step of the process is the generation
of the mutants of the program under test. This step is fully automated by tools
that apply specific mutation operators to the program under test. Examples of
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such tools are the MU JAVA testing framework [19] for the Java programming
language and the M I L U framework [16] for C.
• Phase II Mutant Execution. The next step entails the execution of the original program and its mutants with test data1 . First, the original program is
executed in order to verify whether its output is correct. If the output is incorrect, then a bug has been discovered and the program must be fixed before
continuing. In the opposite situation, the mutants are executed with the available test data and their output is compared with the original’s one in order to
discover which mutants are killed. Killed mutants are no longer considered
in the process.
• Phase III Equivalent Mutant Identification. After the execution of the mutants, the mutation score is calculated. As can be seen from Equation 2.1,
the mutation score is the ratio of the killed mutants to the total number of
killable ones. If all killable mutants have been killed or the mutation score
is deemed adequate, the process stops; in a different case, the process continues as follows: the mutants that have not been killed must be manually
inspected to determine whether they are equivalent ones or the available test
cases are inadequate for killing them. In the former case, the detected mutants are marked as equivalent ones and are removed from the process. In the
latter, new test data must be created and the process repeats from the previous
phase. It should be mentioned that a test suite that manages to kill all killable
mutants is called mutation adequate test suite.

Mutation Score =

2.1.3

Killed Mutants
All Mutants − Equivalent Mutants

(2.1)

Mutation’s Cost

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the coverage of a test criterion is a laborious task;
covering mutation is no exception. Mutation requires significant computational re1 In

this thesis, the terms test data and test cases are used interchangeably.
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sources and, more importantly, substantial human effort in order to be covered. In
the following, this cost is outlined per considered phase:
• Phase I Mutant Generation. At this stage, mutation generates a vast number
of mutants, i.e. a vast number of test requirements. Research studies suggest
that this number is proportional to the product of the number of data references and the number of data objects (O(Re f s ∗ Vars)), for a software unit
[81, 100]; a number that can be large even for simple programs. This large
number of generated mutants influences the remaining phases negatively.
• Phase II Mutant Execution. This phase includes two activities that contribute to mutation’s cost: the manual verification of the correctness of the
original program’s output and the execution of the original program and its
mutants with the available test cases. The former activity, which is generally
known as the human oracle problem [101], necessitates human intervention
and, thus, increases the effort involved. It should be mentioned that this problem is not unique to mutation testing, on the contrary, it pertains to almost
every testing scenario [101]. The latter activity requires the execution of the
original program and all of its mutants with at least one test case, and, potentially many. This activity is the main source of mutation’s high computational
cost.
• Phase III Equivalent Mutant Identification. This phase is responsible for
mutation’s manual cost: it includes two challenging tasks that cannot be automated in their entirety. The first task is the generation of additional test cases
to kill the live mutants and the second one, the identification of the equivalent mutants of the original program. Both of these tasks are complicated and
involved and require an excellent understanding of the internal mechanics of
the program under test.
From the aforementioned, it becomes clear that mutation testing involves considerable human effort and computational resources. Although many solutions to
mutation’s computational cost have been proposed, its manual cost remains a ma-
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jor hindrance to its adoption in practice. This cost can be primary attributed to the
Equivalent Mutant Problem, which is detailed below.

2.1.4

The Equivalent Mutant Problem

The Equivalent Mutant Problem is a well-known impediment to the practical adoption of mutation. In consequence of its undecidable nature, a complete automated
solution is unattainable [89]. To worsen the situation, detecting equivalent mutants
is an error-prone and time-consuming task.
The manual identification of equivalent mutants is often prohibitive due to the
large number of mutants that have to be considered and the complexity of the underlying process. This manual effort has been estimated to require approximately 15
minutes per equivalent mutant [78, 79]. Taking this fact into consideration, along
with the estimated number of equivalent mutants per program which ranges between
10% and 40% of the generated ones [9], it can be easily concluded that the required
human effort can become unbearable even for small projects.
Additionally, owing to the human judgement involved, human errors cannot
be precluded. In the study of Acree [102], 20% of the studied mutants were erroneously classified, i.e. a killable mutant mistakenly classified as equivalent or vice
versa.
Every step of the mutation analysis process is influenced by the presence of
equivalent mutants. At the Mutant Generation phase, equivalent mutants are created without increasing the quality of the testing process; at the Mutant Execution
phase, equivalent mutants waste computational resources by being executed with
all the available test data without the possibility of being killed; and, finally, at the
Equivalent Mutant Identification phase, manual effort is misspent by attempting to
kill live mutants that are equivalent ones and by trying to identify equivalent mutants.
Considering the above-mentioned facts, the need to develop heuristics to tackle
mutation’s cost, and particularly the equivalent mutant problem, becomes apparent.
Before introducing the techniques suggested by the present thesis, the procedure of
manually analysing a mutant is detailed and previous work on reducing mutation’s
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cost is discussed.

2.2

Manual Analysis of Equivalent Mutants

Three conditions must be satisfied by test data in order to kill a mutant. These
conditions are known as the RIP model [3, 48, 96, 103–105]:
• Reachability (R): A test case must cause the execution of the mutated statement, i.e. the mutant must be reached by test data.
• Infection (I): The execution of the mutated statement must result in an erroneous program state, i.e. immediately after the execution of the mutated
statement, the internal state of the mutated program and the corresponding
state of the original program must differ.
• Propagation (P): The infected state must propagate to the ”exit” of the program and result in an incorrect output.
Due to the fact that all the above conditions must hold in order for a mutant to
be killed, the RIP model implicitly defines three broad categories of mutants’ equivalence, i.e. the cases where one of these conditions cannot be satisfied. Table 2.2
outlines the corresponding categories:
• ¬R: The first category refers to mutants that cannot be reached by any test
case. Such mutants can never infect the program state and, as a consequence,
no difference between their output and the one of the original program can be
observed. The primary cause of mutants’ equivalence for this category is the
existence of dead code. In the case of boolean expressions another possible
explanation can be given based on the short-circuit evaluation of complex
sub-expressions [106]. Many programming languages include operators that
exhibit such behaviour. For instance, the conditional operators && and || of
the Java programming language do not guarantee the evaluation of all parts of
a boolean expression: if the value of the expression can be determined by the
evaluation of only the first operand, then the second one will not be evaluated.
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Table 2.2: Causes of Mutants’ Equivalence (based on the RIP Model).
Category
¬R
R¬I
RI¬P

Description
The mutant cannot be reached
The mutant cannot infect
The infected state cannot propagate

Thus, if a mutant affects an operand that will never be evaluated, the mutant
cannot be reached and, thus, can be identified as an equivalent one.
• R¬I: The second category pertains to mutants that can be reached but cannot
infect the original program’s state. The output of such mutants is always the
same as the one of the original program. This situation can be attributed solely
to the change of the mutant or the change of the mutant and the state of the
program at that particular location [106]: for example, if a mutant changes the
statement int i = a to int i = -a and the value of a is always zero
at this program location, then the mutant cannot infect the program state.
• RI¬P: The last category corresponds to mutants that can be reached and can
infect the original program’s state but this infected state cannot propagate to
the ”exit” of the program. Thus, the imposed change can never be discerned.
Two specific cases belong to this particular category [106]: first, the case
where no parts of the infected state can be observed, e.g. an infected variable
that is not used at any return statement; and, second, the case where the
state of the program is infected but, at a later point, this infected state is
coincidentally ”corrected”, e.g. an infected variable that can be returned by
the program but is re-defined before the return statement.

2.3

Cost-Reduction Techniques

As discussed in the previous sections, mutation is a demanding testing technique. It
requires high computational resources for mutant execution and significant human
effort for equivalent mutant identification.
Researchers have proposed several techniques to manage mutation’s cost. A
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synopsis can be found in the work of Jia and Harman [9] and Madeyski et al. [80].
The former focuses on mutation testing in general, whereas the latter on the equivalent mutant problem in particular. This section describes several of mutation’s
cost-reduction techniques, starting with the ones introduced to tackle the equivalent
mutant problem.

2.3.1

Tackling the Equivalent Mutant Problem

At the core of the equivalent mutant problem is its undecidable nature [89], which
prohibits the creation of fully automated solutions. As a consequence, the problem is solely amenable to partial, semi-automated ones. Despite this fact, researchers have proposed several techniques to ameliorate its adverse effects. These
approaches can be divided into three general categories2 : Equivalent Mutant Reduction techniques, Equivalent Mutant Detection techniques and Equivalent Mutant
Classification techniques.

2.3.1.1

Equivalent Mutant Reduction Techniques

The approaches that belong to this category attempt to reduce the number of the
considered equivalent mutants. A promising direction is the utilisation of higher
order mutants [86], i.e. mutants that introduce more than one syntactic changes
to the program under test. According to Higher Order Mutation’s terminology, a
mutant that induces one change is termed first order mutant, one that induces two is
called second order mutant and so on.
Polo et al. [85] were the first to propose the creation of a set of second order
mutants via the combination of the generated first order ones and the utilisation of
this particular set for the purposes of mutation testing. They introduced and empirically investigated three mutant combination strategies. The obtained results suggest
that the utilisation of these strategies could reduce the number of the considered
mutants approximately by half and the number of equivalent mutants by more than
80%.
2 Analogous,

but not identical, terms have been utilised in the work of Madeyski et al. [80].
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Papadakis and Malevris [88] evaluated several first and second order mutation
testing strategies. The corresponding findings corroborated the equivalent mutant
reduction but reported evidence of test effectiveness loss. More precisely, the test
suites that covered the second order strategies were 10% less effective compared to
the ones that covered mutation. Another finding was that the size of these test suites
was 30% smaller, indicating a less expensive testing technique.
Analogous results were obtained by Madeyski et al. [80]. In their study, they
evaluated further the strategies proposed by Polo et al. [85] and introduced an additional one. Their findings indicate that second order strategies are more efficient
than mutation testing, but are less effective.
Kintis [107] introduced various second order strategies based on the dominator
analysis [108] of the original program’s control flow graph in an attempt to increase
the interaction between the combined first order mutants. The experimental evaluation of these strategies indicated that they are superior to the previously-proposed
ones [107, 109].
Kintis et al. [87] extended the previously introduced, dominator-based second
order strategies by introducing several hybrid strategies. The main characteristic of
these strategies is that the resulting mutant set contained both first and second order
mutants. The conducted empirical study concluded that hybrid strategies are more
effective than the previously introduced ones.
Apart from utilising higher order mutation for equivalent mutant reduction,
other approaches suggest the use of co-evolutionary search techniques to avoid the
creation of equivalent mutants. Particularly, in the work of Adamopoulos et al.
[110], test cases and mutants are evolved in parallel with the aim of producing both
high quality test cases and hard-to-kill mutants. By adopting a fitness function that
penalises the mutants that are not killed by any test case (among the available ones),
equivalent mutants are weeded out during the co-evolution process.

2.3.1.2

Equivalent Mutant Detection Techniques

The techniques that belong to this category manage to correctly identify a portion
of the total equivalent mutants of the program under test. It should be noted that
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these techniques reduce mutation’s cost without affecting its effectiveness.
One of the earliest studies is the one of Baldwin and Sayward [111] who suggested the utilisation of compiler optimisation techniques to identify equivalent mutants. The key intuition behind this approach is that mutants are, in a sense, optimised or de-optimised versions of the program under test. In their work, Baldwin
and Sayward proposed six types of compiler optimisation strategies that could identify equivalent mutants produced by specific mutation operators.
Offutt and Craft [112] implemented the aforementioned strategies in M OTHRA
[91], a mutation testing framework for FORTRAN 77 programs. Their implementation was based on the data flow analysis of the program under test and utilised
an intermediate representation of this program. The empirical evaluation of these
strategies revealed that they can detect 10% of the equivalent mutants, on average.
The idea of utilising compiler optimisation techniques to identify equivalent
mutants was revisited by Papadakis et al. [113], who investigated whether the available compiler optimisation strategies of the GCC compiler3 could be leveraged to
identify equivalent mutants. The obtained results suggest that 30% of the equivalent
mutants could be automatically detected, for the studied C programs.
Offutt and Pan [114, 115] proposed another approach to tackle the equivalent mutant problem that is based on mathematical constraints. Specifically, they
formally introduced a heuristic-based set of strategies in order to determine the infeasibility of constraint systems that modelled the conditions under which a mutant
can be killed (see also the RIP model in Section 2.2). If such an infeasible constraint system is detected, then the corresponding mutant can be safely identified
as equivalent. The experimental evaluation of this approach revealed that it could
detect approximately 50% of the examined equivalent mutants.
Nica and Wotawa [116, 117] proposed a similar technique for equivalent mutant detection. Their approach creates a constraint representation of the program
under test and its mutants and attempts to generate test cases that kill them based
on this representation. If such test cases cannot be generated, then the examined
3 https://gcc.gnu.org/
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mutant could be an equivalent one.
Bardin et al. [118] focused on the identification of infeasible test requirements
of several coverage criteria4 , including weak mutation (see also Section 2.3.2.4).
The proposed approach combined two static analysis techniques, a forward data
flow analysis (Value Analysis) and a technique to prove program properties (Weakest Precondition calculus), to identify weak equivalent mutants, i.e. equivalent mutants generated by the weak mutation technique5 . The obtained results suggest that
a considerable number of the weak equivalent mutants generated by the studied
mutation operators can be automatically detected.
Finally, another direction in equivalent mutant identification is the utilisation
of program slicing [122]. Voas and McGraw [123] were the first to propose that
program slicing can identify code locations that are unaffected by some statement
and, thus, should not be mutated because the resulting mutants would be equivalent
ones. Hierons et al. [124] developed this proposal and suggested that amorphous
slicing [125, 126] can be used to support the manual analysis of particularly hard-tokill mutants. Finally, Harman et al. [127] showed how dependence-based analysis
can be leveraged to assist in the detection of equivalent mutants.

2.3.1.3

Equivalent Mutant Classification Techniques

Mutant classification has been proposed as another possible direction for equivalent
mutant isolation. The approaches that belong to this category do not detect equivalent mutants, but rather classify mutants as possibly killable or possibly equivalent
ones based on specific characteristics of the program under test. It is postulated that
mutants exhibiting these characteristics are more likely to be killable.
Ellims et al. [128] reported that mutants having the same output as the original
program for a given test suite can have different running profiles in terms of execution time and CPU and memory usage. Thus, they suggested that such differences
could be used as a means of detecting killable mutants.
4 Several studies have also considered ways to circumvent infeasible test requirements,

e.g. [119–
121].
5 Note that if a mutant is equivalent under weak mutation is also equivalent under strong mutation.
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Grün et al. [129] made a similar suggestion: they proposed that changes in
the program behaviour between the original program and one of its mutants could
indicate that the mutant is killable. They investigated whether mutants that impact
the control flow of the original program’s execution are more likely to be killable
ones, and whether the ones that do not are more likely to be equivalent ones. The
obtained results provided evidence supporting this statement.
Schuler et al. [130] examined whether the impact on dynamic invariants is a
good indicator of mutants’ killability. More precisely, their approach deduced preand post-conditions for every function of the program under test from its execution
with test data and examined whether mutants violating such invariants are more
likely to be killable. Its experimental evaluation supported this hypothesis.
Schuler and Zeller [78, 79] investigated further the classification power of the
mutants’ impact on control flow coverage and on methods’ return values. The obtained empirical evidence suggested that impact on coverage is a better indicator of
mutants’ killability than the previously-proposed ones.
Finally, Papadakis and Le Traon [131] and Papadakis et al. [132] investigated
the effectiveness of two mutant classification strategies based on the impact on control flow coverage. The conducted empirical study revealed that the examined mutant classification strategies managed to reduce the number of the considered equivalent mutants but were less effective than mutation testing.

2.3.2

Reducing Mutation’s Computational Cost

Apart from mutation’s manual effort, mutation requires considerably high computational resources. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, this computational cost springs
from the fact that a large number of mutants have to be executed, at least once and
potentially many times, against the available test cases. Researchers have proposed
various techniques to deal with this problem. A brief description of several key
approaches follows.
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Mutant Sampling

One of the simplest approaches to reduce the number of the considered mutants
is Mutant Sampling [100, 102]. Mutant Sampling selects a small subset of the
generated mutants and performs mutation based on this subset.
Wong [133] investigated different sampling percentages ranging from 10% to
40% in steps of 5%. The experimental results revealed that a sampling percentage of
10% is only 16% less effective than the full set of generated mutants, implying that
mutation testing strategies with a sample percentage greater than 10% form viable
alternatives to mutation. This finding is in accordance to the studies of DeMillo
et al. [91] and King and Offutt [13].
Papadakis and Malevris [88] empirically examined the test effectiveness of
various mutant sampling strategies, ranging from 10% to 60% in steps of 10%.
They found that the recorded test effectiveness loss, ranges between 26% and 6%.

2.3.2.2

Selective Mutation

Selective Mutation [81, 134] is another approximation technique that reduces the
number of the considered mutants. It seeks to find a small set of mutation operators whose mutants can simulate the mutants generated by all the available operators. Selective Mutation was first introduced by Mathur [135] and was termed
Constrained Mutation.
Mathur [135] proposed the application of mutation without the mutation operators that generated the most mutants. Offutt et al. [81, 134] developed further this
idea and examined the effectiveness of different, reduced mutation operator sets.
The corresponding findings revealed that from the 22 mutation operators of the
M OTHRA system [91], 5 are sufficient to perform mutation effectively. It should be
mentioned that the number of mutants generated by Selective Mutation is proportional to the number of data references in the program under test (O(Re f s)), which
is considerably smaller than the one of standard mutation (cf. Section 2.1.3).
Barbosa et al. [136] proposed 6 guidelines to determine sufficient mutation operators. The application of these guidelines resulted in a set of 10 operators which
achieved a mutant reduction of 65% with approximately no loss in test effectiveness.
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Namin and Andrews [137, 138] and Namin et al. [139] utilised statistical methods
for the same purpose. Their studies identified a sufficient set of 28 mutation operators out of the 108 operators of the P ROTEUM mutation testing framework for C
[15], which achieved a mutant reduction of more than 92%.
Other research studies have examined the effectiveness of applying mutation
with only one or two mutation operators. Wong [133] examined the effectiveness of
utilising the Absolute Value Insertion (ABS) mutation operator in conjunction with
the Relational Operator Replacement (ROR) mutation operator. The empirical evaluation of this approach indicated that it could reduce the number of the considered
mutants by 80% with only a 5% loss in test effectiveness [133, 140].
Untch [141] examined the idea of utilising only the Statement Deletion mutation operator (SDL), an operator that deletes entire statements, presenting promising
results. Deng et al. [142] investigated further the application of this particular operator to programs written in the Java programming language. The experimental
results suggest that it could reduce the number of the considered mutants by 80%
with an 8% loss in test effectiveness. Analogous results were obtained in the study
of Delamaro et al. [143] for the C programming language.
Zhang et al. [144] compared Selective Mutation with Mutant Sampling. They
evaluated the effectiveness of three selective mutation approaches (Offutt et al. [81],
Barbosa et al. [136] and Namin et al. [139]) against two mutant sampling techniques. The empirical findings of this study suggest that Mutant Sampling is as
effective as Selective Mutation. Finally, Zhang et al. [145] proposed that Selective
Mutation and Mutant Sampling can be used in tandem and investigated the effectiveness of eight such strategies, obtaining promising results.

2.3.2.3

Minimum Mutant Sets

The results presented in the previous section suggest that a large number of mutants
can be killed collaterally (see also [146]), i.e. by targeting other mutants. Thus,
researchers have attempted to provide an estimation of the minimum number of
mutants that are sufficient to cover the whole set of generated ones, i.e. to estimate
the cardinality of a minimum mutant set.
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Kintis et al. [87] were the first to empirically approximate this number in the
context of the Java programming language. They introduced the concept of disjoint
mutants, that is, mutants whose killing test cases are as disjoint as possible. The
conducted empirical study considered minimal mutant disjointness in the context of
two mutant sets: the set of all generated mutants and the set of hard-to-kill, stubborn6 ones. The obtained results revealed that only a small portion of the generated
mutants (9%) is required to cover the whole set even in the case of the hard-to-kill
ones (35%).
Ammann et al. [147] investigated further this problem, both theoretically and
empirically. They utilised dynamic subsumption to minimise the number of mutants. Given a test suite, mutant x dynamically subsumes mutant y iff the test cases
that kill x also kill y. The experimental evaluation of dynamic subsumption, in the
context of the C programming language, revealed that only 1.2% of the generated
mutants is required to cover the whole set.
Finally, Kurtz et al. [148, 149] provided additional insights regarding mutant
subsumption and investigated whether dynamic and static analysis techniques can
be used to approximate this relationship. Their findings suggest that static analysis
techniques should be used in tandem with dynamic ones in order to achieve the best
results.

2.3.2.4

Strong, Weak and Firm Mutation

Apart from restricting the number of the considered mutants to manage mutation’s
cost, researchers have introduced various techniques to reduce the execution cost
of running all mutants against the available test suite. The most prominent of these
techniques is Weak Mutation, proposed by Howden [82, 83].
Weak Mutation attempts to reduce the computational resources required to perform mutation by avoiding the complete execution of the original program and its
mutants. To achieve this, Weak Mutation redefines the condition that needs to hold
for a mutant to be considered killed (see also the RIP model in Section 2.2): instead
of comparing the final output of the original program and the mutant, the internal
6A

stubborn mutant is a killable mutant that is difficult to be killed [106, 124].
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states of these programs are compared immediately after the execution of the mutant or the mutated component. It should be mentioned that standard mutation is
referred to as Strong Mutation when compared with Weak Mutation.
Woodward and Halewood [84] introduced the concept of Firm Mutation, a
mutation approach that occupies the middle ground between Strong and Weak Mutation. They argue that the comparison between the states of the original program
and its mutants can be performed at any point between the first execution of the
mutated statement and the end of the program.
Various research studies corroborate Weak Mutation’s cost-effectiveness. Girgis and Woodward [150] developed a Weak Mutation framework for FORTRAN 77
programs and empirically evaluated its performance. The obtained results suggest
that Weak Mutation requires less computational resources than Strong Mutation.
Horgan and Mathur [151] showed that test suites that satisfy Weak Mutation
can satisfy Strong Mutation with a high probability. Marick [152] presented results
indicating that Weak Mutation is nearly as effective as Strong Mutation. The study
of Kintis et al. [87] revealed that Weak Mutation also reduces mutation’s manual
effort by considering fewer equivalent mutants.
Offutt and Lee [153, 154] evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of Weak
Mutation, along with different implementations of the technique. Their results suggest that it forms a cost-effective alternative to Strong Mutation. Regarding the
examined implementations, the authors suggest that the internal states of the original program and its mutants should be compared after the first execution of the
mutated statement or the basic block that contains it.

2.4

Summary

This chapter presented the core concepts of mutation testing. First, mutation’s fundamental hypotheses were described, along with the phases of the traditional mutation analysis process. Next, the cost of mutation per phase was outlined, with
an emphasis on the equivalent mutant problem and its negative effects. Finally,
the conditions that need to hold for a mutant to be equivalent or killable were de-
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tailed and previous work on equivalent mutant elimination, minimum mutant sets
and mutant reduction techniques was introduced.
This chapter presented the necessary background of this thesis. The subsequent
chapters will discuss the techniques that the thesis proposes to tackle the equivalent
mutant problem.

Chapter 3

Equivalent Mutant Isolation via Higher
Order Mutation
As stated in Chapter 2, equivalent mutants constitute a major obstacle to the practical adoption of mutation. This chapter introduces and empirically evaluates a novel,
mutant classification technique, named Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM), that
is able to automatically isolate first order equivalent mutants via higher order ones.
In an attempt to ameliorate the adverse effects of the equivalent mutant problem, Schuler and Zeller [78, 79] suggested a technique, hereafter referred to as the
coverage impact method, that is able to isolate equivalent mutants. This method
is based on the observation that mutants affecting the program execution are more
likely to be killable than those that do not do so [128, 129]. According to this,
mutants can be classified as possibly killable and possibly equivalent ones.
The empirical results of the study of Schuler and Zeller [78, 79] revealed that
75% of the mutants of the resulting possibly killable mutant set were indeed killable
ones. Thus, they suggested that practitioners should target this mutant set in order to
minimise the consequences of equivalent mutants. Although such a practice reduces
the possibility of encountering equivalent mutants, this set was found to include
only the 56% of the total killable ones, thus, missing a large number of them. The
approach described in the present chapter expands the coverage impact method by
aiming at overcoming the aforementioned limitation.
The proposed technique uses second order mutants to isolate possible first order equivalent ones and is the first one to utilise higher order mutants in this context.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, a second order mutant is a mutant that induces two syntactic changes to the program under test (see Figure 2.1 for an example).
The approach is based on the intuition that since equivalent mutants have a
small effect on the state of the program, they should not have an apparent impact
on the state of another mutant. Thus, it is argued that a killable mutant is likely to
impact the output of another first order mutant when these mutants are combined,
i.e. forming a second order one. Although such a technique is not clearly competitive to the coverage impact method, it enables the correct classification of different
mutants. This fact motivated the design of a combined classification scheme that
utilises both aforementioned techniques with promising results.
This chapter describes three variations of the proposed technique and investigates their ability to classify killable mutants. Additionally, it empirically validates
the coverage impact method and compares it with the proposed ones. Experimental
evaluation, conducted on two independently selected sets of manually classified mutants, confirms the coverage impact method’s published results and reveals that its
combination with the proposed approaches is capable of retrieving approximately
20% more killable mutants. In general, the contributions of this chapter are the
following:
1. A novel, dynamic method to effectively and automatically classify first order
mutants using second order ones.
2. An empirical study validating the coverage impact method and the proposed
approaches. In particular, the coverage impact method achieves a classification precision of 73% and a classification recall of 65%, whereas the proposed
technique realises a precision score of 71% and a recall value of 81%.
3. A manually identified set of killable and equivalent mutants which amplifies
an existing benchmark set [78, 79] and is made publicly available1 with the
aim of enabling replication and comparative studies.
1 This

set and the results of the present study are publicly available at http://pages.cs.
aueb.gr/˜kintism/#stvr2014.
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The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 introduces background information and briefly describes the coverage impact method. Section 3.2
details the proposed mutant classification schemes and Section 3.3 the conducted
empirical study. Next, Section 3.4 analyses and discusses the obtained results, along
with possible threats to the validity of this study. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes this
chapter, summarising key findings.

3.1

Background

The work presented in this chapter suggests the use of a mutant classification approach in order to isolate equivalent mutants. The proposed classification scheme
utilises second order mutants and the mutants’ impact in order to highlight the majority of the killable mutants. This section details these techniques and concepts.

3.1.1

Mutants’ Impact

The approaches studied in this chapter were founded on an assertion, known as the
mutants’ impact, which pertains to killable mutants. The intuition behind mutants’
impact is that mutants altering certain aspects of the original program’s execution
are more likely to be killable. In other words, given a test case, if some aspect
of the execution of the original program and a mutant differs, then the mutant can
be classified as possibly killable. These differences are referred to as the mutants’
impact. Various research studies have investigated how to measure mutants’ impact,
e.g. violated dynamic program invariants [130], different execution program traces
[78, 79, 129] and different methods’ return values [78, 79].
Mutants’ impact represents a variation in the behaviour of the original program
and its mutants. Such differences appear during program executions and, in particular, after executing the mutated location up to the exit of the program [129]. Along
these lines, impact on coverage measures the differences in the control flow coverage between the original program and its mutants [78, 79]. Impact on return values
measures the differences in the values returned by the public methods encountered
during program execution [78, 79]. Impact on dynamic program invariants measures the number of invariants that were violated by the introduction of mutants
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[130].
Generally, it has been empirically found that mutants with impact are more
likely to be killable than those with no impact, regardless of the impact measure
[78, 79]. However, different impact metrics, or their combinations, result in different mutant classifiers with variations in their effectiveness. Constructing a more
effective classifier forms the objective of the present work, which proposes the use
of higher order mutants as impact measures. Based on this novel measure, different
mutants from the previously introduced approaches can be classified appropriately.

3.1.2

Mutation Analysis using Mutant Classifiers

As described in Section 2.1.2, applying mutation testing entails the generation of a
mutant set. Next, the mutants of this set are executed with the available test cases
to determine the killed ones. Finally, the live mutants are analysed by the tester to
produce new test cases or to determine their equivalence. This process iteratively
continues until all killable mutants have been killed.
It can be easily seen that the ratio of the equivalent to killable mutants increases
as more test cases are added to the test suite. This is attributed to the fact that the
number of equivalent mutants remains constant, whereas the number of killable
ones decreases (because they are killed). Thus, if the live mutants could be automatically classified as possibly killable and possibly equivalent ones, considerable
effort savings could be achieved by analysing only the possibly killable mutants
[78, 79, 130, 155].
Based on the aforementioned argument, automated mutant classification approaches have been proposed in the literature. A typical mutant classification process is depicted in Figure 3.1. Steps (a)-(c) divide up the set of live mutants into
two disjoint sets, the possibly killable mutant set and the possibly equivalent one.
Before applying the classification scheme, the set of live mutants must be found,
i.e. the first order mutants of the original program must be generated (Figure 3.1
(a)) and executed with the available test data (Figure 3.1 (b)).
At this point, a set of killed and a set of live mutants have been created. Killed
mutants do not add any value to the testing process and are discarded. In contrast,
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Figure 3.1: Mutation Analysis using Mutant Classifiers. The live mutants are classified
as possibly killable and possibly equivalent. The Isolating Equivalent Mutants
(I-EQM) process works in two phases. First, the live mutants are classified via
the Coverage Impact classifier and subsequently the produced possibly equivalent mutant set is classified by the High Order Mutation (HOM) classifier. The
highlighted first order mutant sets are the outcome of the I-EQM classification
process.

the set of live mutants improves the quality of the process by guiding the generation
of new test data. However, this set is most likely composed of both equivalent
and killable mutants. Therefore, the live mutant set is provided as input to the
classification system. The live mutants are then categorised as possibly killable or
possibly equivalent ones. (Figure 3.1 (c)). Finally, the testing process continues by
considering only the mutants of the possibly killable mutant set.

3.1.2.1

Mutant Classification: Effectiveness Measures

Mutant classification categorises mutants as possibly killable or possibly equivalent.
Being a heuristic method, it may correctly classify some mutants and fail on others. For example, a killable mutant may be correctly classified as possibly killable,
whereas an equivalent one may be incorrectly classified as possibly killable.
To distinguish between the correctly and incorrectly classified mutants, the
following definitions are given, which are in accordance to the respective ones used
in the Information Retrieval literature [156]:
Definition 3.1 True killable. Killable mutants correctly classified as possibly killable.
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Definition 3.2 False killable. Equivalent mutants incorrectly classified as possibly
killable.
Definition 3.3 True equivalent. Equivalent mutants correctly classified as possibly
equivalent.
Definition 3.4 False equivalent. Killable mutants incorrectly classified as possibly
equivalent.
To quantify the classification ability and provide a basis for comparison between the examined approaches, the following measures were utilised. Note that
these metrics are usually employed to compare classifiers in Information Retrieval
experiments [156].
True killable
True killable + False killable

(3.1)

True killable
True killable + False equivalent

(3.2)

Precision =

Recall =

Accuracy =

True killable + True equivalent
True killable + False killable + True equivalent + False equivalent
(3.3)
Fβ = (1 + β 2 ) ×

Precision × Recall
β 2 × Precision + Recall

(3.4)

Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 quantify the ability of the classifier to correctly
classify killable mutants. Specifically, the precision metric quantifies the ability of
the classifier to categorise correctly killable mutants, whereas the recall value measures the capability of the classifier in retrieving killable mutants. Thus, a high precision value indicates that the classifier can sufficiently distinguish between killable
and equivalent mutants, whereas a high recall value shows that the classification
scheme is able to recover the majority of the live killable mutants.
Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4 are utilised to better compare the examined
classifiers. The accuracy metric depicts the percentage of the correctly classified
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mutants. The Fβ score2 constitutes a general metric that combines the precision
and recall values into a single measure of overall performance and enables different
weighting between the two measures. Thus, by changing the value of β , different
performance scenarios could be investigated. For instance, a scenario where the
classification precision and recall are equally balanced corresponds to a β value
of 1. In this chapter, three such scenarios are explored, which are described in
Section 3.3.4.
Mutation testing requires the employed test cases to be capable of killing all
killable mutants. Mutant classification changes this requirement to killing all possibly killable mutants. Thus, mutant classification can be seen as an approximation
method to mutation. The effectiveness of this approximation can be measured as
the number of killable mutants that are correctly classified as such, i.e. by the recall metric, because the testing process will be based only on these mutants. The
efficiency of the method can be measured by the number of equivalent mutants that
are incorrectly classified as possibly killable, because these mutants will be manually analysed by the tester. Thus, the methods’ efficiency can be expressed by the
precision value3 of the classifier.
In general, high precision is difficult to be achieved, but is extremely desirable
for efficiency reasons. However, if high precision is not accompanied by a relatively
high recall, the process might lose some valuable mutants. Because low recall indicates that many killable mutants are ignored, such processes will experience losses
of their strength. On the contrary, high recall is easily achieved by classifying most
or all undetected mutants as possibly killable. In such a case, higher testing quality
is achieved at a considerable cost.
It is obvious that a combination of high precision and high recall is more suitable for a mutant classification scheme. In this manner, most of the killable mutants
would be correctly classified as such and, at the same time, testing based on the
retrieved killable mutants can be deemed adequate. In a different situation, the clas2 For

non-negative real values of β .
percentage of the equivalent mutants that are incorrectly classified as possibly killable is
actually (1 − precision). Thus, higher precision indicates that fewer equivalent mutants are to be
considered and, hence a higher efficiency.
3 The
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sifier would be deficient as it would categorise many equivalent mutants as possibly
killable ones (a case of a classifier with low precision) or it would classify many
killable mutants as possibly equivalent ones (a classifier with low recall). Consequently, it is the reconciliation of a classifier’s precision and recall scores that
stipulates its success.

3.1.2.2

Mutant Classification using Code Coverage

Classifying mutants using code coverage has been empirically found to be superior
to previously proposed classifiers, such as those using dynamic program invariants
and methods’ return values [78, 79]. Following the suggestions of Schuler and
Zeller [78], a coverage measure is determined by counting how many times each
program statement is executed during a test case run. The comparison of the coverage measures of both the original program’s and a mutant’s execution results in the
impact measure (coverage difference) of the examined mutant.
Mutants’ impact is defined based on the coverage impact as “the number of
methods that have at least one statement that is executed at a different frequency in
the mutated run than in the normal run, while leaving out the method that contains
the mutated statement” [78]. This approach is also adopted in the present study and
referred to as the Coverage Impact classifier.

3.2

First Order Mutant Classification via Second Order Mutation

The primary purpose of this chapter is the introduction of a new mutant classification scheme, hereafter referred to as Higher Order Mutation (HOM) classifier,
which would further attenuate the negative effects of the equivalent mutant problem. The salient feature of the suggested approach is the employment of higher
order mutation in the classification process.
The HOM classifier categorises mutants based on the impact they have on each
other. In view of this, it produces pairs of mutants by combining each examined
(first order) mutant with others. The classifier works based on the intuition that
since equivalent mutants have a small effect on the state of the original program, in
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a similar fashion, they should also have no apparent impact on the state of another
mutant when combined as a second order mutant. Hence, a possibly equivalent
mutant will have a minor impact on the execution and no observable impact on the
output of another mutant. Any departure from this situation implies that the mutant
is possibly killable, leading to the HOM Classifier Hypothesis.
HOM Classifier’s Hypothesis. Let fom be a first order mutant, umut an unclassified mutant, umut.fom the second order mutant created by the combination of
the two corresponding mutants and Killable the set of killable mutants of the considered program under test. The HOM classifier hypothesis states that if the results
of the executions of the first order mutant fom and the second order mutant umut.fom
differ, then the first order mutant umut is killable. More formally:
out putO f ( f om,test) 6= out putO f (umut. f om,test) ⇒ umut ∈ Killable

The aforementioned hypothesis forms the basis of the proposed classification
scheme. Thus, if the condition of the aforementioned formula holds, then umut is
classified as possibly killable. Otherwise, umut is classified as possibly equivalent.
This practice is presented in Figure 3.2. Although this condition may not always
hold, the conducted experimental study suggests that it can provide substantial guidance on identifying killable and equivalent mutants.

3.2.1

HOM Classifier: Mutant Classification Process

The mutant classification process of the HOM Classifier requires three main inputs.
These inputs are requisites for the evaluation of the HOM Classifier Hypothesis:
• The first input is the set of the live-unclassified mutants that need to be classified. The mutants of this set will be categorised as possibly killable or possibly equivalent based on the truth or the falsehood of the classification’s predicate.
• The second required input is the set of mutants, referred to as the classification mutant set (CM), that will be used for constructing the sought mutant
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Figure 3.2: HOM Classifier’s Hypothesis. The unclassified first order mutant umut is
classified as possibly killable based on its impact on other fom mutants.

pairs. The mutant pairs are constructed by combining these mutants with the
unclassified ones.

• The final input of the classification process is the test suite, with which the
second order mutants and their corresponding first order ones will be executed.

Algorithm 3.1 presents the underlying classification process. The algorithm
takes as inputs: (a) the set of the live-unclassified first order mutants; (b) the first
order mutants of the CM set that will be used for the generation of the second order
ones; and, (c) the available test suite. The mutants’ impact is defined as the number
of first order mutants in the CM set whose output is changed after being combined
with the live-unclassified mutant.
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Algorithm 3.1 HOM Classifier’s Classification Process.
Let Live represent the live-unclassified mutant set
Let CM represent the classification mutant set
Let T represent the available test suite
Let PK represent the resulting set of possibly killable mutants
Let PE represent the resulting set of possibly equivalent mutants
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

PK = 0/
PE = 0/
foreach umut ∈ Live do
foreach f om ∈ CM do
foreach test ∈ T do
fom output = EXECUTE O R R ETRIEVE O UTPUT (fom, test)
umut.fom = COMBINE (umut, fom)
som output = EXECUTE O R R ETRIEVE O UTPUT (umut.fom, test)
if fom output 6= som output then
PK.ADD (umut)
continue with the next umut
end if
end for
end for
PE.ADD (umut)
end for
return PK, PE

3.2.1.1

Classification Mutant (CM) Set

As already stated, the proposed classification technique determines the impact of
mutants using other mutants which are referred to as the CM set. For example, in
Figure 3.2, the CM set is the set of the fom mutants to be employed in order to
perform an effective classification process. The question that is raised here is which
mutants are suitable to support the mutant classification process. Specifically, it
has been found that not all mutants are of the same value in assessing the mutants’
impact. Perhaps, by utilising all the available mutants, one could obtain the best
results. However, such an approach is prohibitive because it requires executing all
mutants with all test cases for each mutant to be classified.
Considering the aforementioned issue, a necessary restriction was imposed on
the utilised CM mutant set; only mutants appearing in the same class as the aimed
unclassified mutant were considered. Thus, for each mutant to be classified, a differ-
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ent CM set was used. This choice was based on the intuition that mutants belonging
to the same class are more likely to interact and be exercised by the same test cases.
It is noted that since there is no available test case able to kill umut, if there is no
interaction between the mutants composing the second order one (umut and fom),
then the outputs of fom and umut.fom will be the same for all the employed test
cases.

3.2.1.2

HOM Classifier Variations

Three variations of the HOM classifier have been considered in the present study:
“HOM classifier (all foms)”, “HOM classifier (killed foms)” and “HOM classifier
(same method foms)”. These approaches differ in the sets of mutants that will be
used for the creation of the second order ones. Recall that the employed CM set
is the one composed of the mutants that belong to the same class as the aimed
unclassified mutant.
The “HOM classifier (all foms)” variation considers the whole CM set,
whereas the other approaches utilise only a specific subset. “HOM classifier (killed
foms)” uses only those mutants that have been killed by the employed test cases,
whereas “HOM classifier (same method foms)” employs only those that appear in
the same method as the aimed unclassified mutant.
The reason for using only the already killed mutants is that these mutants are
more sensitive to the utilised test cases (easy-to-kill) than the live ones and, thus,
they will be more sensitive to the impact of the examined ones. Similarly, using mutants belonging to the same method as the examined mutant increases the chances
of these mutants to be coupled. Besides these reasons, their application was empirically found to be sound. Furthermore, constructing the sought second order
mutants based on the killed mutant set or the mutants of the same method results in
the reduction of the overall computational cost of the technique due to the reduced
number of mutant combinations and their respective executions.
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Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM) Classifier

In addition to the techniques described in the previous section, the possibility of employing a combined strategy is also investigated. To this end, the Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM) classification scheme is proposed.
The I-EQM classifier constitutes a combination of the coverage impact classifier [78, 79] and the variations of the HOM classifier. The utilisation of the coverage
impact classifier is based on its evaluation, which presented the best results among
those examined in previous studies [78, 79]. Specifically, it resulted in a classification precision of 75% and a recall value of 56%.
In addition, the coverage impact classifier manages to successfully classify
most of the mutants that are correctly classified by the rest of the examined approaches [78, 79]. Due to the fact that the precision measure of the coverage impact
classifier can be considered as an accurate one, i.e. it does not misclassify many
equivalent mutants; effort should be put into improving the recall measure. Achieving higher recall results in considering a larger number of killable mutants, thus,
strengthening the testing process.
In order to effectively combine different classifiers, they must satisfy the following two requirements: first, the precision of both classification schemes must
be reasonably high; and, second, they should classify different killable mutants as
possibly killable. In other words, both produced sets must be accurate and their
intersection must be of small size. As a result, the precision of the combined classifiers will not be greatly affected, whereas their recall will be significantly improved.
Combining classifiers has been attempted by Schuler and Zeller [78, 79] but without
success.
The I-EQM classification process is summarised in Figure 3.1. After obtaining the set of live mutants (Figure 3.1 (a), (b)), the coverage impact classifier is
employed in order to perform the first step of the I-EQM’s classification procedure
(Figure 3.1 (c)). This step will produce the set of the possibly killable and the
possibly equivalent mutants of the coverage impact classifier.
Next, the HOM classifier is applied to the possibly equivalent mutant set that
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was previously generated (Figure 3.1 (d)). This phase will create the set of the
possibly killable mutants and the set of the possibly equivalent ones of the HOM
classifier. The I-EQM classifier’s resulting set of possibly killable mutants is the
union of the possibly killable mutant set of the coverage impact classifier and the
corresponding killable set of the HOM classifier. The possibly equivalent mutant
set of the I-EQM classifier is the one generated by the HOM classifier. The aforementioned sets appear highlighted in Figure 3.1.
It should be noted that the order in which the coverage impact and HOM classifiers are applied to the set of live mutants is indifferent, that is, the resulting sets
of the possibly killable and the possibly equivalent mutants would be the same regardless of the application order of the two classifiers. This is due to the fact that
the resulting set of the possibly killable mutants will be composed of the mutants
that are categorised as such by at least one of the combined classifiers. The possibly
equivalent mutant set will contain the mutants that are categorised as such by all the
combined classifiers. This can also be generalised to a classification process that
includes more than two classifiers.

3.3

Empirical Study

The present study investigates a new aspect of higher order mutants, their ability to
classify first order ones. This characteristic constitutes the basis of the HOM and
I-EQM classifiers, detailed in the previous section.
The present section describes the empirical evaluation of these approaches,
which is based on two independently selected sets of manually classified mutants
and directly compares them to the coverage impact classifier [78, 79]. Additionally,
a revalidation of the coverage impact classifier is performed.

3.3.1

Research Questions

The following research points summarise the primary purpose of the presented empirical evaluation:
• RQ 3.1 Can second order mutation provide adequate guidance in equivalent
mutant isolation, or equally, how effective are the HOM and I-EQM classi-
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Table 3.1: Subject Program Details.
Program

Description

Version

AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream

AOP extension to Java
Bar code creator
Helper utilities
XPath engine
Date and time library
Parser tools
XML object serialisation

cvs: 2007-09-15
svn: 2007-11-26
svn: 2009-08-24
svn: 2008-12-03
svn: 2009-08-17
1.0 (SIR)
svn: 2009-09-02

LOC

Test Cases

25,913
4,837
19,583
12,438
25,909
2,031
16,791

336
153
1,608
689
3,497
128
1,122

fiers in terms of their recall and precision metrics?
• RQ 3.2 Do the HOM and I-EQM classifiers perform better than the coverage
impact classifier?
• RQ 3.3 How stable is the categorisation ability of the HOM, I-EQM and
coverage impact classifiers across the two different mutant sets? Are there
any important differences between the two sets?

3.3.2

Subject Programs and Supporting Tool

The evaluation of the examined classification schemes is based on a set of seven
open source projects. The motivation behind the selection of these test subjects is
twofold. First, they were also used in the empirical evaluation of the coverage impact classifier [78, 79], hence they facilitate a direct comparison. Second, these programs constitute real-world examples and therefore would provide valuable insights
into the practical applicability and the efficacy of the examined mutant classification
techniques.
Table 3.1 presents the corresponding details. Specifically, the table reports the
subjects’ name, a brief description of their usage, their versions, the lines of code
and the number of accompanying test cases. It should be noted that in the case of
AspectJ, only the org.aspectj.ajdt.core package was considered.
For mutant generation and execution, the JAVALANCHE mutation testing
framework (version 0.3.6) [20] for the Java programming language was utilised.
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Table 3.2: JAVALANCHE’s Mutation Operators.
Mutation Operator
Replace Numerical Constant (RNC)
Negate Jump Condition (NJC)
Replace Arithmetic Operator (RAO)

Omit Method Calls (OMC)

Description
Replaces a numerical constant instance
by +1, −1 or 0
Inserts the negation operator to logical
conditional instances
Replaces an arithmetic operator instance
by another one
Omits a method call and replaces it with
a default value (the default value replaces
the returned one)

The main reason for selecting this framework is because it implements the coverage impact classification method and it was utilised in its empirical evaluation. JAVALANCHE enables the efficient application of mutation by implementing a large number of optimisations and has been used in many previous studies
[78, 79, 129, 130, 157], providing evidence of its usefulness. Table 3.2 records
details about the mutation operators supported by the tool.

3.3.3

Benchmark Mutant Sets

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, the mutant
set of the studies of Schuler and Zeller [78, 79] was utilised, hereafter referred to
as “control mutant set 1”. “Control mutant set 1” is composed of 140 manually
classified mutants, each one belonging to a different class of the subject programs,
with a total number of 20 mutants per test subject.
To avoid overfitting or coincidental results, a second set of mutants was also
considered. The second set, referred to as “control mutant set 2”, was constructed
for the purposes of the present study, in a similar fashion to “control mutant set
1”. Specifically, for each test subject, 10 live mutants were randomly selected for
manual classification, each one belonging to a different class. Thus, “control mutant
set 2” is comprised of 70 manually classified mutants, with a total number of 10
mutants per test subject.
Details about the considered control mutant sets with respect to the examined
programs and utilised mutation operators are recorded in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Control Mutant Sets’ Profile w.r.t. Subject Programs.

Subject
Program
AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

Considered Mutants
Number of Reached
Mutants
Mutants
6,613
3,283
8,693
6,619
5,322
1,676
2,156
34,362

2,878
1,603
8,305
3,944
4,197
1,402
1,730
24,059

Set1
15
14
6
10
14
10
8
77

Manually Classified Mutants
Killable
Equivalent
Set2 Sets1+2 Set1 Set2 Sets1+2
6
9
6
7
7
4
5
44

21
23
12
17
21
14
13
121

5
6
14
10
6
10
12
63

4
1
4
3
3
6
5
26

9
7
18
13
9
16
17
89

The former presents the number of killable and equivalent mutants per control mutant set and subject program and the latter, the same information per mutation operator. manually identified set. It must be noted that these sets are among the largest
manually analysed sets of mutants utilised in the literature (cf. Table 4 in the study
of Yao et al. [106]).
More precisely, the “Considered Mutants” column of Table 3.3 refers to the
number of the considered mutants, among those generated by the JAVALANCHE
framework. It should be mentioned that the considered mutants are the ones that belong to the same classes as the manually classified ones. Column “Number of Mutants” presents the total number of the corresponding mutants and column “Reached
Mutants”, the ones reached by the available test cases. Finally, the “Manually Classified Mutants” column reports the number of the equivalent and killable mutants
among the manually classified ones.
Table 3.4 records the contribution of each mutation operator to the employed
control mutant sets. Specifically, the number of mutants per operator and the number of killable and equivalent ones are reported. From the table, it can be observed that the Replace Numerical Constant (RNC) and Replace Arithmetic Operator (RAO) operators contribute 20% more equivalent mutants than the Negate
Jump Condition (NJC) and Omit Method Calls (OMC) operators.
By examining the two control mutant sets, it can be seen that they have dif-
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Table 3.4: Control Mutant Sets’ Profile w.r.t. Mutation Operators.
Mutation
Operator
RNC
NJC
RAO
OMC

Mutants
Set1 Set2 Sets1+2
78 48
12 8
7 2
43 12

126
20
9
55

Set1
34
10
3
30

Killable
Set2 Sets1+2
27
7
1
9

61
17
4
39

Equivalent
Set1 Set2 Sets1+2
44
2
4
13

21
1
1
3

65
3
5
16

ferent distributions of killable and equivalent mutants. For instance, 55% of the
mutants of “control mutant set 1” are killable ones, whereas the same percentage
in the case of “control mutant set 2” is 63%. Thus, “control mutant set 2” contains
more killable mutants (as a ratio). The difference between the two sets can be attributed to various factors, such as the random selection process, the sample sizes
or the researchers performing the classification. Because both sets were selected
from the same programs, the population distribution can be estimated based on both
samples (Sets1+2 ). Therefore, the examined population is estimated to contain 58%
killable mutants and 42% equivalent ones. Recall that the examined population is
the mutants that remained alive after their execution with the employed test cases.

3.3.4

Experimental Setup

In order to answer the posed research questions, the recall and precision values of
the examined classification techniques were determined. To this end, the HOM,
I-EQM and coverage impact classifiers are applied to the mutants of both control
mutant sets with the aim of classifying them as possibly killable or possibly equivalent ones.
The conducted experiment4 utilised the JAVALANCHE mutation testing framework to generate the first order mutants of the classes that the mutants of the control
mutant sets belong to. Next, these mutants were executed with the available test
cases5 and their coverage impact was determined. For the application of the coverage impact technique, the tool’s default execution settings were used. For the rest
4 The

experiment was conducted on a single machine (CPU: i3 - 2.53GHz (2 processor
cores), RAM: 3GB), running Windows 7 x64 and Oracle Java 6 with default jvm configuration
(JAVALANCHE by default sets the -Xmx option to 2048 megabytes).
5 The same test cases as in the studies of Schuler and Zeller [78, 79] were used.
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Algorithm 3.2 Generation Process of Second Order Mutants.
Let umut represent a first order mutant of the control mutant sets
Let SOMS represent the resulting set of second order mutants
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

SOMS = 0/
SOMS = GENERATE S OMS O F (umut, FIND C LASS O F (umut))
foreach umut. f om ∈ SOMS do
if COMBINED F OMS A FFECT S AME L INE (umut.fom) then
if ARE C OMBINED F OMS O F S AME M UT O P (umut.fom) then
SOMS.REMOVE (umut.fom)
end if
end if
end for
return SOMS

of the examined approaches, mutant execution options were set as follows: (a) 100
seconds for timeout limit6 , and (b) execution of all test cases with all mutants.
Due to the fact that JAVALANCHE does not support second order mutation, a
process for generating second order mutants was derived. Algorithm 3.2 illustrates
the details of this process. Initially, the source code of each first order mutant of
the control mutant sets was created manually. This resulted in a total of 210 different class versions. Next, JAVALANCHE was employed to produce mutants for
each of these 210 classes. Note that this process yields second order mutants. Mutants belonging to the same position7 as the examined one and produced by the
same mutation operator were discarded from the considered second order mutant
set. Should such an action not be performed, the impact of the examined mutant
would be impossible to be assessed.
Based on the aforementioned process, all the required mutant pairs, i.e. second
order mutants, were generated. Each pair is composed of the examined mutant and
another one belonging to the same class. Finally, the HOM classification process,
as presented by Algorithm 3.1, was applied.
In summary, for each mutant of the control mutant sets, the following proce6 If

mutant execution time exceeded this limit, the mutant is treated as killed, provided that the
original program has successfully terminated.
7 Position refers to the exact part of the original program’s source code that differs from the
mutants.
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dure was employed:
• The first order mutants of the appropriate class were generated and executed
with the available test cases.
• The appropriate second order mutants were generated and executed with the
available test cases.
• The outputs of the first order mutants and the second order ones were compared in order to classify the examined mutants.
This process was performed for the HOM and I-EQM classifiers for all their
respective variants, i.e. all foms, killed foms and same method foms. Recall that
the basic difference of these approaches is the set of second order mutants they rely
on. In the case of the I-EQM classifier, first the coverage impact method classified
the examined mutants as possibly killable and possibly equivalent ones and those
classified as possibly equivalent were subsequently categorised based on the HOM
classifier (cf. Figure 3.1).
A comparison between mutant classifiers was attempted based on the accuracy
and the Fβ measure scores, metrics usually used in comparing classifiers in Information Retrieval experiments [156]. These measures were utilised to validate in a
more typical manner the differences between the classifiers. Note that in order to
avoid the influence of outliers, the median values were used.
Regarding the Fβ measure, three possible scenarios are examined. Recall that
high recall values indicate that more killable mutants are to be considered, leading
to a more thorough testing process. High precision indicates that fewer equivalent
mutants are to be examined, leading to a more efficient process.
The first scenario refers to the case where a balanced importance between the
recall and precision metrics is desirable. This case is realised by evaluating the Fβ
measure with β = 1. The second scenario emphasises on the recall value and is
achieved by assigning a value of β = 2. The last scenario, which is accomplished
by using β = 0.5, weights precision higher than recall.
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In the present experiment, special care was taken to handle certain cases because of some inconsistencies of the utilised tool. Specifically, it was observed that
in the case of execution timeouts, the tool gave different results when some mutants
were executed in isolation than together with others. To circumvent this problem,
in the case of the HOM and I-EQM classifiers, when mutants were categorised as
possibly killable owing to timeout conditions (if either the first order mutant or the
second order one resulted in a timeout), the corresponding mutants of the considered
mutant pairs were isolated and re-executed individually with an increased timeout
limit.
Similarly, in the case of the coverage impact, the mutants that were classified
differently with respect to the previous study [78], were re-executed in isolation with
a greater timeout limit. Although the previous study’s results [78] could be used,
this would constitute a potential threat to the validity of the comparison because of
the different execution environments and the use of “control mutant set 2”.
Other special considerations include issues concerning the comparison of the
programs’ output. Note that such a comparison is performed between every first
order mutant and its respective second order one. Many programs had outputs dependent on each specific execution. Execution outputs containing time information, e.g. the Joda-Time and AspectJ test subjects, or directory locations, e.g.
JTopas, are examples of such cases. To effectively handle these situations, the execution dependent portions of the considered outputs were replaced with predefined
values via the employment of appropriate regular expressions.

3.4
3.4.1

Empirical Findings
RQ 3.1 and RQ 3.2: Precision and Recall

The evaluation results of the coverage impact classifier are recorded in Table 3.5,
which presents the classification precision and recall for the examined control mutant sets and test subjects. On average, the coverage impact method achieves a
precision of 72% and a recall of 66% for “control mutant set 1”. In the case of
“control mutant set 2”, the obtained precision score is 76% and the corresponding
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Table 3.5: Mutant Classification using the Coverage Impact Classifier.
Subject Program

Possibly Killable Set 1
Precision
Recall
72%
77%
0%
57%
79%
100%
56%
72%

AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

87%
71%
0%
40%
79%
80%
63%
66%

Possibly Killable Set 2
Precision
Recall
60%
100%
100%
100%
57%
100%
67%
76%

100%
89%
17%
43%
57%
50%
80%
64%

Table 3.6: Mutant Classification using the HOM Classifier: Control Mutant Set 1 (w.r.t. all
foms, killed foms and same method foms variations).

Subject Program
All
AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

Possibly killable Set 1
Precision
Recall
Killed Method
All
Killed Method

73% 73%
90% 88%
50% 50%
67% 63%
82% 90%
100% 100%
42% 45%
69% 70%

80%
88%
67%
60%
90%
100%
42%
71%

53%
64%
67%
60%
64%
30%
63%
57%

53%
50%
67%
60%
64%
30%
63%
55%

27%
50%
67%
30%
64%
30%
63%
45%

recall value is 64%.
It is noted that these results were obtained by executing JAVALANCHE with
the settings described in the previous section. Thus, the difference between the
aforementioned results and the ones reported in the respective studies of Schuler
and Zeller [78, 79] is attributed to the execution environment used for performing
the present study.
The respective results of the HOM classifier are recorded in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, for the corresponding control mutant sets. Both tables have similar structure
to Table 3.5, except that each figure of each cell refers to a different variation of the
method. Thus, the first figure corresponds to the “HOM classifier (all foms)” varia-
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Table 3.7: Mutant Classification using the HOM Classifier: Control Mutant Set 2 (w.r.t. all
foms, killed foms and same method foms variations).

Subject Program
All
AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

Possibly killable Set 2
Precision
Recall
Killed Method
All
Killed Method

83% 83%
100% 100%
75% 75%
100% 100%
100% 100%
100%
0%
75% 75%
88% 88%

80%
100%
67%
100%
100%
0%
67%
84%

83%
22%
50%
57%
57%
25%
60%
50%

83%
22%
50%
57%
57%
0%
60%
48%

67%
22%
33%
43%
43%
0%
40%
36%

tion, the second one to “HOM classifier (killed foms)” and the third one to “HOM
classifier (same method foms)”.
By examining Table 3.6, it can be seen that “HOM classifier (all foms)”
achieves a precision value of 69% and a recall value of 57%, the “HOM classifier (killed foms)” variation realises a precision of 70% and a recall of 55% and the
“HOM classifier (same method foms)” variation, a precision of 71% and a recall of
45%, respectively. Considering “control mutant set 2”, i.e. the results presented in
Table 3.7, the precision of the “HOM classifier (all foms)” technique is 88% and
its recall is 50%, the corresponding values of the “HOM classifier (killed foms)”
variation are 88% and 48%, and the ones obtained for the “HOM classifier (same
method foms)”, 84% and 36%, respectively.
The I-EQM classifier’s experimental findings are depicted in Table 3.8 and
Table 3.9, which present details about the precision and recall metrics of I-EQM’s
variations for the examined control mutant sets. Note that the same structure as
Table 3.6 and Table 3.7 is used.
From the results of Table 3.8 with regard to “control mutant set 1”, it can be
seen that the average precision of the I-EQM’s variation that employs the “HOM
classifier (all foms)” method is 67% and its recall is 83%, the corresponding values
of using the “HOM classifier (killed foms)” variation are 68% and 83% and the
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Table 3.8: Mutant Classification using the I-EQM Classifier: Control Mutant Set 1. (w.r.t.
all foms, killed foms and same method foms variations).

Subject Program
All
AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

Possibly killable Set 1
Precision
Recall
Killed Method
All
Killed Method

74% 74%
75% 75%
40% 40%
60% 60%
76% 81%
100% 100%
40% 43%
67% 68%

72%
75%
50%
63%
81%
100%
40%
69%

93%
86%
67%
60%
93%
90%
75%
83%

93%
86%
67%
60%
93%
90%
75%
83%

87%
86%
67%
50%
93%
90%
75%
81%

Table 3.9: Mutant Classification using the I-EQM Classifier: Control Mutant Set 2. (w.r.t.
all foms, killed foms and same method foms variations).

Subject Program
All
AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

Possibly killable Set 2
Precision
Recall
Killed Method
All
Killed Method

60% 60%
100% 100%
75% 75%
100% 100%
63% 63%
100% 100%
63% 63%
76% 76%

60%
100%
67%
100%
63%
100%
63%
75%

100%
89%
50%
71%
71%
75%
100%
80%

100%
89%
50%
71%
71%
50%
100%
77%

100%
89%
33%
71%
71%
50%
100%
75%

ones obtained by utilising “HOM classifier (same method foms)” are 69% and 81%,
respectively8 .
With respect to “control mutant set 2”, i.e. the results of Table 3.9, the I-EQM
classifier’s variation that utilises the “HOM classifier (all foms)” technique realises
a precision score of 76% and a recall value of 80%, the one that employs the “HOM
classifier (killed foms)” variation achieves a precision of 76% and a recall of 77%,
whereas the variation that uses “HOM classifier (same method foms)” achieves a
8 The

difference between these results and the previously published ones [155] is due to the
coverage impact method’s re-evaluation; the previous results were based on the reported results of
Schuler and Zeller [78], whereas the new ones on the method’s re-evaluation
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precision and recall value of 75%.
These results provide evidence that the HOM Classifier Hypothesis is an appropriate mutant classification property. Therefore, the employment of second order
mutation can be beneficial to equivalent mutant isolation. Additionally, the results
of the HOM classifier’s variations indicate that the utilisation of only the killed, first
order mutants as the CM set achieves approximately the same classification effectiveness as the employment of all the generated first order mutants. Regarding the
“HOM classifier (same method foms)” technique, it is less effective than the other
two variations, but in most cases is more efficient because of the reduced size of the
considered CM set.
By considering the above-mentioned facts, the utilisation of the “HOM classifier (killed foms)” technique is advised, mainly because it is more efficient than
“HOM classifier (all foms)”. Compared with the coverage impact classifier, the
HOM classifier attains lower precision and recall values, indicating that the coverage impact classifier is a better one.
Regarding the I-EQM classifier’s results, it is evident that it forms an effective
classification scheme. It achieves to retrieve more than 80% of the killable mutants
with a reasonably high precision of approximately 70% for each control mutant set.
This high retrieval capability is attributed to the ability of the HOM classifier to
classify different killable mutants than the coverage impact one. As a consequence,
their combination enhances the corresponding recall value by nearly 20%, meaning
that approximately 20% more killable mutants are to be considered.
To better compare these two classifiers, Table 3.10 presents the classification
precision and recall values of the coverage impact technique when applied to the
union of the control mutant sets and Table 3.11 the same results for I-EQM’s variations. Note that the tables are structured in a similar manner to the previously
described ones.
On average, the coverage impact method achieves a classification precision of
73% and a recall value of 65%. The I-EQM classifier’s variation that uses the “HOM
classifier (all foms)” approach realises a precision score of 70% and a recall value of
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Table 3.10: Mutant Classification using the Coverage Impact Classifier: Control Mutant
Sets 1+2.
Subject Program

Possibly Killable Sets 1+2
Precision
Recall
68%
86%
33%
70%
71%
100%
60%
73%

AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

90%
78%
8%
41%
71%
71%
69%
65%

Table 3.11: Mutant Classification using the I-EQM Classifier: Control Mutant Sets 1+2.
(w.r.t. all foms, killed foms and same method foms variations).

Subject Program
All
AspectJ
Barbecue
Commons
Jaxen
Joda-Time
JTopas
XStream
Total

Possibly killable Sets 1+2
Precision
Recall
Killed Method
All
Killed Method

69% 69%
83% 83%
50% 50%
73% 73%
72% 75%
100% 100%
48% 50%
70% 71%

68%
83%
55%
77%
75%
100%
48%
71%

95%
87%
58%
65%
86%
86%
85%
82%

95%
87%
58%
65%
86%
79%
85%
81%

90%
87%
50%
59%
86%
79%
85%
79%

82%, the one that employs the “HOM classifier (killed foms)” variation achieves a
precision of 71% and a recall of 81%, and the variation that utilises “HOM classifier
(same method foms)” achieves a precision of 71% and a recall value of 79%.
These results indicate that the coverage impact technique, by realising a recall
score of 65%, misses 35% of the killable mutants, thus, leading to a potential ineffective testing process. In contrast, all three variations of I-EQM realise a high
recall value, with a maximum recall of 82%, thus, improving the effectiveness of
the testing process by considering 17% more killable mutants and by achieving a
reasonably high precision score.
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Figure 3.3: Mutant Classifiers’ Comparison: Control Mutant Set 1.
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RQ 3.1 and RQ 3.2: Accuracy and Fβ scores

Coverage Impact
HOM (killed foms)
EQM (killed foms)
All Mutants

The accuracy and the Fβ measure scores of the examined approaches with respect
to “control mutant set 1” and “control mutant sets 2” are given in Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4. The left part of the figures presents the accuracy metric and the right
F1
F0.5
one the examinedAccuracy
Fβ measure scores. Note that
the reportedF2results correspond
to

median values.
In these figures, the “All Mutants” series refers to a naive classifier that cateCoverage Impact
HOM (killed foms)
EQM (killed foms)
All Mutants

Coverage Impact
HOM (killed foms)
EQM (killed foms)
All Mutants

gorises all mutants as possibly killable. In such a case, it achieves a precision of
55% and 63% for “control mutant set 1” and “control mutant sets 2”, respectively.
In both sets, the recall value is equal to 100%. The I-EQM and HOM methods refer
to their respective killed foms variation. It is noted that the all foms and killed foms
variations were found
to have similar effectiveness.
F1
Accuracy

F2

F0.5

From the findings of Figure 3.3 referring to the accuracy measure, it can be
observed that the I-EQM classification technique is the most accurate one, followed
by the coverage impact and HOM classifiers which have similar performance, and,
lastly, the “All Mutants” approach. Similar results are obtained for “control mutant
sets 2”, as shown in the left part of Figure 3.4.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.4, by evaluating the Fβ measure with different
values of β , three possible scenarios are examined. Note that high recall values
indicate a more thorough testing process, whereas high precision a more efficient
one.
The first scenario, which considers recall and precision of equal importance,
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Figure 3.4: Mutant Classifiers’ Comparison: Control Mutant Set 2.
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is represented by the F1 measure (β = 1). The corresponding results, depicted
in the right part of Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, suggest that the I-EQM approach
outperforms the rest.
The second scenario, described by the F2 measure (β = 2), emphasises on
F1
F2
the recall value. Accuracy
It can be seen that the I-EQM
classification
approach F0.5
achieves

far better results than the coverage impact and HOM techniques for both examined
control mutant sets, but worse than the “All Mutants” classifier for “control mutant
set 2”. This is expected, because the “All Mutants” categorises all examined mutants
as possibly killable.
The last scenario, which limits the selection of equivalent mutants, favours the
precision metric over the recall one. For this case, described by the F0.5 measure
(β = 0.5), the I-EQM classifier achieves better results than the rest of the examined
approaches for “control mutant set 1”. Regarding “control mutant set 2”, the I-EQM
classifier achieves approximately the same (slightly worse) results as the coverage
impact one. However, in this case, the HOM classifier scores better than the rest.
Generally, the I-EQM classification method provides better results than the
coverage impact one with respect to accuracy and all the considered scenarios. Despite the variation of HOM classifier’s classification ability between the two control
mutant sets, I-EQM achieves a higher accuracy for both examined sets. This fact
indicates that the coverage impact and HOM classifiers detect-classify different mutants, hence their combination is effective.
Figure 3.5 presents the overall, i.e. with respect to the union of the control mu-
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Figure 3.5: Mutant Classifiers’ Comparison: Control Mutant Sets 1+2.

tant sets, accuracy and Fβ measure scores of the classification approaches. Again,
the results refer to the killed foms variations of the I-EQM and HOM classifiers
using median values. From the presented findings, it can be argued that I-EQM
constitutes a better mutant classifier than the rest of the examined approaches.

3.4.3

RQ 3.3: Classifiers’ Stability

In order to examine the stability of the considered classifiers across the test subjects,
the standard deviation of the precision and recall metrics with respect to the union of
the control mutant sets was calculated per examined technique. Figure 3.6 displays
these findings. The columns of the charts depict the mean precision and recall
values per utilised program for each of the examined approaches, and, the vertical
bars, the corresponding values that lie within one standard deviation of the mean.
Again, the presented results for the HOM and I-EQM techniques refer to the killed
foms variation.
Regarding precision, the coverage impact technique presents the greatest variation among the examined methods with a standard deviation of 21%. The HOM and
I-EQM classifiers demonstrate similar variation levels of approximately 18%. With
respect to the recall metric, the coverage impact approach experiences a variation
level of 28%, whereas the HOM and I-EQM classifiers 16% and 13%, respectively.
From the presented data, it can be concluded that the I-EQM approach tends to
be more stable than the rest of the examined techniques. To visualise the variation
among the precision and recall values of the classifiers, Figure 3.7 presents two
groups of boxplots for the corresponding measures. It can be seen that the coverage
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Figure 3.6: Classifiers’ Stability. Mean and standard deviation of the precision and recall
metrics for control mutant sets 1+2.

impact (CI) and I-EQM techniques have a similar spread regarding their precision
values, with coverage impact having a slight advantage. However, regarding the
recall values, the I-EQM is clearly better.
By comparing the three classification approaches based on the results presented
both here and in the previous subsections, it becomes evident that the I-EQM technique manages to provide better recall values with only a minor loss on its precision
and with the highest level of stability, for the examined test subjects.

3.4.4

Statistical Analysis

In order to investigate whether the previously described differences among the examined classifiers are statistically significant, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was
employed per compared technique. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is a nonparametric test for two paired samples that tests whether or not the two populations
from which the corresponding samples are drawn are identical. A non-parametric
test was utilised, instead of a parametric one, because it is based on no distributional
assumptions for the considered data observations.
A series of two-tailed hypothesis tests were performed to investigate whether
the HOM and I-EQM classifiers have similar effectiveness to the coverage impact
technique, regarding the precision and recall metrics. For example, the hypotheses
that were tested in the case of the HOM classifier, regarding its precision metric, are
the following:
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Figure 3.7: Variation of the Classifiers’ Precision and Recall Metrics: Control Mutant
Sets 1+2.

H0 : The HOM and Coverage Impact classifiers perform the same with regard to
the precision metric.
H1 : The HOM and Coverage Impact classifiers perform differently with regard to
the precision metric.
Similar hypotheses were tested with respect to the I-EQM classifier and the
recall metric. A significance level of α = 0.05 was employed for all conducted tests.
Thus, the tests reject the null hypothesis H0 if a p-value smaller than α is obtained;
otherwise the null hypothesis is accepted. Table 3.12 presents the corresponding
findings.
The first column of the table refers to the considered effectiveness measures,
the second one to the classification methods being compared and the last one
presents the obtained p-values (two-tailed). Regarding the precision metric, the
null hypothesis is rejected only in the case of “HOM versus I-EQM”, i.e. there is a
statistically significant difference in the effectiveness of the two classifiers. For the
remaining cases, i.e. “CI versus HOM” and “CI versus I-EQM”, the null hypothesis
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Table 3.12: Statistical Significance based on the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.
Compared Techniques

Precision

Recall

p-value
(two-tailed)

CI versus HOM
CI versus I-EQM
HOM versus I-EQM
CI versus HOM
CI versus I-EQM
HOM versus I-EQM

0.094
0.563
0.031
0.469
0.016
0.031

is accepted.
With respect to the recall measure, the null hypothesis is rejected in the cases
of “CI versus I-EQM” and “HOM versus I-EQM”, thus, it can be concluded that
there is strong evidence to establish a difference in the effectiveness of the I-EQM
classifier with respect to the HOM and coverage impact methods. Finally, in the
case of “CI versus HOM”, the null hypothesis is accepted.
These findings suggest that there is statistically insufficient evidence to establish a difference in the performance of the coverage impact and I-EQM classifiers,
concerning precision. On the contrary, there is a strong, statistically significant difference in their performance regarding recall, with a p-value of 0.016.

3.4.5

Discussion

Comparing the coverage impact method’s results between the two sets, a slight
increase in the precision metric for “control mutant set 2” and a minor decrease in
the corresponding recall value can be observed. These variations indicate that the
coverage impact’s classification ability is not greatly affected by different mutants.
Considering the classification results of the HOM classifier, the aforementioned trend is also present, i.e. the precision for “control mutant set 2” is increased
while its recall is decreased. It must be mentioned that in this case, the deviation
is higher, indicating that HOM’s classification ability is more affected by different
mutants than the one of the coverage impact technique.
Finally, the trend observed for the previous classifiers is consistent with the
differences between the results of the I-EQM technique. Concerning its results, it is
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obvious that I-EQM manages to enhance the recall of the coverage impact technique
for both examined control mutant sets (Table 3.8 and Table 3.9) while maintaining
its precision at a reasonably high level.
Another aspect of the presented results that should be noted relates to the
“HOM classifier (same method foms)” approach. By examining the entries of Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, it is apparent that this approach experiences a decrease of
nearly 10% on its recall value compared with the other variations of the HOM classifier (i.e., killed foms and all foms) and approximately 20% compared with the
one of the coverage impact method. Interestingly, the I-EQM (same method foms)
classification scheme, according to Table 3.11, suffers only a loss of 3% compared
with the rest of the approaches of the I-EQM classifier and has an enhanced recall
of nearly 15% compared with the coverage impact classifier. These findings suggest that the majority of the misclassified killable mutants of the coverage impact
classifier can be correctly classified by the “HOM classifier (same method foms)”
variation.
Generally, the application of the I-EQM classifier on the studied subjects results in the identification of 81% of the live killable mutants and 46% of the total
equivalent mutant instances. The coverage impact classifier identifies 65% of the
live killable mutants and 33% of the equivalent ones. These values suggest that
by killing the identified killable mutants, a mutation score9 such as 95.2% will be
achieved for the coverage impact technique and one of 97.4% for I-EQM. Therefore, it becomes obvious that a more thorough testing process is established by the
I-EQM method. However, this is borne with the overhead of analysing 1.17% more
equivalent mutants10 .

3.4.6

Mutants with Higher Impact

The behaviour of the considered approaches with respect to higher impact values is
also investigated. To this end, the impact values of the examined mutants based on
9 These

scores were evaluated by counting the mutants killed by the employed tests plus the
identified killable mutants of the totally estimated killable ones.
10 This number was evaluated by counting the identified equivalent mutants of the totally estimated
number of equivalent ones.
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the coverage impact and HOM classifiers are determined for both examined control
mutant sets.
Note that the impact value of a mutant based on the coverage impact technique
is defined as “the number of methods that have at least one statement that is executed
at a different frequency in the mutated run than in the normal run, while leaving out
the method that contains the mutated statement” [78]. The corresponding impact
value of the HOM classifier is defined as the number of first order mutants in the
CM set whose output has changed after being combined with the live-unclassified
mutant (see also Section 3.2.)
Figure 3.8 presents the results of the coverage impact technique for both examined control mutant sets. The left part of the figure provides information about
the precision metric (y-axis) and how it changes according to different impact value
thresholds (x-axis). Based on different thresholds, different mutants are classified
as possibly killable or possibly equivalent. For instance, by employing a threshold value of 50, mutants with higher impact values will be classified as possibly
killable, otherwise they will be classified as possibly equivalent.
From the left part of the figure, it can be seen that for impact values lower
than 20, the precision metric increases, whereas for impact values between 20 and
100, the opposite holds. Note that the highest precision scores are obtained when
the impact value thresholds are between 10 and 20. The right part of the figure
describes a plot between precision (y-axis) and the percentage of mutants with the
highest impact (x-axis); for example, an x1 value of 0.2 indicates that 20% of these
mutants are examined. Thus, lower values of the x-axis represent mutants with
higher impact values.
It can be observed that, in general, the precision metric decreases as the percentage of the examined mutants with the highest impact decreases. Consider the
top 10% of the mutants with the highest impact (i.e. x1 = 0.1), by examining only
these mutants a precision value of approximately 70% is obtained. In contrast, by
examining the top 30%, a precision score of 80% is realised. These findings suggest
that an analogy between mutants with the highest impact and high killability ratios
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Figure 3.8: Coverage Impact Classifier: Higher Impact Values. The left part of the
figure presents the precision metric w.r.t. impact values and the right one, precision w.r.t. mutants with the highest impact.
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cannot be drawn.

Set1
Set2

Figure 3.9 depicts the same results as Figure 3.8 in the case of the HOM
clasSet1
sifier. By examining the two figures, it is apparent that the same trends exist.
In conclusion, it can be argued that mutants with the highest impact do not necessarily guarantee the highest killability ratios. On the contrary, the results suggest
that the precision metric for higher impact values decreases. This trend is in accordance with the findings of Schuler and Zeller [78, 79], where the precision of the top
25% of the mutants with the highest impact was found higher than the one obtained
by examining only the top 15% (cf. Table IX [78]). The presented results indicate
that the relationship between impact and killability needs further investigation.
To investigate the differences between “control mutant set 1” and “control mutant set 2”, Figure 3.10 illustrates the coverage impact’s classification precision (y-
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Figure 3.10: Differences between Studied Control Mutant Sets. Coverage Impact Classifier’s precision w.r.t. impact values for “control mutant set 1” and “control
mutant set 2”.

axis) with respect to the different impact value thresholds (x-axis). It must be noted
that the maximum impact value considered for this diagram is 12 because it is the
maximum impact value of “control mutant set 2”.
From this graph, it can be observed that for impact values lower than 8, both
sets demonstrate a similar behaviour. For impact values greater than 8, the precision
of “control mutant set 1” remains approximately the same, whereas the one of “control mutant set 2” decreases. Overall, due to the fact that the differences between
the two sets are small, it is believed that the above-mentioned conclusions hold for
both studied sets.

3.4.7

Threats to Validity

This section discusses potential threats to the validity of the present study. Threats
to the internal, external and construct validity are presented, along with the actions
taken to mitigate their consequences.
• Internal Validity. The internal validity concerns the degree of confidence in
the causal relationship of the studied factors and the observed results. One
such factor is the utilisation of the specified test subjects and the use of the
JAVALANCHE framework. As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, their choice was
mainly based on enabling a direct comparison between the proposed clas-
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sification techniques and the coverage impact classifier. Owing to the fact
that the employed subjects are large in size and of different application domains, they are considered as appropriate. Furthermore, various empirical
studies, e.g. [78, 79, 130, 157], utilised the same tool, thus, increasing the
confidence in its results. The employed mutation operators constitute another possible issue. Different operator sets, as those suggested by Offutt
et al. [81], might give different classification results. However, the present
study focuses on mutants’ impact, which is believed to be an attribute independent of the nature of the studied mutants [79]. Additionally, the present
study replicates the findings of the coverage impact technique [78, 79], thus
it is natural to use the same mutants. Another potential threat that falls into
this category concerns the employed test suites. It is possible that different
test suites could produce different classification results. However, the utilised
test suites were independently created by the developers of the considered
programs without using mutation testing. Furthermore, the manually classified mutants were randomly selected among those that were executed and not
killed by the employed test cases. These two facts give confidence in that the
studied methods can provide useful guidance in increasing the quality of the
testing process and that the mutants’ impact constitutes an effective mutant
classification property that can lead to a better testing process.
• External Validity. The external validity of an experiment refers to the potential threats that inhibit the generalisation of its results. The generalisation of
a study’s results is difficult to be achieved because of the range of different
aspects that the experimental study must consider. The results presented in
this chapter are no exception. Despite this, actions have been taken to attenuate the effects of these threats. First, the empirical evaluation of this study
was based on a benchmark set of real-world programs which has been used
in similar research studies, e.g. [78, 79, 130, 157]. Second, the examined
programs vary in size and complexity. Finally, the evaluation of the proposed
classification techniques was based on two independently created sets of man-
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ually classified mutants; one created for the evaluation of the coverage impact
classifier [78, 79] and the other, for the purposes of the present experimental
study.
• Construct Validity. The construct validity refers to the means of defining the
employed measurement of an experiment and the extent to which it measures
the intended properties. A possible threat pertains to the manual classification
of the mutants of the examined control mutant sets. The mutants classified as
killable pose no threat as the basis of their classification is a test case that
is able to “kill” them, whereas the mutants classified as equivalent could do
so due to the complexity of the involved manual analysis. To ameliorate the
effects of this threat, the studied programs and control mutant sets were made
publicly available.

3.5

Summary

This chapter introduced a novel mutant classification technique, named Higher Order Mutation (HOM) classifier. The originality of the proposed technique stems
from the fact that it leverages higher order mutation to automatically isolate first
order equivalent mutants. Specifically, the HOM classifier utilises second order
mutation to classify a given set of first order mutants as possibly killable or possibly equivalent ones.
This chapter also investigated the possibility of introducing a combined mutant
classification scheme. To this end, the Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM) classifier was proposed. I-EQM combines the HOM classifier with the state-of-the-art
Coverage Impact classifier.
The conducted empirical study, based on two independently developed sets
of manually analysed mutants, revealed that I-EQM managed to correctly classify
more killable mutants than the other studied approaches with approximately no loss
on its precision, indicating that I-EQM is a better mutant classifier. This finding was
also supported by the performed statistical analysis.
Additionally, the relationship between mutant’ impact and killability was in-
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vestigated. The obtained results indicate that mutants with the highest impact do
not necessarily guarantee the highest killability ratios. On the contrary, for higher
impact values the precision metric decreased. These results suggest that the relationship between impact and killability warrants further investigation.
The introduced mutant classification technique, albeit more powerful than the
previously proposed ones, cannot overcome the inherent characteristics of mutant
classification, i.e. the possibility of misclassifying mutants. The next chapter introduces and formally describes a series of data flow patterns that can be leveraged to
automatically identify equivalent mutants.

Chapter 4

Equivalent Mutant Detection via Data Flow
Patterns
Detecting equivalent mutants is an arduous task, primarily due to the undecidable
nature of the underlying problem. Chapter 3 introduced a mutant classification
technique that managed to automatically isolate possibly equivalent mutants, thus,
ameliorating their adverse effects. This chapter also targets the equivalent mutant
problem by focusing on specific source code locations that can generate equivalent
mutants.
Harman et al. [127] proposed the use of dependence analysis [158] as a means
of avoiding the generation of equivalent mutants. This chapter augments their work
by formalising a set of data flow patterns that can reveal source code locations able
to generate equivalent mutants. For each pattern, a formal definition is given, based
on the Static Single Assignment (SSA) [159, 160] intermediate representation of the
program under test, and the necessary conditions implying the pattern’s existence
in the program’s source code are described. By identifying such problematic situations, the introduced patterns can provide advice on code locations that should
not be mutated and can automatically detect equivalent mutants that belong to these
locations.
Apart from dealing with equivalent mutants, the proposed patterns are able to
identify specific paths for which a mutant is functionally equivalent to the original program; such a mutant is termed partially equivalent. Thus, if one of these
paths is to be executed with test data, the output of the mutant and the original pro-
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gram would be the same. This knowledge can be leveraged by test case generation
techniques in order to avoid targeting these paths when attempting to kill partially
equivalent mutants.
The contributions of this chapter can be summarised in the following points:
1. The introduction and formal definition of nine problematic data flow patterns
that are able to automatically detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants.
2. An empirical study, based on a set of approximately 800 manually identified
mutants from several open source projects, which indicates that the introduced patterns exist in real-world software and provides evidence regarding
their detection power.
It should be mentioned that Chapter 5 examines further the proposed data flow
patterns. More precisely, it introduces an automated framework, named Mutants’
Equivalence Discovery (MEDIC), which implements the corresponding patterns
and empirically assesses the tools’ effectiveness and efficiency.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.1 introduces the
necessary background information and Section 4.2 details the proposed data flow
patterns along with illustrative examples. In Section 4.3, the empirical study and
the obtained results are presented. Finally, Section 4.4 summarises this chapter.

4.1
4.1.1

Background
Employed Mutation Operators

As mentioned in Section 2.1, mutation’s effectiveness depends largely on the employed set of mutation operators. The present study considers the mutation operators utilised by the MU JAVA mutation testing framework [19].

MU JAVA is a mutation

testing tool for the Java programming language that has been widely used in the literature of mutation testing. Note that the utilisation of this particular set does not
reduce the applicability of the proposed data flow patterns since analogous mutation
operators have been developed for other programming languages and have been in-
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Table 4.1: Mutation operators of MU JAVA.
Mutation Operator
Arithmetic Operator Replacement
Binary (AORB)

Description
{(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {+, -, *, /, %} ∧
op1 6= op2 }

Arithmetic Operator Replacement
Short-Cut (AORS)

{(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {++, --} ∧
op1 6= op2 }

Arithmetic Operator Insertion
Unary (AOIU)

{(v, -v)}

Arithmetic Operator Insertion
Short-cut (AOIS)

{(v, --v), (v, v--), (v, ++v), (v, v++)}

Arithmetic Operator Deletion
Unary (AODU)

{(+v, v), (-v, v)}

Arithmetic Operator Deletion
Short-cut (AODS)

{(--v, v), (v--, v), (++v, v), (v++, v)}

Relational Operator Replacement
(ROR)

{((a op b), false), ((a op b), true),
(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {>, >=, <, <=,
==, !=} ∧ op1 6= op2 }

Conditional Operator Replacement
(COR)

{(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {&&, ||,∧ } ∧
op1 6= op2 }

Conditional Operator Deletion
(COD)

{(!cond, cond)}

Conditional Operator Insertion
(COI)

{(cond, !cond)}

Shift Operator Replacement
(SOR)

{(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {>>, >>>,
<<} ∧ op1 6= op2 }

Logical Operator Replacement
(LOR)

{(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {&, |,∧ } ∧
op1 6= op2 }

Logical Operator Insertion
(LOI)

{(v, ∼v)}

Logical Operator Deletion
(LOD)

{(∼v, v)}

Short-Cut Assignment Operator
Replacement (ASRS)

{(op1 , op2 ) | op1 , op2 ∈ {+=, -=, *=,
/=, %=, &=, |=,∧ =, >>=, >>>=,
<<=}∧ op1 6= op2 }

corporated into appropriate tools, e.g. the Unary Operator Insertion (UOI) of the
M I L U mutation testing tool [16] for C.
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is based on the selective mutation approach, i.e. it utilises a sub-

set of mutation operators that are considered particularly effective (see also Section 2.3.2.2). Table 4.1 presents the employed mutation operators, along with a
brief description of the imposed changes. In total, the tool implements 15 mutation operators, which fall into 6 general categories: arithmetic operators, relational
operators, conditional operators, shift operators, logical operators, and assignment
operators.
The Arithmetic Operator Insertion Short-cut (AOIS) mutation operator inserts
the pre- and post-increment and decrement arithmetic operators to valid variables
of the original program. The inserted post-increment or decrement operators are
of particular interest. The basic characteristic of such operators is that they do not
change the value of the affected variable at the evaluation of the affected expression. The variable is used unchanged and the next time it is referenced, it will be
incremented or decremented by one. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the application
of these operators can result in the generation of equivalent mutants.
Note that the AOIS operator is not specific to Java: other programming languages, e.g. C, support such arithmetic operators and other mutation tools have implemented it as well, e.g. the P ROTEUM mutation testing tool [15] for C. The data
flow patterns of the Use-Def and Use-Ret categories, described in Section 4.2.2,
detect problematic situations where the application of this operator results in the
creation of equivalent mutants.

4.1.2

Static Single Assignment (SSA) Form

The definition of the proposed data flow patterns is based on an intermediate representation of the program under test, which is known as the Static Single Assignment
(SSA) form [159, 160]. Many modern compilers use the SSA form to represent
internally the input program and perform various optimisations. Furthermore, several research studies have utilised the SSA form as a means of program analysis,
e.g. [161].
The basic characteristic of the SSA representation is that each variable of the
program under test is assigned exactly once. More precisely, for each assignment
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v=4
x=v+5
v=6
y=v+7
(a) Source Code Fragment.
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v1 = 4
x1 = v1 + 5
v2 = 6
y1 = v2 + 7
(b) Its SSA representation.

Figure 4.1: Static Single Assignment Form Example. (adapted from [162]).

to a variable, that variable is given a unique name and all its uses reached by that
assignment are appropriately renamed [162]. Figure 4.1 depicts an example of a
code fragment and its SSA form (adapted from the work of Cytron et al. [162]): the
left part of the figure illustrates the source code fragment and the right one, its SSA
representation.
Cytron et al. [162] presented the first algorithm to efficiently translate a program to its SSA form. Note that this translation restricts the definition points of
a variable: after the translation, each variable is bound to have only one definition point, instead of multiple in the original program (cf. variables v1 , v2 and v
of Figure 4.1). This fact enables a more compact representation of the underlying data flow information and facilitates powerful code analysis and optimisation
techniques. This simple example suffices for the purposes of this chapter, a more
detailed one is presented in Section 5.1 of Chapter 5.

4.2

Equivalent Mutants and Data Flow Analysis

This work focuses on detecting equivalent mutants by leveraging the data flow information of the program under test. To this end, the SSA representation of the
program is utilised. This is believed to lead to a more powerful analysis and a
clearer definition of the conditions that need to hold for a particular situation to be
pathogenic.
Four groups of problematic patterns are introduced: the Use-Def (UD), the
Use-Ret (UR), the Def-Def (DD) and the Def-Ret (DR) categories of patterns. The
first two categories target equivalent mutants that are due to mutation operators that
insert the post-increment (e.g. var++) or decrement (e.g. var−−) arithmetic
operators or other similar operators. The remaining categories target problematic
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situations that are caused by mutation operators that affect variable definitions, e.g.
the Arithmetic Operator Replacement Binary (AORB) mutation operator.
The search for these patterns is performed on the source code of the original
program. Therefore, these patterns can be used in two ways: (a) they can be incorporated into mutation testing frameworks to avoid the generation of equivalent
mutants, or (b) in the case where the mutants have already been generated, they
can be used to detect equivalent or partially equivalent mutants. Before elaborating
on these categories, the necessary functions, used in the patterns’ definitions, are
described.

4.2.1

Function Definitions

This subsection introduces a set of functions that will be used in the definition of
the problematic data flow cases. First, functions related to the control and data flow
of the program under test are described and, subsequently, the concept of a partially
equivalent mutant is formally introduced.

4.2.1.1

Control Flow Functions

reach(p, s,t)

Denotes that path p traverses nodes s and t, starting at node s and
ending at node t. Note that s and t need not be the starting and
ending nodes of the corresponding control flow graph.

f rstIns(i)

A function that returns the first instruction of the node that contains instruction i.

bb(i)

A function that returns the node which contains instruction i.

isExit(n)

Denotes that node n contains a statement that forces the program
to exit.

The aforementioned functions utilise the control flow analysis of the program
under test. Note that the terms node and basic block are used interchangeably;
the nodes of a Control Flow Graph (CFG) are the basic blocks of the respective
program. For the purposes of this study: a path is a sequence of two or more nodes,
where each pair of adjacent nodes represents an edge of the corresponding CFG and
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an instruction is considered to be a simple statement that belongs to a single line
and one basic block.

4.2.1.2

Data Flow Functions

de f (vx )

A function that returns the instruction that defines variable vx .

use(n, vx )

A function that returns the instruction that contains the nth use of
variable vx .

de f A f tr(i, vx )

A function that returns the instruction of the first definition of the
variable of the original program denoted by vx , after instruction
i. The scope of this function is limited to the basic block that
contains instruction i.

useB f r(i, vx )

A function that returns the instruction of the first use of the variable of the original program denoted by vx , before instruction i.
The scope of this function is limited to the basic block that contains instruction i.

useA f r(i, vx )

A function that returns the instruction of the first use of the variable of the original program denoted by vx , after instruction i. The
scope of this function is limited to the basic block that contains instruction i.

de fClr(p, vx )

Denotes that except from the starting and ending nodes of path
p, no other node can include a definition of the variable of the
original program denoted by vx , i.e. no intermediate node of p
defines that particular variable.

useClr(p, vx )

Denotes that except from the starting and ending nodes of path
p, no other node can include a use of the variable of the original
program denoted by vx , i.e., no intermediate node of p uses that
particular variable.
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As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, the data flow analysis is
based on the SSA representation of the program under test. Although the definitions
of the last five functions refer to the original program, the desired behaviour is
achieved by utilising information from the corresponding SSA form.

4.2.1.3

Equivalent and Partially Equivalent Mutants

This work introduces the concept of a partially equivalent mutant, a mutant that
is equivalent to the original program for a specific subset of paths. Recall that
this study refers to strong mutation testing, thus, the following definitions will be
tailored to that particular approach.
Definition 4.1 Partially Equivalent Mutant.
∃ m ∈ Muts, ∃ p ∈ Paths, ∀ t ∈ Tp
(out put(orig,t) = out put(m,t))

where p refers to a path of the CFG of the program under test that contains the
basic block of the mutated statement. Muts refers to the mutants of the examined
program, Tp to the set of test cases that cause the execution of p and output(prog,t)
to a function that returns the output of program prog with input t.
This definition states that there is at least one path of the program under test
whose execution will not reveal the induced change of mutant m, i.e. mutant m is
equivalent to the original program with respect to path p.
Given the definition of a partially equivalent mutant, an equivalent mutant can
be defined as follows:
Definition 4.2 Equivalent Mutant.
∃ m ∈ Muts, ∀ p ∈ Paths, ∀ t ∈ Tp
(out put(orig,t) = out put(m,t))

that is, the execution of each path p with all available test data will result in the
same output for the original program and mutant m.
It follows from the definitions that:
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“A partially equivalent mutant is a mutant that is equivalent to the original program only for a specific set of paths, while an equivalent one is
equivalent to the original program for all paths.”
It should be mentioned that the partial equivalence of a mutant does not indicate that a mutant is equivalent. It indicates that the path for which the mutant is
partially equivalent should not be used to kill that mutant.

4.2.2

Use-Def (UD) and Use-Ret (UR) Categories of Patterns

The Use-Def (UD) and Use-Ret (UR) categories of patterns target equivalent mutants that are created by mutation operators that insert the post-increment or decrement arithmetic operators, e.g. the AOIS mutation operator, or similar mutation
operators. These operators do not change the value of the affected variable at the
evaluation of the affected expression. Therefore, if such a mutant affects a use of
a variable that cannot reach another use, the induced change is bound to be indiscernible, leading to the generation of equivalent mutants.
An instance of the application of AOIS is depicted in Figure 4.2, which
presents the source code of the Bisect program1 , along with its corresponding
basic blocks. The application of AOIS at line 10 results in 8 mutants that affect
variables x and M; the two subsequent lines of the figure depict two of these mutants. By examining them, it becomes apparent that they are equivalent ones.
This example reveals a data flow pattern that is able to detect equivalent mutants generated by the application of AOIS: a code location where a variable is used
and defined at the same statement. The data flow patterns of the UD category can
detect equivalent mutants generated by such problematic situations.
The UD category is comprised of three problematic patterns: the SameLineUD, the SameBB-UD and the DifferentBB-UD patterns. All three attempt to reveal
equivalent or partially equivalent mutants by searching the source code of the original program for uses of variables that reach a definition and can be mutated by
AOIS or a similar mutation operator.
1 This

program was also used in various previous studies, e.g. [85].
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

sqrt (double N) {
double x = N;
double M = N;
double m = 1;
double r = x;
double diff = x * x - N;
while (ABS(di f f ) > mE psilon) {
if (di f f < 0) {
m = x;
x = (M + x) / 2;
∆ x = (M + x++) / 2
∆ x = (M + x−−) / 2
}
else if (di f f > 0) {
M = x;
x = (m + x) / 2;
}
diff = x * x - N;
}
r = x;
mResult = r;
return r;
}
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// BB:1

// BB:2
// BB:3
// BB:4

// BB:5
// BB:6

// BB:7
// BB:8

Figure 4.2: Source Code of the Bisect test subject. The depicted mutants (denoted
by the ∆ symbol) are equivalent and can be automatically detected by the
SameLine-UD problematic pattern.

As a special case of the UD category of patterns, the UR category is also introduced. The patterns of this category search the source code of the examined
program for uses of variables that do not reach another use. It can be easily seen
that the application of AOIS to that particular code locations would result in the
creation of equivalent mutants. The UR category consists of the SameLine-UR, the
SameBB-UR and the DifferentBB-UR problematic patterns.

4.2.2.1

SameLine-UD Problematic Pattern

The SameLine-UD problematic pattern detects equivalent mutants that affect a variable that is being used and defined at the same statement. More formally:
Definition 4.3 SameLine-UD Pattern.
∃ vk , v j ∈ SVars, i ∈ N+
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(use(i, vk ) = de f (v j ) ∧
@ m ∈ N+ ((m > i) ∧ (use(m, vk ) = use(i, vk ))))

where SVars is the set of variables of the SSA representation of the program under
test that refers to the same variable of the original program (cf. variables v, v1 , v2 of
Figure 4.1).
The first condition states that an instruction must exist that uses and defines the
same variable with respect to the original program and the second one necessitates
that the ith use of variable vk is the last one in the corresponding instruction. It
must be mentioned that variable vk should be a valid target for AOIS, otherwise
the discovered source code locations do not constitute a problem. Examples of this
problematic situation are depicted in Figure 4.2 and Figure 5.2a of Chapter 5.

4.2.2.2

SameLine-UR Problematic Pattern

SameLine-UR is a special case of the SameLine-UD problematic pattern. It detects
problematic situations which involve uses of variables at return statements, or
statements that cause the program to exit, in general. The conditions that must be
satisfied for the manifestation of a problematic situation are the following:
Definition 4.4 SameLine-UR Pattern.
∃ vk ∈ SVars, iε ∈ ExitIns, i ∈ N+
(use(i, vk ) = iε ∧
@ m ∈ N+ ((m > i) ∧ (use(m, vk ) = iε )))

where ExitIns is the set of instructions that cause the program to exit.
The first condition states that the instruction of the ith use of variable vk must
be an instruction that can exit the program. The next one requires the ith use to be
the last one in the corresponding instruction.
An example of this problematic situation is present in Figure 4.2 at line 20,
where variable r is used at a return statement. The application of AOIS will result
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in two equivalent mutants2 , which can be detected automatically by the present
pattern. Another example of equivalent mutant detection based on the SameLineUR pattern is depicted in Figure 5.3a.

4.2.2.3

SameBB-UD Problematic Pattern

The SameBB-UD pattern resembles SameLine-UD, but in this case the search focuses on the same basic block. In order for this pattern to be present in the source
code of the original program the following conditions must hold:
Definition 4.5 SameBB-UD Pattern.
∃ vk , v j ∈ SVars, i ∈ N+
(bb(use(i, vk )) = bb(de f (v j )) ∧
@ m ∈ N+ ((m > i) ∧ (bb(use(m, vk )) = bb(use(i, vk )))) ∧
de f A f tr(use(i, vk ), vk ) = de f (v j ))
The first condition states that the definition of v j and the use of vk must belong
to the same basic block. Recall that v j and vk are variables of the SSA representation
of the program under test and refer to variable v of the corresponding program. The
second condition denotes that the ith use of vk is the last one before the definition of
v j , in the respective basic block. The last condition requires instruction de f (v j ) to
be the first definition of variable v of the original program after instruction use(i, vk ).
An example of a problematic code location detected by this pattern is presented
in part a of Figure 4.1: variable v is used in the second line of the code fragment
and in the third, it is defined. Thus, mutating v with the AOIS operator will result in
two equivalent mutants3 . Examining the SSA representation of this code fragment
(part b of the figure), it is evident that the aforementioned conditions do hold, thus,
the corresponding equivalent mutants can be detected by the SameBB-UD problematic pattern. Another instance of a problematic situation detected by this pattern is
presented in Figure 5.2b.
2

Equivalent mutants (line 20, Figure 4.2): return r++ and return r−−.
mutants (line 2, Figure 4.1): x = v + + + 5 and x = v − − + 5.

3 Equivalent
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SameBB-UR Problematic Pattern

As a special case of SameBB-UD, consider line 18 of Figure 4.2: it can be seen that
the application of AOIS will result in two equivalent mutants4 . This is due to the
fact that variable x is never used between lines 18 and 20.
This problematic situation leads to the SameBB-UR problematic pattern,
which searches the source code of the original program for uses of variables that
belong to a basic block that can exit the program. More formally:
Definition 4.6 SameBB-UR Pattern.
∃ vk ∈ SVars, i ∈ N+
(isExit(bb(use(i, vk ))) ∧
@ m ∈ N+ ((m > i) ∧ (bb(use(m, vk )) = bb(use(i, vk )))) ∧
@ v j ∈ SVars (de f A f tr(use(i, vk ), vk ) = de f (v j )))
The first condition necessitates the existence of a use inside a basic block that
can exit the program and the second one is the same as in the case of the SameBBUD pattern. The last condition requires the absence of any definitions of the used
variable after the using instruction.
Although the last condition is not required, its exclusion would cause instances
of the SameBB-UD pattern to be treated as instances of this particular one. For
the same reason, it is added in analogous cases of the Def-Def (DD) and Def-Ret
(DR) categories of patterns. An example of a problematic situation detected by this
pattern is illustrated in Figure 5.3b.

4.2.2.5

DifferentBB-UD Problematic Pattern

The DifferentBB-UD problematic pattern manages to detect partially equivalent
mutants and in specific cases, equivalent ones. This pattern searches for uses of
variables that can reach definitions by different paths, i.e. a variable is used in one
basic block and the same variable is defined in another one and these basic blocks
are connected via one or more paths.
4 Equivalent

mutants (line 18, Figure 4.2): r = x++ and r = x−−.
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In order for this pattern to detect a problematic situation, the intermediate
nodes of at least one of the connecting paths must not include any uses or definitions of the respective variable. Such being the case, the change imposed on the
used variable (due to AOIS) cannot be revealed by targeting that path because the
variable is redefined prior to being used. More formally:
Definition 4.7 DifferentBB-UD Pattern.
∃ p ∈ Paths, vk , v j ∈ SVars, i ∈ N+
(reach(p, bb(use(i, vk )), bb(de f (v j ))) ∧
@ m ∈ N+ ((m > i) ∧ (bb(use(m, vk )) = bb(use(i, vk )))) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars (de f (vq ) = de f A f tr(use(i, vk ), vk )) ∧
de f A f tr( f rstIns(de f (v j )), v j ) = de f (v j ) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (useB f r(de f (v j ), v j ) = use(n, vq )) ∧
useClr(p, vk ) ∧
de fClr(p, vk ))
where Paths is the set of paths of the CFG of the program under test.
Elaborating on these conditions, the first one requires the existence of a path
traversing the node that uses variable vk and the one that defines variable v j , i.e. the
nodes that use and define variable v of the original program. The next two conditions
refer to the basic block that contains the instruction of the ith use of variable vk (as
returned by use(i, vk )), hereafter referred to as the using basic block. The first one
states that the ith use of vk must be the last use of that variable in the using basic
block, i.e. there are no other uses of vk after instruction use(i, vk ). The other one
prohibits the existence of a definition of variable v of the original program after the
ith use of v j (belonging to the using basic block).
The fourth and fifth conditions refer to the basic block that contains the instruction that defines variable v j (as returned by de f (v j )), hereafter referred to as
the defining basic block. The first of them states that de f (v j ) is the first instruction
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of the defining basic block that defines variable v of the original program, i.e. there
is no prior definition of variable v in the defining basic block. The next one necessitates that there are no uses of variable v of the original program before the de f (v j )
instruction in the defining basic block.
Finally, the last two conditions require the intermediate nodes of path p to not
include a use or definition of variable v of the original program. Recall that path p
traverses the using and the defining basic blocks.
As mentioned earlier, this pattern identifies partially equivalent or equivalent
mutants. In the case of partially equivalent mutants, the aforementioned conditions
hold for at least one path. Although such mutants cannot be killed by targeting the
corresponding path, there are other paths for which these conditions do not hold.
Thus, by targeting those paths, a killing test case might be produced. Note that
this study does not consider the feasibility of these paths, i.e. whether or not it is
possible to execute them with test data; it is solely concerned with the existence of
such paths, i.e. with the possibility of a mutant to be killable.
In the case of equivalent mutants, the aforementioned conditions hold for all
paths connecting the respective basic blocks. Thus, there is no path to consider
for killing the examined mutants. Chapter 5’s empirical evaluation of this pattern
provides further insights into the conditions that need to hold for this pattern to
detect equivalent mutants (see Section 5.1.1).
An example of a problematic situation that falls into the described category is
presented in Figure 4.2 and more precisely at lines 12 and 16, where variable diff
is used and defined, accordingly. The application of AOIS at line 12 would result
in two equivalent mutants5 due to the fact that diff is not used between lines 12
and 16, thus, the mutants’ change cannot be detected. This situation is managed
by DifferentBB-UD, which successfully identifies these mutants as equivalent. Figure 5.2c and Figure 5.2d depict two additional examples of problematic situations
detected by this pattern; Figure 5.2c presents an instance of partially equivalent
mutant detection and Figure 5.2d an instance of equivalent mutant identification.
5 Equivalent

mutants (line 12, Figure 4.2): else if (diff + + > 0) and else if (diff − − > 0).
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DifferentBB-UR Problematic Pattern

A special case of DifferentBB-UD is the DifferentBB-UR problematic pattern,
which investigates pathogenic situations that arise when a use of a variable does
not reach another use, either because there is none or due to a statement that can
cause the program to exit, e.g. a return statement. In this case, the following
conditions need to hold for a code location to constitute a problematic situation:
Definition 4.8 DifferentBB-UR Pattern.
∃ p ∈ Paths, vk ∈ SVars, iε ∈ ExitIns, i ∈ N+
(reach(p, bb(use(i, vk )), bb(iε )) ∧
@ m ∈ N+ ((m > i) ∧ (bb(use(m, vk )) = bb(use(i, vk )))) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars (de f A f tr(use(i, vk ), vk ) = de f (vq )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars (bb(de f (vq )) = bb(iε )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (bb(use(n, vq )) = bb(iε )) ∧
useClr(p, vk ) ∧
de fClr(p, vk ))
where ExitIns is the set of instructions that cause the program to exit.
These conditions are in accordance to the ones of the DifferentBB-UD problematic pattern. The first one requires the existence of a path connecting the basic
blocks that contain the use of variable vk and an instruction that forces the program
to exit. The next two state that at the basic block containing the use(i, vk ) instruction, the ith use of vk is the last one and that there is no definition of variable v of
the original program after the corresponding use.
The following two conditions require that there are no definitions or uses of
variable v of the original program at the basic block containing instruction iε , respectively. Finally, due to the last two conditions the intermediate nodes of path p
must not contain definitions or uses of variable v. Examples of partially equivalent
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and equivalent mutant detection, based on this pattern, are presented in Figure 5.3c
and Figure 5.3d, respectively.

4.2.3

Def-Def (DD) and Def-Ret (DR) Categories of Patterns

As already mentioned, the Def-Def (DD) and Def-Ret (DR) categories of patterns
target equivalent mutants that are generated by mutation operators that affect variable definitions. These categories are composed of the DD problematic pattern and
the SameBB-DR and DifferentBB-DR patterns, respectively.

4.2.3.1

DD Problematic Pattern

Th DD problematic pattern identifies problematic code locations based on subsequent definitions of a variable. Expanding on this, if a definition can reach another
definition of the same variable and there is no intermediate use of that variable, then
any change affecting the first definition cannot be revealed due to the fact that the
variable is redefined prior to being used.
Thus, mutants affecting that definition are bound to be partially equivalent, or
in specific cases, equivalent ones. It should be clarified that this category is not
restricted to a particular type of mutation operator; any mutation operator that can
affect the right part of an assignment statement (or a variable definition in general)
constitutes a possible target for the respective patterns.
An instance of a problematic situation that is detected by the present pattern
involves lines 3 and 13 of Figure 4.2, where variable M is defined. The only use
of the variable is at line 10 of basic block 4. Thus, mutants affecting the definition
of line 3 are bound to be partially equivalent for all paths from node 1 that include
node 6 and do not include node 4. Additional examples of partially equivalent and
equivalent mutant detection, based on this pattern, are presented in Figure 5.4a and
Figure 5.4b, respectively.
Recall that the equivalent mutant problem, in this study, is addressed for the
case of strong mutation, i.e. a mutant is considered equivalent if its output is the
same as the one of the original program for every possible input. Furthermore, it
should be mentioned that the partial equivalence of a mutant does not imply that the
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mutant is equivalent; this knowledge should be utilised in order to avoid targeting
those paths that will not yield a killing test case for the examined mutant.
Unlike the UD and UR categories of patterns, DD is solely concerned with
problematic situations involving code locations that belong to different basic blocks.
Although, two definitions of the same variable can belong to the same basic block,
if these definitions are not accompanied with intermediate uses, they constitute a
problematic situation on their own. A more obscure problematic situation arises
when one definition of a variable can reach another one (of the same variable) along
a path that does not contain a node that uses that variable.
Mutants affecting such definitions would be partially equivalent and the corresponding paths would never result in a test case that is able to kill the respective mutants. Furthermore, if all paths traversing the basic blocks of the two definitions do
not include a node that uses the defined variable, then the above mentioned mutants
can be safely classified as equivalent. Thus, the identification of such problematic
cases will result in saving valuable resources, human and machine alike.
More formally, the necessary conditions that need to hold in order to detect the
described problematic situations are the following:
Definition 4.9 DD Pattern.
∃ p ∈ Paths, vk , v j ∈ SVars
(reach(p, bb(de f (vk )), bb(de f (v j ))) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars (de f A f tr(de f (vk ), vk ) = de f (vq )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (useA f r(de f (vk ), vk ) = use(n, vq )) ∧
de f A f tr( f rstIns(de f (v j )), v j ) = de f (v j ) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (useB f r(de f (v j ), v j ) = use(n, vq )) ∧
useClr(p, vk ) ∧
de fClr(p, vk ))
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These conditions are analogous to the ones of DifferentBB-UD, except that in
this case two definitions of a variable are considered and not a use and a definition.
The first condition requires the existence of a path traversing the node that defines
variable vk and the one that defines variable v j . The next two conditions state that
the de f (vk ) instruction is the last definition of variable v of the original program in
the corresponding basic block and that there are no uses of v between the defining
instruction and the end of the basic block.
The remaining conditions are the same as in the case of the DifferentBB-UD
pattern and are restated here for completeness: they state that the de f (v j ) instruction
is the first definition of variable v of the original program in the corresponding basic
block and that there are no uses of v between the first instruction of the basic block
and the defining instruction. Finally, the last two conditions require path p not to
contain any intermediate nodes that use or define variable v of the original program.

4.2.3.2

SameBB-DR Problematic Pattern

The patterns of the DR category resemble the previously described one, but instead
of searching for two definitions without an intermediate use, they search for a definition that cannot reach a use, either because there is none or due to a statement that
forces the program to exit.
This situation can manifest in the same or different basic blocks of a program
under test. In the former case, the SameBB-DR problematic pattern, the defining
statement belongs to a basic block that can exit the program. It should be mentioned
that in both cases the variable whose definition is affected must be local, i.e. it
should not be possible to access that variable after the exit of the corresponding
method (see also Section 5.1.4). In order for this pattern to become problematic the
following conditions must hold:
Definition 4.10 SameBB-DR Pattern.
∃ vk ∈ SVars
(isExit(bb(de f (vk ))) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (useA f r(de f (vk ), vk ) = use(n, vq )) ∧
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@ v j ∈ SVars (de f A f tr(de f (vk ), vk ) = de f (v j )))
The first condition states that the instruction that defines variable vk belongs to
a basic block that can exit the program. The next one requires that there are no uses
of variable v of the original program after the corresponding defining instruction and
the last one prohibits the existence of another defining instruction of the considered
variable after instruction de f (vk ).

4.2.3.3

DifferentBB-DR Problematic Pattern

The remaining pattern of the DR category, the DifferentBB-DR problematic pattern,
searches for problematic situations that manifest in different basic blocks, i.e. one
basic block which defines a variable is connected by at least one path (that does not
contain any intermediate nodes that use the corresponding variable) to a basic block
that can exit the program. More formally:
Definition 4.11 DifferentBB-DR Pattern.
∃ p ∈ Paths, vk ∈ SVars, iε ∈ ExitIns
(reach(p, bb(de f (vk )), bb(iε )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars (de f A f tr(de f (vk ), vk ) = de f (vq )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (useA f r(de f (vk ), vk ) = use(n, vq )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars (bb(de f (vq )) = bb(iε )) ∧
@ vq ∈ SVars, n ∈ N+ (bb(use(n, vq )) = bb(iε )) ∧
useClr(p, vk ) ∧
de fClr(p, vk ))
where ExitIns is the set of instructions that cause the program to exit.
These conditions are analogous to the ones of the DD problematic pattern. The
first one requires the existence of a path that traverses the basic block that contains
the definition of variable vk and one that can exit the program. The next two state
that, at the defining basic block, the de f (vk ) instruction is the last one that defines
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variable v of the original program and that there is no use of the variable in the
corresponding basic block after the definition.
The following two conditions require that there are no definitions or uses of
variable v of the original program at the node containing instruction iε , respectively.
Finally, the last two conditions require path p not to contain any intermediate nodes
that use or define variable v of the original program.

4.3

Empirical Study and Results

This study tackles the equivalent mutant problem by identifying problematic situations in the data flow information of the program under test that can lead to the
generation of equivalent or partially equivalent mutants. In order to investigate the
detection power of the introduced patterns as well as their presence in real-world
software, an empirical study was conducted based on a set of manually classified
mutants, hereafter referred to as the control mutant set. In the next subsections,
details about the experimental setup, the considered test subjects and the obtained
results are given.

4.3.1
4.3.1.1

Experimental Setup
Control Mutant Set and Subject Programs

This study is based on six Java test subjects6 which vary in size and application
domain. Table 4.2 presents the corresponding details. The first two columns of
the table depict the name of the studied test subjects and a short description of
their usage. The remaining columns introduce the corresponding lines of code and
the number of killable and equivalent mutants that were manually analysed for the
purposes of this study and comprise the control mutant set.
As can be seen from the table, the control mutant set is comprised of 747 manually classified mutants, 663 of which are killable and 84 are equivalent ones. These
mutants were generated by the application of all method-level mutation operators
of the MU JAVA (version 3) mutation testing framework [19, 163].
6 Note

that the same test subjects and manually analysed mutants were utilised in the study presented in Chapter 6.
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Table 4.2: Subject Program Details.
Program

Description

Bisect
Commons
Joda-time
Pamvotis
Triangle
Xstream
Total

Square root calculation
Various utilities
Date and time utilities
WLAN simulator
Returns triangle type
XML object serialisation

LOC

Killable

Equivalent

36
19,583
25,909
5,149
32
16,791
67,500

40
110
42
142
183
146
663

4
28
4
10
30
8
84

Since this study targets the equivalent mutant problem and the introduced patterns do not yield false positive results, only the equivalent mutants of the control
mutant set are utilised. Studying the respective killable ones would be valuable in
the case of partially equivalent mutants. Note that Chapter 5 presents more information about this kind of mutants.

4.3.1.2

Experimental Procedure

In order to investigate the detection power of the introduced problematic patterns,
the mutated location of each equivalent mutant was manually investigated in order
to determine whether or not this particular location can be identified as problematic
by the proposed patterns, i.e. if the conditions of at least one of the introduced
patterns are satisfied.
Note that the manual investigation is performed solely for the purposes of this
experiment. The proposed data flow patterns can be incorporated into an automated
framework and, thus, can facilitate the automated detection of equivalent mutants.
Chapter 5 presents such a framework.

4.3.2

Empirical Findings

The empirical results of the conducted study are presented in Table 4.3. The second
and third columns of the table present the number of the manually detected equivalent mutants and the number of these mutants that can be automatically detected by
the application of the proposed data flow patterns per test subject, respectively. The
last column presents the achieved reduction in the number of mutants that have to
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Table 4.3: Data Flow Patterns’ Detection Power.
Program

Manually Detected
Equiv. Mutants

Automatically Detected
Equiv. Mutants

Cost Reduction

4
28
4
10
30
8
84

4
16
4
8
26
0
58

100%
57%
100%
80%
87%
0%
69%

Bisect
Commons
Joda-time
Pamvotis
Triangle
Xstream
Total

be manually analysed.
It can be seen that the introduced patterns are able to automatically detect 58
out of 84 equivalent mutants and can decrease the number of equivalent mutants that
have to be manually analysed by approximately 70%. In other words, only 30% of
the examined equivalent mutants have to be manually investigated. A clear outlier
is the XStream test subject, whose equivalent mutants could not be detected by
the presented patterns. Upon inspection, this particular program did not contain
any of the problematic situations that can be addressed by the introduced data flow
patterns.
The obtained findings are very promising, indicating that a considerable portion of the equivalent mutants can be automatically detected, relieving the practitioners from the burden of manually analysing all equivalent mutants. These results
become even stronger if the required time of the manual equivalent detection is
considered, which is estimated at 15 minutes per equivalent mutant [78–80].
It should be mentioned that AOIS accounted for 58 equivalent mutants out of
84 of the control mutant set and these mutants were the ones that were automatically detected. This finding justifies the introduction of the UD and UR categories
of problematic patterns and provides evidence of the extent to which AOIS is responsible for the generation of equivalent mutants. Finally, it is noted that most of
the undetected equivalent mutants are caused by the Relational Operator Replacement (ROR) mutation operator, a mutation operator that cannot be handled solely
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by data flow information.

4.4

Summary

This chapter introduced and described formally nine data flow patterns that are able
to automatically detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants. For each pattern, the specific conditions, between variable definitions and uses, that need to hold
for the existence of the respective problematic situations in the source code of the
program under test are defined.
The Static Single Assignment (SSA) intermediate representation of the examined program was utilised for the purposes of the patterns’ definition. The salient
feature of this representation is that each variable is assigned exactly once, thus,
it facilitates powerful code analysis and a clearer definition of the aforementioned
conditions.
An empirical study, conducted on approximately 800 manually analysed mutants from several open source projects, investigated the detection power of the proposed data flow patterns and their existence in real-world software. The obtained
results revealed that the introduced patterns were indeed present in such software
and were able to detect approximately 70% of the examined equivalent mutants,
thus, considerably reducing mutation’s manual effort.
The next chapter investigates further the proposed data flow patterns. An automated tool, named Mutants’ Equivalence Discovery (MEDIC), that incorporates
these patterns is implemented and its effectiveness and efficiency are empirically
evaluated.

Chapter 5

A Static Analysis Framework for Equivalent
Mutant Identification
It is generally known that the equivalent mutant problem impedes the adoption of
mutation testing in practice. This situation is exacerbated further by its undecidable
nature. Thus, the need to introduce automated solutions, albeit partial, to tackle this
problem becomes apparent. In view of this, this chapter introduces a static analysis framework for equivalent mutant identification, named Mutants’ Equivalence
Discovery (MEDIC).
MEDIC implements the data flow patterns introduced in Chapter 4. The presence of these patterns in the source code of the program under test was found to
lead to the generation of equivalent and partially equivalent mutants. Recall that a
partially equivalent mutant is equivalent to the original program for specific paths
and, as a consequence, these paths cannot produce killing test cases for the corresponding mutant. Despite this fact, partially equivalent mutants can be killable.
A salient characteristic of the utilised patterns is that they are determined statically, i.e. they can be incorporated into mutation testing frameworks to weed out
a portion of the total equivalent mutants before their generation, without the need
to execute the considered mutants. Thus, their utilisation would greatly boost the
frameworks’ efficiency. The empirical assessment of MEDIC evaluates this statement and investigates further the detection power of the implemented patterns.
Apart from examining MEDIC’s effectiveness and efficiency, this chapter also
explores the cross-language nature of the aforementioned patterns, i.e. whether or
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not they can detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants in programs written
in different programming languages. Finally, the killability of the detected partially
equivalent mutants and the difficulty in performing such a task were also investigated.
In summary, the present chapter makes the following contributions:
1. An automated framework, named Mutants’ Equivalence Discovery (MEDIC)
which implements the data flow patterns introduced in Chapter 4 and is able
to detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants in different programming
languages.
2. An empirical study, based on 1,287 manually analysed mutants from realworld projects, which investigates MEDIC’s detection power, performance
and cross-language nature.
3. Insights into the nature of partially equivalent mutants and the difficulty in
killing them.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 succinctly describes
the implemented data flow patterns in conjunction with examples belonging to the
examined test subjects, in order for this chapter to be self-contained. Section 5.2
presents the implementation details of MEDIC and Section 5.3 the conducted empirical study. Next, Section 5.4 describes the obtained experimental results and
discusses possible threats to validity. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes this chapter,
summarising key findings.

5.1

Background: Problematic Data Flow Patterns

Chapter 4 introduced several data flow patterns that detect source code locations
capable of generating equivalent mutants. These patterns examine the data flow information of the program under test. The underlying analysis is based on the Static
Single Assignment (SSA) intermediate representation [159, 160]; a form utilised by
modern compilers for the internal representation of the input program.
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The basic characteristic of the SSA representation is that each variable of the
program under test is assigned exactly once. Essentially, for each assignment to a
variable, that variable is uniquely named and all its uses, reached by that assignment,
are appropriately renamed [162]. An example of this representation is illustrated in
Figure 5.1.
The first part of the figure presents a portion of the source code of the
uncapitalize method of the Commons test subject1 and the second part its
SSA representation, as obtained by the T. J. Watson Libraries for Analysis (WALA)
framework [164], a program analysis tool utilised by MEDIC. The lines of each part
of the figure are numbered in such a way that directly relates the source code with
its SSA representation: the SSA representation of line 1 of the source code (part a)
is line 1 of part b, for line 5 of part a, the corresponding line is part b’s line 5 and so
on.
By examining this figure, it becomes clear that each variable is uniquely named
in the SSA representation based on its assignments in the source code and that its
uses are also renamed appropriately. Section 5.2 elaborates on this example and
describes the WALA and MEDIC frameworks in more detail.
The considered data flow patterns can lead to the detection of equivalent and
partially equivalent mutants. A partially equivalent mutant is a mutant that is equivalent to the original program only for a specific set of paths, whereas an equivalent
one is equivalent to the original program for all paths.
The identification of partially equivalent mutants is considered valuable due
to the discovery of the subset of paths that will not yield a killing test case for the
corresponding mutant. The present work empirically studies the concept of partially
equivalent mutants and discusses the corresponding findings in Section 5.4.

5.1.1

Use-Def (UD) Category of Patterns

As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the Use-Def (UD) category of patterns targets equivalent mutants that are due to mutation operators that insert the post-increment or
decrement arithmetic operators or other similar operators. The patterns belonging
1 Apache

Commons Lang project (https://commons.apache.org).
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
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...
int strLen = str.length();
StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(strLen);
boolean uncapitalizeNext = true;
for (int i = 0; i < strLen; i++) {
char ch = str.charAt(i);
if (isDelimiter(ch, delimiters)) {
buffer.append(ch);
uncapitalizeNext = true;
}
else if (uncapitalizeNext) {
buffer.append(Character.toLowerCase(ch));
uncapitalizeNext = false;
}
...
}
...
(a) Example Code fragment.

1:
2:
4:

5:
6:
7:
10:
11:
14:

...
v12 = v1.length()
v13 = new StringBuffer(v12)
v30 = phi v15:#1, v28
v31 = phi v10:#0, v29
conditional branch(lt) v31,v12
v17 = v1.charAt(v31)
v19 = isDelimiter(v17, v2)
conditional branch(eq) v19,v10:#0
v21 = v13.append(v17)
conditional branch(eq) v30,v10:#0
v23 = Character.toLowerCase(v17)
v25 = v13.append(v23)
v28 = phi v15:#1, v10:#0, v30
v29 = v31 + v15:#1
...

→ defines: strLen, uses: str
→ defines: buffer, uses: strLen
→ defines: uncapitalizeNext
→ defines: i
→ uses: i and strLen
→ defines: ch, uses: i and str
→ uses: ch and delimiters
→ uses: v19 (internal) and v10
→ uses: ch and buffer
→ uses: uncapitalizeNext and v10
→ uses: ch
→ uses: buffer and v23 (internal)
→ defines: uncapitalizeNext
→ defines: i

(b) Its SSA representation.
Figure 5.1: SSA Representation Example. Code fragment of the Commons test subject
and its SSA representation (generated by the WALA program analysis framework [164]).

to this category search for uses of variables that do not reach another use. More
precisely, they search for uses of variables that (1) reach definitions before reaching
other uses and/or (2) they reach no other use.
These problematic situations are bound to generate two equivalent mutants.
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Consider, for instance, the use of variable ch at line 11 of Figure 5.1. This variable
constitutes a valid target for the Arithmetic Operator Insertion Short-cut (AOIS)
mutation operator of the MU JAVA framework. Furthermore, note that the use of line
11 will either reach another use only after a definition of the same variable or will
not reach another use (in the case the for block exits).
Taking these facts into account, it becomes clear that the application of the
post-increment and decrement operators to this variable, i.e. the application of
AOIS, will result in two equivalent mutants. Analogous cases are handled by the
patterns of this category, which are briefly described subsequently:
• SameLine-UD Problematic Pattern. The SameLine-UD problematic pattern detects solely equivalent mutants that affect a variable that is being used
and defined at the same statement. In this particular case, the changes induced by the post-increment and decrement operators can never be distinguished. Figure 5.2a presents an example from the classify method of
the Triangle test subject: the application of AOIS at line 29 will generate
two equivalent mutants, denoted by the symbol ∆, affecting variable trian.
The SameLine-UD pattern discovers this problematic source code location
by identifying the use and the definition of trian at the corresponding line, as
highlighted in the figure.
• SameBB-UD Problematic Pattern. This pattern also detects solely equivalent mutants, but in this case the use of the variable and its definition belong
to the same basic block. Thus, SameBB-UD searches for basic blocks that
contain uses and definitions of the same variable and the use precedes the
definition with no intermediate uses. The application of AOIS to such a case
will inevitably lead to the generation of equivalent mutants. An example of
this problematic situation belonging to the wrap method of the Commons
test subject, is depicted in Figure 5.2b, where variable offset, which constitutes a valid target for AOIS, is used at line 56 and is later defined at line 57.
This situation is detected by SameBB-UD, leading to the discovery of the two
equivalent mutants depicted in the figure.
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...
55: else {
...
56:
. . . (str.substring( offset ));
28: if (a == c) {
∆
. . . (offset++));
29:
trian = trian + 2;
∆
. . . (offset−−));
∆
. . . trian++ . . .
offset
=
inputLineLength;
57:
∆
. . . trian−− . . .
58: }
30: }
...
...
(b) Commons: SameBB-UD – Equiv.

(a) Triangle: SameLine-UD – Equiv.

30:
31:
32:
33:

34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

...
while (ABS(diff) > mEpsilon) {
if (diff < 0) {
m = x;
// BB:4
x = ( M + x) / 2;
∆
. . . M++ . . .
∆
. . . M−− . . .
}
else if (diff > 0) {
M = x; // BB:6
x = (m + x) / 2;
}
diff = x * x - N;
}
...

(c) Bisect: DifferentBB-UD – Partially Eq.

for (; i < length; i++) {
char c = name.charAt(i);
if (. . .) {
...
}
else if (. . .) {
...
}
else {
result.append( c );
∆
. . . (c++);
∆
. . . (c−−);
128:
}
129: }
...
117:
118:
119:
120:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:

(d) XStream: DifferentBB-UD – Equiv.

Figure 5.2: Problematic Situations Detected by the Use-Def (UD) Category of Patterns.
Each part presents a code fragment of a studied test subject, the name of the
discovering pattern and the type of the detected mutants (denoted by the ∆
symbol).

• DifferentBB-UD Problematic Pattern. The DifferentBB-UD pattern detects partially equivalent mutants and in specific cases equivalent ones. This
pattern searches for uses and definitions of variables between different basic
blocks. More precisely, it searches for uses of variables at one basic block
(the using basic block) that can reach a definition of that variable at another
basic block (the defining basic block), without other intermediate uses or definitions. Such being the case, a path connecting the using and defining basic
blocks cannot yield a killing test case for the considered mutants (ones generated by the AOIS mutation operator). Thus, these mutants can be identified as
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partially equivalent for this specific path. An instance of this case is illustrated
in Figure 5.2c. This figure presents a code fragment of the sqrt method of
the Bisect test subject. It can been seen that variable M is used at basic
block 4 and is defined at basic block 6. Thus, a path that contains these basic blocks with that particular order and no other uses of M cannot yield a
killing test case for the mutants depicted in the figure. Apart from detecting partially equivalent mutants, DifferentBB-UD can also detect equivalent
ones: in this case, (1) the previously stated conditions must hold for all paths
connecting the using and defining basic blocks and (2) no path should exist
that connects the using basic block with another one that uses the respective
variable and does not include an intermediate basic block that defines the corresponding variable. It should be mentioned that this last condition was not
included in the original definition of this pattern and was added to address a
corner case belonging to a studied test subject. Figure 5.2d, which depicts
a code fragment of the decodeName method of the XStream test subject,
presents an instance of equivalent mutant detection. The problematic pattern
resides in lines 127 and 118. At the former, variable c is used and at the latter it is defined. The application of AOIS at this specific code location will
lead to the generation of two equivalent mutants, which are discovered by the
DifferentBB-UD pattern. Another example of equivalent detection based on
this pattern was presented at the beginning of this subsection.
The aforementioned patterns search for uses of variables that can reach a definition. As a special case, the Use-Ret (UR) category of patterns searches for uses
that do not reach another use.

5.1.2

Use-Ret (UR) Category of Patterns

The Use-Ret (UR) family of patterns, introduced in Section 4.2.2, searches for uses
of variables that do not reach another use. Thus, the application of the AOIS mutation operator at these specific code locations will lead to the generation of equivalent
or partially equivalent mutants. This category includes three patterns that are analogous to the previously presented ones.
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...
83: if (position != -1) {
...
84:
. . . rmElementAt( position );
187: if (divisor == 1) {
∆
. . . (position++);
188:
return this;
∆
. . . (position−−);
189: }
85:
return
true;
190: return mins(getVal()/ divisor );
86: } else {
∆
. . . /divisor++);
...
∆
. . . /divisor−−);
88: }
...
(a) Joda-time: SameLine-UR – Equiv.

...
214: for (. . . ; i < isize; i++) {
215:
if ( ch == delimiters[i]) {
∆
(ch++ . . . )
∆
(ch−− . . . )
216:
return true;
217:
}
218: }
219: return false;
...
(c) Commons: DifferentBB-UR – Partially Eq.

(b) Pamvotis: SameBB-UR – Equiv.

49:
50:

51:
52:
53:
55:

...
else {
if (tr == 3 && b + c>a) {
∆
. . . && b++ . . .
∆
. . . && b−− . . .
return ISOSCELES;
}
}
...
return INVALID;

(d) Triangle: DifferentBB-UR – Equiv.

Figure 5.3: Problematic Situations Detected by the Use-Ret (UR) Category of Patterns.
Each part presents a code fragment of a studied test subject, the name of the
discovering pattern and the type of the detected mutants (denoted by the ∆
symbol).

• SameLine-UR Problematic Pattern. This pattern targets equivalent mutants
that relate to problematic situations where a variable is used at an exiting
statement, e.g. a return statement. An example of such a case is present in
Figure 5.3a, which illustrates a code fragment of the dividedBy method of
the Joda-time test subject. It can be seen that variable divisor is used at the
return statement of line 190; the application of AOIS at this particular line
will result in two equivalent mutants (depicted in the figure) that are detected
by this pattern.
• SameBB-UR Problematic Pattern. The SameBB-UR pattern is analogous
to the SameBB-UD one, but instead of searching for uses of a variable that
coexist with definitions of the same variable inside a basic block, it searches
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for basic blocks that contain exiting statements and include uses of variables
that do not reach other uses. An instance of this situation is illustrated in
Figure 5.3b, which presents a code fragment of the removeSource method
of the Pamvotis test subject. It can be seen that the highlighted use of
variable position does not reach another use before the return statement of
line 85. Thus, the application of the AOIS mutation operator will generate
two equivalent mutants that are discovered by this pattern.
• DifferentBB-UR Problematic Pattern. This pattern constitutes a special
case of the DifferentBB-UD one in that it searches for uses of variables at
a basic block that can reach an exiting basic block without any intermediate
uses or definitions. In this particular circumstance, the application of AOIS
can lead to the generation of partially equivalent mutants or equivalent ones.
An example of the former case is depicted in Figure 5.3c. This code fragment belongs to the isDelimiter method of the Commons test subject. It
can be seen that the only use of variable ch is at line 215 which lies inside
a for block. Consequently, any path that does not contain more than one
loops, i.e. more than one uses of this variable, cannot produce killing test
cases for the AOIS mutants. The DifferentBB-UR pattern identifies this fact
and marks this code location as problematic and the corresponding mutants
as partially equivalent. Figure 5.3d presents an instance of a code location
that will generate equivalent mutants. This figure illustrates a code fragment
of the classify method of the Triangle test subject. It can be seen that
variable b is used at line 50 and has no other uses after this line. Thus, the
mutants created by the insertion of the post-increment and decrement arithmetic operators can never be killed. The DifferentBB-UR pattern discovers
this problematic situation.

5.1.3

Def-Def (DD) Category of Patterns

The Def-Def (DD) category of patterns, presented in Section 4.2.3, targets problematic situations that are caused by definitions of variables instead of uses. This
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float nAifsd = sifs + 2 * slot;
. . . / slot;
1090: switch (ac) {
1091: case 1 :
1092: { . . .
1095:
nAifsd = sifs + aifs1 * slot;
1096:
...
1097: }
...
1115: default :
1116: { . . .
nAifsd = sifs + aifs0 * slot;
1119:
1120:
...
1121: }
1089:

∆

76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:

...
int position = -1;
∆
. . . = 1;
for (int i = 0; . . . ; i++) {
if (. . .) {
position = i;
break;
}
}
...
(a) Pamvotis: DD – Partially Eq.

(b) Pamvotis: DD – Equiv.

Figure 5.4: Problematic Situations Detected by the Def-Def (DD) Category of Patterns.
Each part presents a code fragment of a studied test subject, the name of the
discovering pattern and the type of the detected mutants (denoted by the ∆
symbol).

constitutes the main difference between this category and the aforementioned ones.
The only pattern that belongs to this family is the DD problematic pattern.
• DD Problematic Pattern. This pattern detects problematic situations that
arise from the existence of two consecutive definitions of a variable, belonging to different basic blocks, with no intermediate uses. Such being the case,
any mutation operator that changes the first definition is bound to generate
partially equivalent mutants or equivalent ones. In the former situation, the
two definitions must be reached by at least one path with no intermediate
uses – these paths cannot produce a killing test case for the respective mutants. In the latter case, every path reaching the first definition must reach a
second one (with no intermediate uses), thus, the change induced by mutation
operators affecting the first definition cannot be discerned. Examples of such
mutation operators are: the Arithmetic Operator Deletion Unary (AODU) and
the Arithmetic Operator Replacement Binary (AORB) mutation operators of
the

MU JAVA

framework. An instance of a code location that will generate

partially equivalent mutants is presented in Figure 5.4a. This code fragment
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belongs to the removeSource method of the Pamvotis test subject. It
can be seen that variable position is defined twice, at lines 76 and 79 respectively, and there is no use of that variable prior to the second definition. Due to
the fact that these two definitions can be reached by at least one path and there
is no use between them, it can be concluded that mutants affecting the definition of line 76 are partially equivalent. The depicted mutant, produced by the
AODU mutation operator which deletes unary arithmetic operators, falls into
this category. The DD pattern can also detect equivalent mutants: Figure 5.4b
illustrates an example belonging to the addNode method of the Pamvotis
test subject. In this code fragment, variable nAifsd, which is defined at line
1089, is later redefined at every case block and at the default block of
the switch statement, without any intermediate uses. Consequently, every
path reaching the definition of line 1089 will definitely reach a second one.
The DD pattern identifies this fact and reports that the mutants affecting the
right expression of this definition are equivalent ones. An instance of such
a mutant, generated by the AORB mutation operator which replaces binary
arithmetic operators, is presented in the figure.

5.1.4

Def-Ret (DR) Category of Patterns

The Def-Ret (DR) category of patterns, introduced in Section 4.2.3, constitutes a
special case of the aforementioned one. The patterns of this category search for
definitions of variables that do not reach a use. In such a case, the induced change of
the mutants affecting that particular definition is indistinguishable. Unfortunately,
this implies the existence of unused variables in the program under test, which is
or should be scarce in a real-world application. The empirical assessment of these
patterns showed no instances of equivalent mutant detection (see Section 5.4 for
more details), thus, their description is not accompanied by appropriate source code
examples.
• SameBB-DR Problematic Pattern. The SameBB-DR pattern searches for
definitions of variables at a basic block that contains (1) an exiting statement
and (2) no use of those variables between the considered definition and the
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41: r = x;
42: mResult = r;
∆
. . . = -r;
43: return r;
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// mResult is not a local variable

Figure 5.5: SameBB-DR Pattern: Handling Non-local Variables. A detected problematic situation based on the original definition of SameBB-DR. The depicted
mutant (denoted by the ∆ symbol) is killable because mResult is not a local
variable. The refined definition of this pattern rectifies this situation.

exiting statement. It is obvious that such a case will generate equivalent mutants. The empirical evaluation of this pattern revealed an additional requirement: (3) it should not be possible to access the variable whose definition is
affected after the exit of the corresponding method, e.g. the case of a nonlocal variable. Consider for example Figure 5.5. This figure presents a code
fragment of the Bisect test subject. According to the original definition of
the SameBB-DR pattern, the highlighted definition of variable mResult will
be detected as a problematic code location that will generate equivalent mutants. Upon closer inspection, it becomes apparent that these mutants can be
easily killed by examining the value of mResult after the end of the respective
method since it is not a local variable. The newly added requirement refines
SameBB-DR’s definition and rectifies the aforementioned situation.

• DifferentBB-DR Problematic Pattern.

The DifferentBB-DR pattern

searches for definitions of variables at one basic block that reach an exiting basic block, without any intermediate uses. This pattern can detect both
equivalent and partially equivalent mutants. In the first case, every path reaching the considered definition must also reach an exiting basic block (with no
intermediate uses) and in the second one, at least one such path must exist
between the defining and exiting basic blocks. The empirical evaluation of
this pattern revealed no cases of equivalent mutant detection, similarly to
the SameBB-DR one, although it did reveal instances of partially equivalent
mutants.
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MEDIC – Mutants’ Equivalence DIsCovery

The primary focus of this chapter is the empirical evaluation of the problematic
patterns described in Chapter 4. To fulfil this, an automated framework, named Mutant’s Equivalence Discovery (MEDIC), incorporating these patterns has been implemented. MEDIC is written in the Jython programming language and leverages
several frameworks to perform its analyses. MEDIC’s components and implementation details are presented in the following sections.
MEDIC utilises the Static Single Assignment (SSA) form [159, 160] of a program under test to perform its analysis. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 5.1, the SSA form is an internal representation of a program whose basic characteristic is that every variable has exactly one definition. MEDIC obtains such a
representation by leveraging the T. J. Watson Libraries for Analysis (WALA) framework [164].

5.2.1

T. J. Watson Libraries for Analysis (WALA)

The WALA framework [164] is a static analysis tool for the Java and the JavaScript
programming languages. It can perform various analyses, control and data flow
alike. The following information is obtained by the application of WALA to the
program under test:
• SSA form of the artefact under test. WALA transforms the source code of
the input program into SSA instructions which form its SSA representation.
An instance of this transformation was depicted in Figure 5.1, which presents
a code fragment of the Commons test subject, along with the generated SSA
instructions. WALA applies several optimisations to the transformation process. Most notably, it constructs pruned SSA forms [165] and employs copy
propagation [166]. Note that these optimisations are not a prerequisite for the
application of MEDIC. In fact, their employment prevents MEDIC from discovering all problematic source code locations that the implemented patterns
would have in theory2 .
2 This

results in MEDIC’s missing 7 equivalent mutants, cf. Table 5.3.
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• Control Flow Graph of the SSA form. WALA divides the produced SSA
instructions into basic blocks, creating an SSA-based control flow graph.
MEDIC utilises this graph to examine the requirements of each implemented
pattern.
• Definitions and uses per SSA instruction. Typically, each SSA instruction
has a single definition and one or more uses. These definitions and uses refer to variables in the SSA representation of the program under test and do
not necessarily map to ones in its source code. By examining the second
part of Figure 5.1, it becomes evident that even though the uses of the SSA
form match the ones of the corresponding code fragment (first part of the figure), the definitions do not. For instance, the definitions of lines 3 and 4 of
the source code do not directly correspond to appropriate ones in the SSA
form. Instead, these definitions appear as phi statements, or more precisely
as φ -functions, in the SSA representation. A φ -function is a special form of
an assignment which is added to the SSA representation of a program when
there are variables in its source code that are defined along two converging
paths [167]. In other words, two or more definitions of a variable in the source
code can reach the same use of that variable via different paths. Such a case is
present in Figure 5.1 where variable i is defined at the initialisation expression
of the for statement (i = 0) and it is redefined at its increment expression
(i++). These two definitions both reach the use of i at the termination expression of the for statement (i < strLen) via different paths. Thus, WALA
adds an appropriate φ -function (v31 = phi v10:#0,v29) before that particular use in the produced SSA representation. A similar situation pertaining
to the definitions of variable uncapitalizeNext (lines 3, 8, 12) is treated
analogously, as shown in the figure.

5.2.2

MEDIC’s Implementation Details

The previously described data form the basis for the operation of MEDIC. In order
to increase MEDIC’s extensibility, these data are not used in their raw format. In-
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stead, a custom data model has been developed that encapsulates all the necessary
information for MEDIC’s operation.
The main advantage of such an approach is that MEDIC is decoupled from the
internal mechanics of WALA and can leverage other program analysis frameworks
that can potentially support different programming languages. Due to the fact that
the data to be modelled were graph-centric, i.e. interconnected basic blocks containing uses and definitions of variables, the utilisation of graph databases was deemed
appropriate. In particular, MEDIC utilises the N EO 4 J graph database [168].
Graph databases model the underlying data based on nodes and relationships
which can have properties. A property augments the corresponding model with
additional information pertinent to the respective node or relationship. MEDIC
defines two kinds of nodes in its data model, the Basic Block nodes and the
Variable ones, and introduces three types of relationships, the goes relationship
that connects two Basic Block nodes and the uses and defines relationships
that connect a Basic Block node with a Variable one.
Figure 5.6 presents an illustrative example of the aforementioned data model
that belongs to the Bisect test subject. By examining this figure, it becomes
apparent that the developed model clearly captures both control and data flow information of basic block bb2. This figure also presents the properties that individual
nodes and relationships can possess. For instance, a Basic Block node can contain only one property, the id property, whereas a Variable node can contain
more. Regarding the corresponding relationships, uses and defines include
similar properties and the goes relationship includes none.
The information described by the previously presented data model suffices for
the application of MEDIC, i.e. MEDIC examines this information to discover problematic code locations in the source code of the program under test that can generate equivalent or partially equivalent mutants. Note that even though this analysis
is based on the SSA representation of the examined program, the discovered code
locations refer to its source code.
In the following subsections, the generic algorithm that MEDIC employs for
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Basic Block
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v26
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inst_order
lineno
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=2
= 35
= ...
= ...
=2

Figure 5.6: MEDIC’s Data Model. The model is represented as a graph which has
two types of nodes (Basic block and Variable) and three kinds of
edges/relationships (goes, uses, and defines); each node and relationship
can contain properties that augment the modelled information.

equivalent and partially equivalent mutant identification is described and the specific
instantiation of this algorithm for the case of the SameLine-UD problematic pattern
is detailed.

5.2.2.1

MEDIC’s Generic Detection Algorithm

MEDIC implements all the problematic patterns detailed in Section 5.1 based on
their formal definitions (introduced in Chapter 4). Algorithm 5.1 presents the pseudocode of MEDIC’s generic algorithm for equivalent and partially equivalent mutant identification.
The algorithm operates on a N EO 4 J database (denoted by db) which is based
on MEDIC’s data model and encapsulates WALA’s output for the program under
test. MEDIC queries this database utilising the input query (denoted by q) and
examines whether the obtained results satisfy the conditions imposed by the corresponding data flow pattern (denoted by p). MEDIC’s detection algorithm includes
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Algorithm 5.1 MEDIC’s Generic Algorithm for Equivalent and Partially Equivalent
Mutant Identification.
Let p represent a problematic data flow pattern
Let q represent a Cypher query for p
Let db represent a N EO 4 J database modelling WALA’s output
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function E QUIVALENT M UTANT D IAGNOSIS(q, p, db)
qres ← execute(q, db)
foreach r ∈ qres do
if IS VALID P ROBLEMATIC S ITUATION ( R , P ) then
return DESCRIBE P ROBLEMATIC S ITUATION ( R , P )
end if
end for
end function

three generic parts that are instantiated differently based on the employed data flow
pattern:
• Input query. The first step in MEDIC’s identification process is the execution of the specified query on the target database (line 2 of Algorithm 5.1).
This query is written in Cypher, N EO 4 J’s graph query language. Cypher
is a declarative, SQL-inspired language that describes patterns of connected
nodes and relationships in a graph. In Cypher’s syntax, nodes are represented
by pairs of parentheses and relationships by pairs of dashes. An example of a
Cypher query that is based on MEDIC’s data model and returns all variables
that are used in basic block 2 of a program under test is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The presented query has three clauses: a MATCH clause that searches
for the specified pattern in the underlying graph; a WHERE clause that filters the previously matched results based on the id property of the matched
Basic Block nodes; and a RETURN clause that returns the value of the
src repr3 property of all matched Variable nodes. It should be mentioned that an appropriate Cypher query has been created and incorporated
into MEDIC for each implemented data flow pattern.
• Evaluation of input query’s results. The next generic step in MEDIC’s de3 The

variable.

src repr property of a Variable node refers to the source code name of the modelled
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MATCH (bb:BasicBlock)-[:uses]->(var:Variable)
WHERE bb.id = 2
RETURN var.src repr
Figure 5.7: Example Cypher Query based on MEDIC’s Data Model. The query returns
all variables that are used in basic block 2 of the program under test.

tection algorithm is the evaluation of the results obtained by the execution of
the input query (line 4 of Algorithm 5.1). More precisely, it is examined, per
obtained result, whether it describes a problematic source code location that
could generate equivalent or partially equivalent mutants. Each considered
data flow pattern necessitates several conditions in order to detect equivalent
and partially equivalent mutants. Thus, the first objective of this step is to examine whether these conditions hold. Additionally, certain corner cases that
were revealed during the problematic patterns’ empirical evaluation are also
handled in this step. For instance, in the case of the UD and UR categories of
patterns some code locations were identified as problematic even though they
were not valid targets for the examined mutation operators (e.g. a boolean
variable erroneously considered a valid target for AOIS). MEDIC filters out
these corner cases and reports only valid problematic source code locations
that could generate equivalent and partially equivalent mutants.

• Description of problematic situations. The final step in MEDIC’s generic
algorithm pertains to the description of the discovered problematic situations
(line 5 of Algorithm 5.1). Recall that MEDIC’s data model contains information regarding both the SSA representation of the program under test and its
source code. These data, which can be returned by the RETURN clauses of
the corresponding Cypher queries, are utilised by MEDIC in order to describe
the detected problematic source code locations. Since problematic situations
that belong to different data flow patterns require different amounts of information in order to be adequately described, MEDIC incorporates appropriate
descriptive functions per problematic pattern. For instance, in order to report
a problematic source code location that is detected by the SameLine-UD pat-
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tern, MEDIC utilises the name of the examined variable and the number of
the source code line of the statement that includes the problematic use.

5.2.2.2

A Concrete Example

The previous subsection presented the generic algorithm that forms the basis for
MEDIC’s operation. This subsection delineates the concrete algorithm that MEDIC
employs to detect problematic situations that belong to the SameLine-UD data flow
pattern. The detection algorithms of the remaining problematic patterns are implemented in an analogous fashion.
As mentioned earlier, MEDIC’s identification algorithm consists of three
generic parts that are instantiated differently per data flow pattern. Figure 5.8 depicts the instantiation of these parts for the SameLine-UD problematic pattern. The
first part of the figure presents the corresponding input query; the second part, the
evaluation algorithm; and the third one, the function that reports the detected problematic source code locations. Next, these parts are presented in greater detail:
• Input query. As can be seen from the first part of Figure 5.8, the input
query for the SameLine-UD problematic pattern consists of three clauses. The
MATCH clause matches definitions and uses of variables inside the same basic
blocks. The WHERE clause filters these matches according to the src repr
property of the var1 and var2 matched nodes and the inst order property
of the use and def matched relationships. The first condition of this clause
ensures that the matched definition and use refer to the same variable and
the second one that they belong to the same statement. Finally, the RETURN
clause returns per matched result: the name of the corresponding variable (as
vname); the number of the source code line that contains the problematic use
and definition (as uline); and, the corresponding source code statement (as
src inst). Note that these data will be utilised to describe the discovered
problematic situations of this pattern.
• Evaluation of input query’s results. The second part of Figure 5.8 depicts
the evaluation algorithm that examines whether the results obtained by the
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MATCH (var1:Variable)<-[use:uses]-(:BasicBlock)-[def:defines]->(var2:Variable)
WHERE var1.src repr = var2.src repr AND use.inst order = def.inst order
RETURN var1.src repr as vname, use.lineno as uline, use.src inst as src inst
(a) The input query q utilised by MEDIC for the SameLine-UD problematic pattern.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

function IS VALID P ROBLEMATIC S ITUATION(r, ’SameLine-UD’)
invalid cases ← [r.get(0 vname0 ).concat(0 ++0 ), . . . ]
foreach invalid case ∈ invalid cases do
if r.get(0 src inst 0 ).contains(invalid case) then
return False
end if
end for
return True
end function
(b) The evaluation algorithm utilised by MEDIC for the purposes of SameLine-UD.

function DESCRIBE P ROBLEMATIC S ITUATION(r, ’SameLine-UD’)
des ← ’Problematic use and def of variable ’
var name ← r.get(0 vname0 )
lineno ← r.get(0 uline0 )
return des.concat(var name).concat(0 at 0 ).concat(lineno)
end function
(c) The function that MEDIC utilises to describe the problematic situations that belong to the
SameLine-UD pattern.

Figure 5.8: SameLine-UD Pattern: Instantiation of MEDIC’s Generic Algorithm.
Each part of the figure corresponds to an instantiated part of MEDIC’s generic
algorithm for the purposes of the SameLine-UD data flow pattern (see also Algorithm 5.1).

execution of the input query are valid problematic situations based on the
SameLine-UD pattern. It should be mentioned that the WHERE clause of the
input query covers the conditions imposed by SameLine-UD4 – the presented
algorithm handles certain corner cases that were revealed during the empirical evaluation of this pattern. For instance, the i++ source code expression is
transformed into an assignment that uses and defines the same variable in the
SSA form of the program under test. Thus, it is matched by the corresponding
input query. It is obvious that this expression is not problematic based on the
4 Note

that this is not the case for all problematic patterns.
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considered data flow pattern. Such invalid cases are stored in the invalid cases
variable of the algorithm (line 2 of the second part of Figure 5.8). At line 4
of the algorithm, the source code statement (accessible via the src inst
property of matched result r) is examined in order to determine whether it
contains an invalid case. If it does, the corresponding matched result is discarded; in the opposite situation, it is returned as a valid problematic source
code location that will generate equivalent mutants.
• Description of problematic situations. The final part of MEDIC’s generic
algorithm corresponds to the description of the discovered problematic situations. In the case of SameLine-UD, MEDIC utilises the name of the variable
that is involved in the problematic use and definition and the number of the
corresponding source code line, as can be seen from the last part of Figure 5.8.
Recall that this information is returned by the RETURN clause of the respective input query. To exemplify, a problematic source code location that is
detected by the SameLine-UD pattern could be described by the following:
Problematic use and def of variable b at line 10.

It

should be mentioned that this description is intended to be human-friendly;
the same information can be utilised in various ways by MEDIC or other
automated frameworks.

5.3

Empirical Study

The primary goal of this work is to provide insights regarding MEDIC’s effectiveness and efficiency in detecting equivalent mutants. Additionally, it investigates the
cross-language nature of the implemented data flow patterns and the killability of
partially equivalent mutants, i.e. whether the detected partially equivalent mutants
are easy-to-kill or stubborn ones.
The conducted empirical study is the first one that provides evidence for automated stubborn mutant detection and equivalent mutant detection in the context
of different programming languages. This section begins by outlining the posed
research questions and continues by detailing the corresponding empirical study.
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Research Questions

The research questions that this study attempts to answer are summarised in the
following:
• RQ 5.1 How effective is MEDIC in detecting equivalent mutants? How efficient is this process?
• RQ 5.2 Can MEDIC detect equivalent mutants in different programming languages?
• RQ 5.3 What is the nature of partially equivalent mutants? Do they tend to
be killable? How easily can they be killed?
The first research question examines both the effectiveness and efficiency of
MEDIC. It is important to quantify these two properties for any automated framework in order to investigate the tool’s practicality. The second research question
is relevant to the applicability of MEDIC and examines its cross-language nature.
The final research objective aims at providing insights into the nature of partially
equivalent mutants. More precisely, it explores their killability, i.e. whether or not
they can be killed and the difficulty in performing this task.

5.3.2

Experimental Procedure

In order to answer the above-mentioned research questions an empirical study was
conducted. This study was based on test subjects of various size and complexity
that are implemented in different programming languages, namely the Java and
JavaScript languages. These two languages were chosen because they are natively
supported by WALA and their application domains differ substantially.

5.3.2.1

RQ 5.1: Experimental Design

To address the first research question, a set of manually analysed mutants was created. This set resulted from the application of all method-level mutation operators
of the MU JAVA mutation testing framework (version 3) [19, 163] to specific classes
of the Java test subjects. Note that these test subjects are the same as the ones
utilised in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.1: Java Test Subjects’ Details.
Program

Short Description

Bisect
Commons
Joda-Time
Pamvotis
Triangle
XStream
Total

Square root calculation
Various utilities
Date and time utilities
WLAN simulator
Triangle classification
XML object serialisation
-

LOC
36
19,583
25,909
5,149
32
16,791
67,500

Manual Analysis
Killable Equivalent
118
110
42
411
314
127
1,122

17
28
4
47
40
29
165

The main difference between this chapter’s study and the one presented in
Chapter 4 is that this study evaluates the examined patterns based on an automated
framework whereas the previous one applied them manually. Additionally, this
study considers approximately twice the number of manually identified equivalent
mutants.
Table 5.1 describes the Java test subjects in more detail. The table is divided
into two parts. The first part presents information regarding the application domain
of the studied programs and the corresponding number of source code lines. In
total, six test subjects were considered, ranging from small programs to real-world
libraries.
The second part of the table presents the results of the manual analysis of the
examined methods’ mutants, i.e. the number of the equivalent and killable ones.
Note that this set of mutants was based on the one utilised for the purposes of the
manual evaluation of the respective data flow patterns, presented in Chapter 4.
From the table, it can be seen that 1,122 mutants were identified as killable and
165 as equivalent; the evaluation of MEDIC’s effectiveness and efficiency is based
on this set of equivalent mutants, hereafter referred to as the manually identified
set. It must be noted that this set is one of the largest manually identified sets of
equivalent mutants in the literature (cf. Table 4 in the study of Yao et al. [106]).
To further investigate the manually identified set and its relationship to the employed mutation operators, Figure 5.9 illustrates the proportion of equivalent mu-
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Arithmetic Operator Deletion Unary (1%)
Conditional Operator Insertion (1%)
Conditional Operator Replacement (2%)
Logical Operator Insertion (4%)
Arithmetic Operator Insertion Unary (5%)
Arithmetic Operator Replacement Binary (7%)
Relational Operator Replacement (19%)
Arithmetic Operator Insertion Short-cut (61%)

Figure 5.9: Equivalent Mutants Per Mutation Operator. Contribution of each mutation
operator to the manually identified set of equivalent mutants.

tants per mutation operator (without including the ones that did not generate such
mutants). Recall that the employed mutation operators are all the method-level
operators of the

MU JAVA

framework. The depicted data suggest that the Arith-

metic Operator Insertion Short-cut (AOIS) and the Relational Operator Replacement (ROR) mutation operators generated most of the studied equivalent mutants,
with AOIS generating more than 50% of them.
In order to measure MEDIC’s effectiveness, MEDIC was employed to the studied test subjects and the resulting set of automatically identified equivalent mutants
was compared to the manually identified one. Figure 5.10 presents this process. In
essence, the following steps were performed per test subject:
Step 1. WALA was applied to the classes that contained the manually identified
equivalent mutants of the corresponding subject.
Step 2. The output of WALA was automatically transformed into a format compatible with MEDIC’s data model and then stored in a graph database.
Step 3. MEDIC utilised these data to detect the underlying equivalent and partially
equivalent mutants.
The first step of the aforementioned process entailed the application of the
WALA framework to randomly selected methods of the classes that were mutated
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Figure 5.10: MEDIC’s Application Process. First, the program under test is analysed
by WALA; second, WALA’s output is transformed into a format compatible
with MEDIC’s data model and is stored in a N EO 4 J database; finally, MEDIC
utilises this model to identify the equivalent and partially equivalent mutants
of the examined program.

during the manual analysis phase. Next, the output of WALA was processed in
order to transform it into an appropriate format that was compatible with the data
model of MEDIC. This transformation was performed automatically by a script and
the adjusted output was stored in a N EO 4 J database. Finally, this database was given
as input to the MEDIC system in order to perform its analysis.
This process resulted in two sets of mutants: the set of automatically identified
equivalent mutants and the set of the partially equivalent ones. The former of these
sets is contrasted with the manually identified one in order to investigate MEDIC’s
effectiveness and the latter is utilised for the purposes of the RQ 5.3 research question.
To study the efficiency of MEDIC, the run-time of the above-mentioned steps
was measured. The experiment was conducted on a physical machine running
GNU/Linux, equipped with an i7 processor (3,40 GHz, 4 cores) and 16GB of memory. Note that since the detection of partially equivalent mutants is integral to the
detection of equivalent ones, the corresponding findings refer to the time that both
these analyses required.
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Table 5.2: JavaScript Test Subjects’ Details.

5.3.2.2

Program

Short Description

LOC

dojox.calendar
D3
mathjs
DateJS
Total

Calendar widget
Visualisation library
Mathematics library
Date library
-

8,524
11,594
13,112
29,880
63,110

RQ 5.2: Experimental Design

This research question examines whether MEDIC can detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants in programs implemented in different programming languages (apart from Java). To answer this question, MEDIC was also applied to a set
of test subjects written in JavaScript. This particular language was chosen because
WALA natively supports it and its application domain differs greatly from the one
of Java.
Table 5.2 presents details regarding the corresponding test subjects in a similar
fashion to the Java test subjects (cf. Table 5.1). As can be seen, a total of four test
subjects were considered, which vary in size and application domain; the latter of
these being the primary reason for their selection.
Owing to the fact that the studied research question is solely concerned with
the feasibility of detecting equivalent and partially equivalent mutants in different
programming languages, no exhaustive manual analysis of mutants was performed,
but rather the mutants that were identified by MEDIC as equivalent or partially
equivalent were manually inspected to ensure the correctness of the analysis.
The undertaken steps, for the purposes of this research question, are the same
as the steps of the first one with two exceptions. At the first step, WALA was
applied to randomly selected functions and, at the second step, the transformation
of WALA’s output was performed in a semi-automated fashion.
To elaborate on this, WALA’s support for the JavaScript programming language did not cater for all the necessary information pertinent to MEDIC’s data
model. Specifically, it did not report the type of the examined variables. This fact
is not due to a limitation of the tool, but rather it is an inherent characteristic of the
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dynamic nature of JavaScript. To circumvent this issue, the corresponding information was added manually, based on either available comments in the corresponding
source code or by inspecting the variables’ usage. The rest of WALA’s output was
transformed via an automated script.

5.3.2.3

RQ 5.3: Experimental Design

The final research question refers to the partially equivalent mutants and investigates
their killability. Recall that the examined set of partially equivalent mutants is the
one generated by MEDIC when applied to the Java test subjects.
The first step in addressing this question was to examine whether this set consisted of killable or equivalent mutants based on the results of the manual analysis
(performed for the purposes of RQ 5.1). Next, the difficulty in killing these mutants
was investigated. To quantify such an intangible property the concept of stubborn
mutants [124] was utilised.
For the purposes of this study, a stubborn mutant is considered to be a killable
mutant that remains alive by a test suite that covers all the feasible branches of the
control flow graph of the program under test. The same definition was also adopted
in the study of Yao et al. [106]. Since a stubborn mutant cannot be killed by a branch
adequate test suite, it is considered harder to kill than a non-stubborn one. Thus,
if the partially equivalent mutant set consisted mainly of stubborn mutants then it
would contain hard-to-kill mutants, or, in the opposite situation, easy-to-kill ones.
The investigation of this research question is based on three metrics: (1) the
proportion of the partially equivalent mutants that are equivalent; (2) the proportion
of the partially equivalent mutants that are stubborn; and, (3) the proportion of the
stubborn mutants that are partially equivalent. In order to calculate these metrics,
the subsequent process was followed per test subject:
Step 1. The corresponding test subject was executed with the mutation adequate
test suite to discover the remaining uncovered branches.
Step 2. The discovered branches were manually inspected to determine their
(in)feasibility.
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Step 3. The mutants of the test subject were executed against a set of five manually
constructed branch adequate test suites in order to determine the stubborn
ones.
Step 4. The stubborn partially equivalent mutants were discovered.
Step 5. The final results were averaged over the five repetitions.
The previously described process entails the identification of the branches of
the considered test subjects that were not covered by the mutation adequate test
suites and their manual inspection to determine their (in)feasibility. Note that the
mutation adequate test suites were created for the purposes of RQ 5.1.
Next, five branch adequate test suites were constructed in order to discover the
underlying stubborn mutants. These test suites were created in such a way that they
did not overlap each other. The reason for utilising five branch adequate test suites
instead of one is to cater for discrepancies caused by high quality test suites, i.e.
branch adequate test suites that kill more mutants than other analogous ones.
The next stage was to execute the mutants of each test subject with the previously constructed branch adequate test suites to determine the stubborn ones. The
stubborn mutants were the ones that remained alive and were not equivalent. After the identification of the stubborn mutants, the stubborn partially equivalent ones
were determined. Finally, the aforementioned metrics were calculated based on all
five executions.

5.4

Empirical Findings

This section details the empirical findings of the conducted experimental study. The
corresponding results are presented according to the relevant research question.

5.4.1

RQ 5.1: MEDIC’s Effectiveness and Efficiency

The first research question, RQ 5.1, investigates the effectiveness and efficiency
of MEDIC in detecting equivalent mutants. Table 5.3 presents the corresponding
findings with respect to the tool’s effectiveness.
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Table 5.3: Automatically Identified Equivalent Mutants per Data Flow Pattern and Java
Test Subject. The middle part of the table presents the corresponding findings
grouped by the relevant categories of the considered patterns.

Program
SL

Categories of Problematic Patterns
UD
DD
UR
DR
SB DB
SL SB DB SB DB

Bisect
Commons
Joda-Time Pamvotis
Triangle
4
XStream
Total
4

4
4

2
12
4
18

11
11

2
2

-

4
4
32
14
54

-

-

Total
8
16
4
43
18
4
93

The table is divided into three parts: the first part refers to the Java test subjects; the middle part presents the automatically identified equivalent mutants per
data flow pattern; and the last one depicts the automatically identified equivalent
mutants per test subject. It should be mentioned that the results presented in the
middle part of the table are grouped by the corresponding categories of the studied
patterns. To exemplify, the UD column of the table refers to the Use-Def category
of patterns and its SL, SB and DB columns to the SameLine-UD, SameBB-UD and
DifferentBB-UD patterns, respectively. The results of the remaining patterns are
presented analogously.
By examining the table, it becomes obvious that MEDIC manages to automatically identify 93 equivalent mutants for the Java test subjects, which corresponds
to a 56% reduction in the number of the examined equivalent mutants that have to
be manually analysed (cf. Table 5.1). Additionally, it can be seen that the UD and
UR categories of patterns identified the most equivalent mutants, followed by the
DD category of patterns.
Interestingly, three problematic patterns did not identify any equivalent mutant
for the Java test subjects. This fact does not limit their usefulness; the SameBBUR problematic pattern detected equivalent mutants of the JavaScript test subjects
and DifferentBB-DR identified partially equivalent ones belonging to the examined
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Figure 5.11: Automatically Identified Equivalent Mutants per Mutation Operator.
The figure depicts the proportion of the automatically identified equivalent
mutants per mutation operator for the Java test subjects.

Java programs. The only pattern that did not detect equivalent or partially equivalent
mutants for all test subjects is the SameBB-DR pattern.
In order to better investigate the nature of the automatically identified equivalent mutants, Figure 5.11 visualises the proportion of these mutants (with respect
to all studied equivalent ones) per mutation operator. It is evident that the majority
of the equivalent mutants produced by the Arithmetic Operator Insertion Short-cut
(AOIS) and Arithmetic Operator Replacement Binary (AORB) mutation operators
were automatically identified. Recall that AOIS was the operator that produced the
most equivalent mutants (cf. Figure 5.9).
Additionally, equivalent mutants created by the Arithmetic Operator Insertion
Unary (AOIU) and Logical Operator Insertion (LOI) were also detected, although
in a smaller scale. It should be mentioned that all mutants detected by MEDIC as
equivalent were indeed equivalent ones and, thus, they can be weeded out safely.
The previous results lend colour to MEDIC’s effectiveness in detecting equivalent mutants. Even though these findings are encouraging, the practicality of any
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Table 5.4: Run-time of MEDIC’s Equivalent Mutant Detection Process for the Java Test
Subjects (results are presented in seconds).
Program

WALA Analysis MEDIC Analysis
(seconds)

Bisect
Commons
Joda-Time
Pamvotis
Triangle
XStream
Total

3
5
4
10
3
4
29

7
7
3
18
15
46
96

Total
10
12
7
28
18
50
125

automated framework depends greatly on its efficiency. To provide insights regarding the performance of MEDIC, Table 5.4 depicts the run-time of the corresponding
analysis. More precisely, it presents the run-time of the WALA framework when
applied to the examined test subjects and the respective one of the MEDIC system.
Note that all figures are in seconds.
It can be seen that MEDIC required approximately 96 seconds to complete
the equivalent mutant detection, utilising the program analysis data that had been
collected in 29 seconds. Recall that the program analysis was performed only for
the classes of the considered test subjects that contained the manually identified
equivalent mutants.
By examining the table, it becomes apparent that most of the studied classes
were analysed in under 30 seconds, with XStream’s one being the exception. The
increased run-time for the corresponding class is attributed to its internal complexity and the large number of the available combinations of uses and definitions of
variables that MEDIC had to evaluate, which exceeded 150,000!
To summarise, MEDIC managed to automatically detect 93 equivalent mutants
in just 125 seconds. Assuming an equivalent mutant requires approximately 15
minutes of manual analysis [79], the analysis of the examined equivalent ones would
necessitate 165 × 15 = 41 man-hours! The utilisation of MEDIC decreases this
cost from 41 to 18 man-hours, a 56% reduction in the manual effort involved, thus
boosting the practical adoption of mutation.
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Table 5.5: Automatically Identified Equivalent Mutants per Data Flow Pattern and
JavaScript Test Subject. The middle part of the table presents the corresponding
findings grouped by the relevant categories of the considered patterns.

Program
SL
nthRoot
BisectJS
StorageManager
DateJS
Total

Categories of Patterns
UD
DD
UR
SB DB
- SL SB DB

4
4

-

8
8

-

4
4

4
2
6

4
2
2
8

Total
12
12
4
2
30

Table 5.6: Automatically Identified Partially Equivalent Mutants per Data Flow Pattern and
JavaScript Test Subject. The middle part of the table presents the corresponding
findings grouped by the relevant categories of the considered patterns.
Program

Data Flow Patterns
DifferentBB-UD DD DifferentBB-UR

nthRoot
BisectJS
StorageManager
DateJS
Total

5.4.2

4
4

-

16
8
2
26

Total
16
12
2
0
30

RQ 5.2: Equivalent Mutant Detection in Different Programming Languages

The results of this subsection are relevant to the cross-language nature of the
MEDIC framework, i.e. its capability to detect equivalent and partially equivalent
mutants in programs implemented in different programming languages. The corresponding findings are depicted in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. The former one presents
the automatically identified equivalent mutants and the latter, the partially equivalent ones per studied data flow pattern and JavaScript test subject. Note that the
SameBB-DR and DifferentBB-DR patterns are not included in the tables because
they did not detect any such mutant.
From Table 5.5, which is structured in a similar fashion to Table 5.3, it can
be seen that 30 equivalent mutants were automatically identified, supporting the
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Table 5.7: Partially Equivalent Mutants’ Killability. Proportion of equivalent and stubborn
mutants w.r.t. the partially equivalent ones (column Part. Equivalent Mutants)
and proportion of the stubborn partially equivalent mutants w.r.t. the total stubborn ones (column Stubborn Mutants).
Program
Bisect
Commons
Joda-Time
Pamvotis
Triangle
XStream
Grand Total

Part. Equivalent Mutants
% Equivalent % Stubborn
5
43
0
0
27
0
16

Stubborn Mutants
% Part. Equivalent

4
0
65
19
17
4
14

11
0
17
3
20
5
6

statement that MEDIC can detected equivalent mutants in different programming
languages. The findings of Table 5.6 lead to the same conclusion but in this case for
partially equivalent mutant detection.
The results of this subsection regarding the JavaScript test subjects and the
findings of the previous one regarding the examined Java programs provide clear
evidence to support the cross-language nature of the MEDIC framework. MEDIC
is the first tool that has been empirically evaluated to achieve such a task.

5.4.3

RQ 5.3: Partially Equivalent Mutants’ Killability

The final research question investigates the killability of the partially equivalent
mutants. Table 5.7 presents the corresponding findings. The table is divided into
two groups of columns: the first group presents the partially equivalent mutant set’s
proportion of equivalent and stubborn mutants; and the second one, the proportion
of the stubborn mutants that are partially equivalent ones.
It can be seen that 16% of the partially equivalent mutant set is composed
of equivalent mutants and 14% of stubborn ones, on average. Furthermore, these
stubborn mutants account for 6% of the total stubborn ones.
Figure 5.12 presents a Venn diagram illustrating the detected partially equivalent mutant set (denoted as PE) and the corresponding killable (K), equivalent
(E) and stubborn (S) ones, in order to better visualise the relation between each of
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All mutants

K

S
PE

E

Figure 5.12: Relation between PE and K, E and S Mutant Sets. The relation between
the Partially Equivalent (PE) mutant set and the corresponding Killable (K),
Equivalent (E) and Stubborn (S) ones. (The size of the shapes is analogous to
the cardinality of the illustrated sets.)

them. From the depicted data, it becomes clear that the partially equivalent mutant
set contains equivalent and stubborn mutants, but consists largely of non-stubborn
ones, i.e. easy-to-kill ones.
Considering the above findings, one might decide to discard this set altogether.
Such a decision would result in a 12% additional reduction in the number of equivalent mutants that have to be manually analysed and a 9% reduction in the number
of killable ones, for the studied test subjects. Although, such an act is not without
its perils, i.e. the removal of valuable mutants, the fact that only a small portion
of the killable mutants needs to be targeted in order to kill the whole generated set
seems to mitigate the underlying risk (see also Section 2.3.2.3).
To recapitulate this section’s findings, MEDIC managed to automatically detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants in the Java test subjects. MEDIC
identified 56% of the corresponding equivalent mutants in just 125 seconds. A reduction that can be further increased by 12% if the discovered partially equivalent
mutant set is discarded. These results indicate that MEDIC is a very cost-effective
tool, managing to detect a considerable number of equivalent mutants in a negligible
amount of time. Additionally, MEDIC identified equivalent and partially equivalent
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mutants in the JavaScript test subjects. These findings support the cross-language
nature of the tool and suggest that the aforementioned benefits are not bound to a
specific programming language.

5.4.4

Threats to Validity

All empirical studies inevitably face specific limitations on the interpretation of their
results, this one is no exception. The present subsection discusses the corresponding
threats and presents the actions taken to ameliorate their effects. First, threats to
the construct validity are described and subsequently, the ones to the external and
internal validity are discussed.
• Threats to Construct Validity. This particular category is concerned with
the appropriateness of the measures utilised in the conducted experiments.
One threat that belongs to this category is relevant to the investigation of
the difficulty in killing the partially equivalent mutants. For the purposes of
this investigation, the proportion of the stubborn partially equivalent mutants
was utilised. Owing to the fact that a stubborn mutant is harder to kill than
a non-stubborn one, this metric is considered adequate for gaining insights
regarding the nature of the partially equivalent mutants.
• Threats to External Validity. This category of threats refers to the generalisability of the obtained results. No empirical study can claim that its results
are generalisable in their entirety. Indeed, different studied programs or programming languages could yield different results for any empirical study. To
mitigate these threats, the conducted empirical study was based on test subjects of various size and application domain and a considerable number of
manually identified mutants. It should be mentioned that many of the studied
programs have also been utilised in previous research studies, e.g. [79, 145].
• Threats to Internal Validity. The threats to internal validity pertain to the
correctness of the conclusions of an empirical study. One such threat is relevant to the manual analysis of the examined mutants and more precisely to
the detection of equivalent ones. To control this threat, a mutant was evalu-
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ated thoroughly in order to be identified as equivalent. It should be mentioned
that this threat is a direct consequence of the undecidability of the equivalent
mutant problem and affects all the relevant mutation testing studies. Analogous considerations arise from the detection of stubborn mutants and, by
extension, the detection of stubborn partially equivalent ones. To mitigate
the effects of this threat, the corresponding process was based on five, nonoverlapping branch adequate test suites. A final threat to the internal validity
of the presented work is the correctness of the implementation of the WALA
and MEDIC frameworks. In order to cater for this threat, the results of both
tools were manually inspected to ascertain their correctness.

5.5

Summary

This chapter introduced an automated, static analysis framework for equivalent and
partially equivalent mutant identification, named Mutants’ Equivalence Discovery
(MEDIC). MEDIC’s analysis is based on the problematic data flow patterns proposed in the previous chapter whose presence in the source code of the program
under test leads to the generation of equivalent and partially equivalent mutants.
In order to investigate MEDIC’s effectiveness and efficiency, an empirical
study was conducted based on a manually analysed set of mutants from real-world
programs written in the Java programming language. In particular, this set consisted
of 1,122 killable mutants and 165 equivalent ones. The obtained results indicate that
MEDIC detected 56% of the considered equivalent mutants in just 125 seconds, a
run-time cost that is far from comparable to the corresponding manual effort which
approximates 23 man-hours (93 mutants × 15 minutes).
Apart from evaluating the detection power and performance of MEDIC, this
chapter was also concerned with the cross-language capabilities of the tool, i.e. it
was examined whether or not it could detect equivalent and partially equivalent
mutants in programs written in different programming languages. For this reason,
MEDIC was additionally applied to test subjects written in JavaScript. The respective findings suggest that MEDIC can indeed detect such mutants in the studied
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JavaScript programs, indicating that the tool’s benefits are not confined to a specific
programming language.
The final research question that this chapter addresses pertains to the killability
of the partially equivalent mutants, i.e. whether or not they tend to be killable, and
the difficulty in performing such a task. To answer this question, (a) the proportion
of the partially equivalent mutants that are equivalent, (b) the proportion of the
partially equivalent mutants that are stubborn and (c) the proportion of the stubborn
mutants that are partially equivalent were calculated.
The obtained data indicate that 16% of the partially equivalent mutant set is
composed of equivalent mutants and 14% of stubborn ones, which account for 6%
of the total stubborn mutants. Thus, this set consists largely of non-stubborn mutants, while containing equivalent ones. Based on these findings, one might decide
to discard the partially equivalent mutant set completely, realising a total reduction
of 68% in the number of the equivalent mutants that have to be manually analysed.
This translates into an additional 5 man-hour reduction in the involved manual effort, salvaging a total of 28 man-hours that would have been wasted otherwise.
Apart from the cross-language nature, the automated stubborn mutant detection
constitutes another unique feature of MEDIC.
Most of the previously introduced techniques for detecting equivalent mutants
require the generation, compilation and analysis of the corresponding mutants of
the program under test. In contrast, MEDIC is only applied to the original program.
Thus, it can be argued that MEDIC has a clear advantage over these techniques, as
far as efficiency is concerned.
The next chapter presents another approach to deal with the equivalent mutant
problem in the presence of software clones. To this end, the chapter introduces
the concept of mirrored mutants denoting mutants that belong to similar code fragments of the examined program. It is postulated that such mutants exhibit similar
behaviour with respect to their equivalence and, thus, knowledge about the equivalence of one of them could be utilised to classify others as possibly equivalent or
possibly killable ones. The conducted empirical investigation supports this intuition
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Chapter 6

Eliminating Equivalent Mutants via Code
Similarity
As mentioned in Chapter 2, mutation testing is a very powerful technique for testing
software, but is considered prohibitively expensive for practical adoption. This cost
is primarily attributed to the computational resources required for the execution
of the generated mutants and the human effort involved in finding appropriate test
cases to kill these mutants or determine their equivalence.
This chapter argues that knowledge about the already identified killable and
equivalent mutants can reduce mutation’s cost in the presence of software clones.
More precisely, given two similar code fragments, this work investigates whether
the killability or equivalence of the mutants of the one code fragment can determine
the killability or equivalence of the mutants of the other.
To this end, the concept of mirrored mutants is introduced, that is mutants that
belong to similar code fragments and, more precisely, to analogous code locations
within these fragments. The intuition behind this idea is that mirrored mutants
exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to their equivalence. If this argument
is true, then knowledge about the equivalence of one of them could be used to
determine the equivalence of the others. Thus, effort savings can be achieved by
manually analysing only one of the mirrored mutants and automatically inferring
the killability or equivalence of the others.
The contributions of the present chapter can be summarised in the following
points:
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1. The introduction of the concept of mirrored mutants for alleviating the effects
of the equivalent mutant problem.
2. An empirical study, based on a set of approximately 800 manually analysed
mutants1 from several real-world programs, which provides evidence to support the usefulness of mirrored mutants at both the intra- and inter-method
level.
3. Experimental results pertaining to the utilisation of mirrored mutants for test
case generation purposes.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 introduces the
necessary background information and Section 6.2 elaborates on the concept of
mirrored mutants. In Section 6.3, details about the conducted empirical study, the
experimental procedure, the obtained results and possible threats to their validity
are presented. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes this chapter.

6.1

Background: Code Similarity

This section describes the necessary concepts with respect to code similarity, along
with examples from the conducted study.
Similar code fragments, which are termed code clones or software clones, exist
in software systems [169–171]. Their existence is attributed to the reuse of already
developed code, by means of copy and paste, with or without minor modifications.
The detection of these fragments is achieved by the employment of appropriate code
detection techniques [170, 171].
In clone detection terminology, a code fragment is any sequence of code lines,
with or without comments. A code clone of a code fragment c f 1 is another code
fragment, c f 2, which is similar to c f 1 by a given definition of similarity, i.e. given
a similarity function g, g(c f 1) = g(c f 2) [170]. The code fragments c f 1 and c f 2
form the clone pair (c f 1, c f 2). Note that code clones can appear at any level of
granularity (e.g. class level, method level, etc.).
1 This

set, along with the rest of the data of this chapter, is publicly available at: http://
pages.cs.aueb.gr/˜kintism/#apsec2013
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Clone detection techniques are based on two primary definitions of similarity
between code fragments, similarity based on program text and similarity based on
functionality [170]. In the former case, the syntactic similarity of their source code
is examined, whereas, in the latter, their semantic similarity is evaluated.
From the aforementioned definitions, different types of code clones are derived
(adapted from [170]):
• Type-1. Identical code fragments, except for variations in whitespace, layout
and comments.
• Type-2. Syntactically identical fragments, except for variations in identifiers,
literals, types, whitespace, layout and comments.
• Type-3. Copied fragments with further modifications such as changed, added
or removed statements, in addition to variations in identifiers, literals, types,
whitespace, layout and comments.
• Type-4. Two or more code fragments that perform the same computation, but
are implemented by different syntactic variants.
This chapter considers syntactic clones only, i.e. Type-1 to Type-3, and characterises them as intra-method or inter-method according to whether or not they
belong to the same method. Type-4 code clones, although interesting, are left for
future research.
To denote a clone pair belonging to one file, the following notation is used:

([sl1 : sc1 − el1 : ec1 ], [sl2 : sc2 − el2 : ec2 ])
where sl1 and sc1 are the starting line and column of the first code fragment and el1
and ec1 the corresponding ending ones. Accordingly, sl2 , sc2 , el2 and ec2 refer to the
starting and ending lines and columns of the second code fragment. Note that in the
case of clone pairs that belong to different files, an identifier of the corresponding
files must be added to this notation.
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Figure 6.1 presents the source code of the well-studied Triangle program.
The classify method takes as input the length of the three sides of a triangle
and classifies it as scalene, isosceles, equilateral or invalid. The source code of this
program contains several similar code fragments, such as ([6 : 0 − 7 : 22], [8 : 0 − 9 :
22]) and ([19 : 0 − 20 : 21], [21 : 5 − 22 : 21]).
In particular, it contains six clone pairs2 , as determined by the CCF INDER X
clone detection tool [172] (Section 6.3.2.1 describes the tool in greater detail).
These clone pairs involve the if-blocks starting at lines 6, 8, 10 and at lines
19, 21, 23, respectively.
It becomes apparent that even for this small program, similar code fragments
do exist. Thus, if the equivalence of the mutants of one of these fragments can provide information about the equivalence of the mutants of the others, then the manual
effort involved in identifying equivalent mutants can be considerably reduced.

6.2

Mirrored Mutants

The primary focus of this chapter is to ameliorate the unfavorable effects of the
equivalent mutant problem. The proposed approach leverages software clones and
examines if mutants belonging to these code fragments exhibit analogous behaviour
with respect to their equivalence. First, this section introduces the concept of mirrored mutants and, then, it details the hypothesis of the present work.

6.2.1

Mirrored Mutants: Definition

Given two code fragments, c f 1 and c f 2, their generated mutant sets, Muts1 and
Muts2 , and two of their mutants m1 ∈ Muts1 and m2 ∈ Muts2 , m1 mirrors m2 when
the following conditions are satisfied:
• Condition 1. The code fragments must form a clone pair, i.e. given a similarity function g:
g(c f 1) = g(c f 2)
• Condition 2. The examined mutants must affect analogous code locations in
2 For the purposes of this study, the clone pairs (c f 1, c f 2) and (c f 2, c f 1) are considered identical.
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classify (int a, int b, int c) {
int trian;
if (a <= 0 || b <= 0 || c <= 0)
return INVALID;
trian = 0;
if (a == b)
trian = trian + 1;
if (a == c)
trian = trian + 2;
if (b == c)
trian = trian + 3;
if (trian == 0)
if (a + b < c || a + c < b || b + c < a)
return INVALID;
else
return SCALENE;
if (trian > 3)
return EQUILATERAL;
if (trian == 1 && a + b > c)
return ISOSCELES;
else if (trian == 2 && a + c > b)
return ISOSCELES;
else if (trian == 3 && b + c > a)
return ISOSCELES;
return INVALID;
}
Figure 6.1: Source Code of the Triangle test subject.

these fragments, i.e. given l1 ∈ c f 1 and l2 ∈ c f 2 the lines that are affected by
m1 and m2 , respectively, and linemap, a mapping3 between the lines of c f 1
and c f 2:
linemap(l1 ) = l2
• Condition 3. The mutants must induce analogous syntactic changes, i.e.
given op1 and op2 the mutation operators of m1 and m2 , and a similarity
function f :
op1 = op2 ∧ f (l1 ) = f (l2 )
Mutants m1 and m2 are termed mirrored mutants. According to whether or not
3 Techniques

to automatically generate such a mapping exist in the literature, cf. [173].
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Mutated Statement

AOIS 25

7:

trian = trian ++ + 1;

AOIS 37

9:

trian = trian ++ + 2;

AOIS 105

19:

if (trian == 1 && a + b ++ > c)

AOIS 121

21:

if (trian == 2 && a + c ++ > b)

AORB 4

7:

trian = trian − 1;

AORB 12

11:

trian = trian − 3;

Figure 6.2: Examples of Mirrored Mutants from the Triangle test subject.

c f 1 and c f 2 belong to the same method, mirrored mutants can be characterised as
intra-method or inter-method ones.
Figure 6.2 presents three instances of mirrored mutants from the Triangle
test subject (presented in Figure 6.1). For each mutant, its name, the number of
the affected line, the induced change and the resulting statement are depicted. For
instance, the first pair, AOIS 25 and AOIS 37, which belongs to the ([6 : 0 −
7 : 22], [8 : 0 − 9 : 22]) clone pair4 , is generated by inserting the post-increment
arithmetic operator (e.g. var++) at lines 7 and 9 of Figure 6.1, respectively.
Note that the mutation operator of the first pair of mirrored mutants, Arithmetic
Operator Insertion Short-cut (AOIS), generates three additional mutants per considered line at these specific code locations (++trian, −−trian and trian−−),
resulting in a total of four mutants per line. Although all these mutants affect the
same lines employing the same mutation operator, they form different mirrored mutant sets.
By examining Figure 6.2 closely, it can be seen that the presented mutants affect analogous code locations belonging to similar code lines of similar code fragments, thus, they constitute mirrored mutants. It is argued that mirrored mutants
exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to their equivalence; the next subsection
discusses this hypothesis and presents a motivating example.

4 The

other mutants belong to: ([19 : 0 − 20 : 21], [21 : 5 − 22 : 21]) and ([6 : 0 − 7 : 22], [10 :
0 − 11 : 22]) clone pairs, respectively.
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Mirrored Mutants and Equivalent Mutant Discovery

This work is based on the intuition that if a mutant mirrors other mutants and
has been identified as equivalent (or killable), then its mirrored ones could also
be equivalent (or killable). More formally, given two mirrored mutants, m1 and m2 :
m1 ∈ equivs ⇒ m2 ∈ equivs
where equivs is the set of equivalent mutants of the original program. Note that
although this statement does not constitute a mathematical theorem, its empirical
investigation suggests that it manages to provide substantial guidance in detecting
more equivalent mutants from the already identified ones (cf. Section 6.3.3).
Consider again Figure 6.2, the first two mirrored mutant pairs consist solely of
equivalent mutants (determined by manual analysis). In the first case, the value of
variable trian is used unmodified, then it is incremented by one (due to the postincrement operator) and finally, it is redefined by the evaluation of the whole statement. Thus, the induced change can never be detected. Although, the equivalent
mutants of the first pair can be considered trivial, i.e. they are relatively easy to
identify, the ones of the second pair require a more thorough examination and a
better understanding of the internal mechanics of the program.
In both cases, the effort involved in manually analysing the examined mutants
could be considerably reduced by leveraging the previously described property; instead of manually analysing four mutants, the analysis could be restricted to two
mutants that mirror the others, e.g. AOIS 25 and AOIS 105, and thus the equivalence of the mirrored ones, i.e. AOIS 37 and AOIS 121, could be automatically
determined.
This statement also holds true in the case of automated equivalent mutant identification. For example, since AOIS 25 can be automatically detected as equivalent
by the SameLine-UD data flow pattern, described in Section 4.2.2.1, in the presence
of mirrored mutants, the automated detection of one of these mutants suffices.
The last mirrored mutant pair of Figure 6.2 demonstrates the opposite situation.
It can be easily seen that AORB 4 and AORB 12 can be killed, thus, knowledge
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about the non-equivalence of the one of them could be used to determine the nonequivalence of the other. In this study, experimental results suggesting that mirrored
mutants can be beneficial to test case generation processes are also provided.
More precisely, it is postulated that a test case that kills a mutant can be transformed into an appropriate one that kills its mirrored ones. For instance, the test
case (a = 2, b = 2, c = 1) that kills AORB 4 can be appropriately transformed to
kill AORB 12 based on information derived from the corresponding clone pair. By
examining the ([6 : 0 − 7 : 22], [10 : 0 − 11 : 22]) clone pair, it becomes evident that
variable a is replaced with b and b with c, thus, a similar transformation at the test
case level could produce a test case able to kill AORB 12. Indeed, the resulting test
case (a = 1, b = 2, c = 2) manages to kill the corresponding mutant. Although finding such an automatic transformation technique is out of the scope of this work, it is
presented as another interesting aspect of mirrored mutants and a possible direction
for future research.
To summarise, mirrored mutants contribute to the elimination of equivalent
mutants and potentially to test case generation processes that target these particular
mutants. The next section furnishes a detailed view of the experimental study, along
with the research questions that are being investigated.

6.3

Empirical Study and Results

The present study examines whether mirrored mutants can be of assistance in discovering more equivalent mutants from the already identified ones. To this end, an
experimental study based on a set of manually analysed mirrored mutants was conducted. This section describes the underlying experimental procedure, the obtained
results and the actions taken to mitigate possible threats to validity.

6.3.1

Research Questions

The research questions that are investigated by this study are the following:
• RQ 6.1 Do mirrored mutants exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to
their equivalence?
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• RQ 6.2 In the case of killable mutants, can mirrored mutants contribute to
the test case generation process?
Although the above research objectives are sound, an additional point should
be investigated: Do mirrored mutants appear in adequate numbers in real-world
programs?
This is an important question because if mirrored mutants appear scarcely in
software systems, then their underlying benefits would be negligible. In a different
case, significant effort savings could be achieved. By definition, mirrored mutants
are closely related to the number of similar code fragments in the program under
test. Thus, the above question can be restated as: To what extent do real world
programs contain duplicated code?, or equally, Does a considerable number of
clone pairs exist in software systems?
Fortunately, this question has already been answered in the literature of clone
detection. In particular, studies suggest that the percentage of cloned code of a
typical software system lies between 7% and 23% [169, 174]. Considering that
applying mutation testing to a program of 30 lines could produce over 300 mutants,
then its application to even the 7% of the lines of a large software system would
produce a considerable number of mirrored mutants.

6.3.2

Experimental Study

6.3.2.1

Supporting Tools

For the purposes of this study, the CCF INDER X clone detection tool [172, 175]
(version 10.2.7.4) and the

MU JAVA

mutation testing framework [19, 163] (version

3) were utilised. A brief description of these tools follows:
• Clone Detection. CCF INDER X is a state-of-the-art token-based clone detection tool and constitutes a major upgrade of CCF INDER [175]. The
tool supports various programming languages, e.g. Java, C, COBOL, etc.,
and has been applied to large software systems [175]. Several experimental studies have evaluated its ability to detect software clones, e.g. [170],
and concluded that it manages to successfully detect all types of syntactic
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clones. In this study, CCF INDER X was employed to detect similar code fragments in the considered test subjects with the minimumclonelength and
minimumTKS options set to 10.

• Mutant Generation. The

MU JAVA

testing framework is a tool for applying

mutation testing to programs implemented in the Java programming language.
It supports method-level and class-level mutation operators. The methodlevel operators target the unit level and were designed based on the selective
mutation approach [81] (see also Table 4.1), whereas the class-level operators
target specific object-oriented features. The

MU JAVA

tool is a rather mature

framework that has been utilised by many research studies, e.g. [87, 176].
In this study, the considered mutants were generated by applying all methodlevel mutation operators of the tool.

6.3.2.2

Test Subjects

This empirical study was conducted on a set of six test subjects (written in Java),
most of which have been utilised in previous research studies, e.g. [78]. Table 6.1
presents details about the corresponding programs.
The first four columns of the table outline the id of the test subjects that
uniquely identifies them and will be used in subsequent tables, e.g. Table 6.3, their
name, a brief description of their usage and the corresponding source code lines5 .
The last column presents the number of the corresponding clone sets, as determined
by CCF INDER X. Note that a clone set contains one or more clone pairs.
It should be mentioned that some minor modifications to Pamvotis were
performed in order to enable the application of the

MU JAVA

framework. This was

necessary due to specific limitations of the tool, e.g. it cannot handle programs utilising the generics feature of Java. These modifications did not affect the semantics
of the program.
5 Generated

by SLOCC OUNT (http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/).
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Table 6.1: Test Subjects’ Details.
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
-

6.3.2.3

Program

Description

Bisect
Commons
Joda-Time
Pamvotis
Triangle
Xstream
Total

Square root calculation
Various utilities
Date and time utilities
WLAN simulator
Triangle classification
XML object serialisation
-

LOC

Clone Sets

36
19,583
25,909
5,149
32
16,791
67,500

1
1,126
1,678
468
3
710
3,986

Experimental Design

The experimental procedure of this study necessitated two steps; the discovery of a
random sample of mirrored mutants and its corresponding manual analysis. These
steps allowed the investigation of whether or not mirrored mutants share common
characteristics with respect to their equivalence.
The process of finding a random sample of mirrored mutants is illustrated in
Figure 6.3. For each test subject, the CCF INDER X tool was employed to detect
all possible similar code fragments. Next, a clone pair was chosen at random and
its mutants were generated by

MU JAVA .

If their number was greater than 40, the

corresponding mirrored mutants were discovered by mapping the mutants of the
one code fragment onto the ones of the other. Recall that a clone pair comprises
two similar code fragments. This restriction on the number of mutants was imposed
in order to prohibit the selection of clone pairs that produced very few mutants. The
aforementioned process was repeated, until a suitable match was found.
Table 6.2 presents information on the obtained mirrored mutant pairs. Column
“Rand. CPs” refers to the number of the randomly selected clone pairs per test
subject, column “MMPs” to the number of the respective mirrored mutant pairs,
column “Mutants” to the number of mutants that were manually analysed and column “Test Cases” to the number of test cases that were generated during the manual
analysis process. It should be mentioned that these test cases do not form a minimum test set that is able to kill the corresponding mutants.
As can be seen from the table, the previously described procedure yielded 409
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foreach test subject ts
foreach clone pair of ts
select a random clone pair cp
generate the mutants of cp
if (mutants > 40)
create the mirrored mutants of cp
return the mirrored mutants
end if
end for
end for
Figure 6.3: Generating a Random Sample of Mirrored Mutants.
Table 6.2: Randomly Selected Mirrored Mutants’ Details.
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
-

Program

Rand. CPs

MMPs

Mutants

Test Cases

1
1
1
2
4
3
12

22
69
23
76
142
77
409

44
138
46
152
213
154
747

4
16
6
18
30
22
96

Bisect
Commons
Joda-Time
Pamvotis
Triangle
Xstream
Total

mirrored mutant pairs, with a total of 747 mutants. Note that the number of mutants
is not 818 because several mutants of the Triangle test subject belong to more
than one mirrored mutant pairs.
It should be mentioned that the mapping between the mutants of the code fragments of a clone pair is necessary in order to find mutants that affect analogous
code locations (cf. Section 6.2.1). This mapping was straightforward in the conducted experiments: the clone pairs contained sequential lines of code and for each
line, the mutants had been generated in the same order. One exception was the
QuickWriter class of the Xstream test subject, where two mutants of the considered clone pair could not be mapped onto any other. Upon inspection, the corresponding mutation operator could not be applied to the other code fragment at the
specific code location.
After finding the mirrored mutant pairs, the manual analysis of these mutants
was performed, i.e. the mutants were manually inspected in order to find a test case
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Table 6.3: Manual Analysis of Mirrored Mutants.
Gran.

Class(es)

Killable

Equiv.

Method

1:Bisect
5:Triangle
6:XmlFriendlyNameCoder

40
183
72

4
30
8

Class

2:WordUtils
6:QuickWriter

110
74

28
0

I-Class

3:Minutes,Seconds
4:Simulator,SourceManager

42
142

4
10

Total

-

663

84

able to kill them. If such a test case could be found, the mutant was identified as
killable. In the opposite situation, it was classified as equivalent.
The results are presented in Table 6.3. The corresponding mirrored mutants are
divided into three categories according to the granularity level of their respective
clone pairs: the ”Method” and ”Class” categories, which refer to the intra-method
and intra-class levels and the ”I-Class” category, which denotes the inter-class level.
In the first category, mirrored mutants belong to the same method, in the second,
to different methods of the same class, and in the last one, to different methods of
different classes.
The first column of the table presents the aforementioned categories, the subsequent ones, the id of the corresponding test subject, along with the name of the
considered class (or classes in the case of I-Class) and the number of killable and
equivalent mirrored mutants. In summary, 747 mirrored mutants were manually
analysed, 663 of which were determined killable and 84 equivalent.
In order to answer RQ 6.1, i.e. whether mirrored mutants can be of benefit
when dealing with the equivalent mutant problem, the following procedure was
undertaken: For each mirrored mutant pair (m1 , m2 ), m2 was classified as equivalent
(or killable) based on the result of the manual analysis for m1 . Note that the results
of the manual analysis were used only for one of the mutants of the considered
mirrored mutant pair. The remaining one was classified accordingly, heuristically
(cf. Section 6.2.2).
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Afterwards, these classification results were evaluated against those of the
manual analysis and the ratio of the correctly classified equivalent (or killable) mirrored mutant pairs to the total number of classified mirrored mutant pairs of the
specific category was calculated. This metric is widely used in the area of Information Retrieval [156] and is termed precision. The formal definition of this metric is
given in Equation 3.1.
Precision has been utilised in several, previous studies, evaluating different
mutant classification techniques, e.g. [78, 79]. A high precision score indicates that
the classification outcome of a mutant will most likely be the same as the one of the
respective manual analysis. A low one indicates the opposite situation.
It should be mentioned that in the cases of Bisect, Triangle and
XmlFriendlyNameCoder, some mutants could be differently classified based
on the order the corresponding mutants of the respective mirrored mutant pairs were
examined, i.e. some mirrored mutant pairs contained both killable and equivalent
mutants and, thus, the classification process would lead to different results according to which mutant’s manually analysed results will be used. In these cases, the
classification process was employed to both mutants of the corresponding pairs and
the average precision was calculated.
The precision metric is usually complemented by the recall value, which measures the retrieval capability of a classifier [156]. In this study, the recall metric
was not utilised based on two reasons. First, the examined approach is not a classifier; the examined property of mirrored mutants necessitates previous knowledge
of the equivalence of the underlying mirrored mutants. Second, in this particular
case, the precision and the recall values are closely intertwined in such a way that
a high precision corresponds to a high recall score. To elaborate, in the case of
equivalent mutants for instance, if mirrored mutants exhibit the sought behaviour in
their equivalence, then the mutants classified as equivalent will be equivalent, leading to a high precision score, but, at the same time, most equivalent mutants will
also be retrieved, leading to a high recall score (see also Equation 3.2 for the formal
definition of this metric).
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In order to investigate RQ 6.2, i.e. whether mirrored mutants can contribute
to test case generation processes that target them, the subsequent steps were followed: for each mirrored mutant pair (m1 , m2 ) in which m1 was determined killable
by manual analysis, the transformation of the corresponding test case that killed
m1 based on information derived from the respective clone pair was attempted (an
example demonstrating such a transformation was given in Section 6.2.2). If a
transformation was found, then the ability of the resulting test case to kill m2 was
examined. Thus, the employed metric is the ratio of the number of mirrored mutant pairs for which such a transformation was possible to the number of all killable
mirrored mutant pairs.

6.3.3

Experimental Results

The obtained experimental results are depicted in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5. The
former details the obtained results pertaining to RQ 6.1 and RQ 6.2 and the latter,
an estimation of the cost reduction achieved by the presence of mirrored mutants.
Table 6.4 is divided into two parts. The first part (column “Precision”) presents
the precision metric with respect to both killable and equivalent mirrored mutants.
Note that, for QuickWriter, the precision metric was not calculated in the case
of equivalent mirrored mutants because all of its mutants were killable.
It can be seen that mirrored mutants can be leveraged to discover equivalent
and killable mutants based on the already identified ones. Specifically, in the case of
killable mirrored mutants at the intra-method level, an average precision of 98% is
realised, whereas at the intra- and inter-class levels a precision of 100% is achieved,
indicating that the results of the classification process are tantamount to the ones of
the manual analysis.
In the case of equivalent mirrored mutants, the corresponding results are 88%,
100% and 100%, respectively, suggesting a reasonable equivalent mutant classification process. At this point, it should be mentioned that none of the examined clone
pairs was of Type-1, i.e. the corresponding code fragments were not identical (cf.
Section 6.1). Thus, the results cannot be attributed to the examination of identical
source code.
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Table 6.4: Mirrored Mutants: Experimental Results.
Class(es)

Precision
Killable Equivalents

Test Data
Transformation

1:Bisect
5:Triangle
6:XmlFriendlyNameCoder
Average (Method)

100%
97%
97%
98%

100%
84%
80%
88%

60%
89%
89%
79%

2:WordUtils
6:QuickWriter
Average (Class)

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

3:Minutes,Seconds
4:Simulator,SourceManager
Average (I-Class)

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

The second part of Table 6.4 (column “Test Data Transformation”) presents
results regarding RQ 6.2, i.e. whether or not a test case that kills a mutant of a mirrored mutant pair can be transformed to kill the other mutant(s) of the corresponding
pair, based on information derived from the respective clone pair.
The obtained data suggest that this transformation is feasible and the resulting
test cases are indeed able to kill the respective mutants. At the intra-method level,
79% of the total number of killable mirrored mutant pairs could produce such a
test case, on average. For the remaining categories, this transformation was always
possible (i.e. 100% in all cases).
To better understand the cost reduction achieved by leveraging mirrored mutants, Table 6.5 presents the ratio of equivalent mutants that are automatically classified as such to the total number of equivalent mutants. More precisely, the table
depicts the number of equivalent mutants per considered class, the number of the
manually analysed ones, the number of the automatically determined ones and the
corresponding cost reduction measure.
It can be seen that approximately 50% of the total equivalent mutants of the
considered test subjects can be automatically classified as such. Note that the number of the automatically determined equivalent mutants of the Triangle test subject is greater than the one of the manually analysed equivalent mutants due to the
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Table 6.5: Mirrored Mutants: Cost Reduction w.r.t. Manual Analysis of Equivalent Mutants.
Class(es)

CR Analysis
Equiv. Man. Auto.

Cost Reduction

1:Bisect
5:Triangle
6:XmlFriendlyNameCoder
Average (Method)

4
30
8
-

2
10
4
-

2
17
3
-

50%
56%
38%
48%

2:WordUtils
6:QuickWriter
Average (Class)

28
-

14
-

14
-

50%
50%

3:Minutes,Seconds
4:Simulator,SourceManager
Average (I-Class)

4
10
-

2
5
-

2
5
-

50%
50%
50%

fact that several equivalent mutants belong to more than one mirrored mutant pairs.
Conclusively, from the presented results, it can be argued that mirrored mutants
can be beneficial to the equivalent mutant identification process by reducing the
number of equivalent mutants that have to be manually analysed. In addition, they
can be potentially valuable to test case generation processes by providing a way to
transform the already available killing test cases into appropriate ones that can kill
other mirrored mutants.

6.3.4

Threats to Validity

Every research study has limitations concerning the interpretation of its results and
is exposed to possible threats related to its validity. This subsection discusses the
underlying threats and presents the actions taken to mitigate their effects.
• Threats to External Validity. This category refers to threats that affect the
generalisation of the obtained results. To weaken these threats, the conducted experiments were based on approximately 800 manually identified
mirrored mutants, belonging to several open source projects of various size
and complexity that have been previously used in similar research studies, e.g.
[78, 79]. Additionally, results based on small test subjects, e.g. Triangle
and Bisect, were only reported at the intra-method level. At this particular
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granularity level, the size of the examined program should not be of importance. Although no study can claim that its results are widely generalisable,
the examined property of mirrored mutants is believed to be independent of
the studied projects and more related to the similar structure of cloned code.
• Threats to Internal Validity. Concerning potential threats pertaining to the
internal validity, i.e. the ability to draw conclusions based on the studied
factors, the manual classification of the mirrored mutants was an area that
necessitated appropriate actions. More precisely, the manual identification
of the equivalent mutants, due to the difficulty of the underlying problem, is
subject to errors. To circumvent this problem, the mutants that were manually
categorised as equivalent were examined thoroughly. Furthermore, all the
results of this study are publicly available to support wider scrutiny.

6.4

Summary

This chapter presented another approach to ameliorate the adverse effects of the
equivalent mutant problem in the presence of software clones. To this end, the
concept of mirrored mutants is introduced.
Mirrored mutants are mutants that belong to similar code fragments of the
program under test. It is posited that mirrored mutants exhibit analogous behaviour
with respect to their equivalence and, thus, in the presence of such mutants, the
manual cost of identifying equivalent mutants can be substantially reduced.
The chapter investigated whether or not mirrored mutants exhibit the aforementioned behaviour and whether they can be of assistance to test case generation
processes. In order to answer the posed research questions, an empirical study
based on approximately 800 manually analysed mirrored mutants belonging to several open source projects and different granularity levels was conducted.
The results of the study provide evidence supporting the aforementioned statement. More precisely, the obtained findings suggest that approximately 50% of
studied equivalent mutants that belong to mirrored mutant pairs can be automatically classified as such. Additionally, the study presented experimental results indi-
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cating that test cases that kill a mutant of a mirrored mutant pair can be transformed
into appropriate test cases that kill the remaining mirrored mutants of the corresponding pair.
It should be mentioned that the equivalent mutant detection techniques introduced in the previous chapters of this thesis, or in the literature of Mutation Testing
in general, are orthogonal to the technique presented in this chapter. To elaborate,
these approaches can be applied first to detect equivalent mutants that belong to
mirrored mutant pairs and, next, the remaining mirrored mutants can be automatically classified as equivalent ones. Thus, the manual cost of identifying equivalent
mutants could be further decreased.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
Mutation testing is one of the most effective techniques in testing software. Unfortunately, its adoption in practice is hindered by its cost. One of the main sources of
mutation’s cost is the manual effort involved in the detection of equivalent mutants
and, more precisely, the Equivalent Mutant Problem.
The Equivalent Mutant Problem is a well-known impediment to the adoption of
mutation testing in practice. Its undecidable nature renders a complete automated
solution unattainable. This situation is exacerbated further by the complexity of
the underlying manual analysis and the large number of mutants that have to be
considered. As a direct consequence, automated frameworks that can tackle this
issue are scarce.
This thesis introduces several novel techniques that can automatically eliminate equivalent mutants, thus, reducing mutation’s manual cost and improving its
practical adoption. The dissertation’s contributions can be summarised in the following points:
• A Novel Mutant Classification Technique (Chapter 3)
This thesis proposed a novel mutant classification technique, named Higher
Order Mutation (HOM) classifier, that utilises second order mutants to automatically classify first order ones. Additionally, the thesis introduced a new
mutant classification scheme, named Isolating Equivalent Mutants (I-EQM)
classifier, that combines effectively the state-of-the-art Coverage Impact classifier with the HOM classifier. The conducted experimental study that com-
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pared the effectiveness of the aforementioned classifiers, based on real-world
test subjects, showed that I-EQM, with a precision score of 71% and a recall value of 81%, outperforms the examined approaches. The obtained results suggest that I-EQM manages to correctly classify approximately 20%
more killable mutants with only a 2% loss on its precision, leading to a more
thorough testing process. These findings are also supported by the accuracy
metric and Fβ scores of the classifier and by the conducted statistical analysis of the obtained results. Finally, the relationship between mutants’ impact
and mutants’ killability was also investigated. The obtained findings indicate
that mutants with the highest impact do not necessarily guarantee the highest
killability ratios.
• Data Flow Patterns for Equivalent Mutant Detection (Chapter 4)
Nine data flow patterns that can detect equivalent and partially equivalent mutants were introduced and formally defined in the present thesis. A partially
equivalent mutant is a mutant that is equivalent to the program under test for
a specific subset of paths. The main characteristic of their definition is that it
is based on the Static Single Assignment (SSA) intermediate representation
of the program under test. In essence, these patterns model specific problematic situations between variable definitions and uses whose existence in the
program’s source code will lead to the generation of equivalent mutants. An
empirical study based on approximately 800 manually analysed mutants from
real-world test subjects was conducted to examine the patterns’ existence in
real-world programs and their equivalent mutant detection power. The obtained results revealed that these patterns are indeed present in real-world
software and that they can automatically detect approximately 70% of the
studied equivalent mutants, thus, paving the way for the efficient application
of mutation testing.
• A Static Analysis Framework for Equivalent Mutant Detection (Chapter 5)
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The thesis introduced MEDIC (Mutants’ Equivalence Discovery), a static
analysis tool, written in the Jython programming language, that implements
the aforementioned patterns and manages to automatically detect equivalent
and partially equivalent mutants in different programming languages. To investigate MEDIC’s effectiveness and efficiency, an empirical study based on
approximately 1,300 manually analysed mutants from several real-world programs, written in the Java programming language, was conducted. The respective results indicate that MEDIC manages to detect 56% of the studied
equivalent mutants in 125 seconds, providing strong evidence of the tool’s effectiveness and efficiency. Additionally, MEDIC successfully detected such
mutants in test subjects written in JavaScript, lending colour to the tool’s
cross-language nature. MEDIC’s ability to detect equivalent mutants in different programming languages is a unique characteristic of the tool. Finally,
the killability of the detected partially equivalent mutants was also examined.
The respective findings reveal that 14% of these mutants are stubborn ones,
suggesting that MEDIC can also detect automatically stubborn mutants.
• Laveraging Software Clones to Eliminate Equivalent Mutants (Chapter 6)
This thesis introduced the concept of mirrored mutants, that is mutants belonging to similar code fragments and, particularly, to analogous code locations within these fragments. It is argued that mirrored mutants exhibit analogous behaviour with respect to their equivalence and that knowledge about
the equivalence of one of them can be used to determine the equivalence of
the others, thus, reducing the manual overhead of mutation. This assumption
was empirically investigated based on 747 manually analysed mutants from
real-world programs. The obtained results demonstrate that mirrored mutants
can considerably reduce mutation’s manual cost in the presence of software
clones. Additionally, experimental results suggesting that test cases that kill
mirrored mutants can be automatically transformed into appropriate ones that
kill other mirrored mutants, with a success rate higher than 80%, were also
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presented.
Based on the aforementioned contributions, several future research directions
can be pursued. Most notably:
Elimination of Higher Order Equivalent Mutants. One possible future
research direction is the investigation of appropriate techniques to eliminate
higher order equivalent mutants. Although higher order equivalent mutants
are not as common as first order equivalent ones, such approaches could
be beneficial to higher order mutation approximation strategies (cf. Section 2.3.1.1). Towards this direction, the mutant classification techniques presented in Chapter 3 seem to be a natural choice: since the HOM and I-EQM
classifiers manage to isolate first order equivalent mutants based on second
order ones, it would be interesting to explore whether this practice could be
generalised, i.e. whether it is possible to isolate n order equivalent mutants
via (n + 1) order mutants.
Mutation Approximation Techniques based on HOM and I-EQM Classifiers. Another potential research direction is the investigation of the effectiveness of mutation approximation techniques that are based on the HOM and
I-EQM classifiers. Mutation approximation strategies based on the Coverage
Impact classifier have been evaluated in the literature of mutation testing and
have been found less effective than mutation (cf. Section 2.3.1.3). It would
be interesting to explore whether the utilisation of the HOM and I-EQM classifiers will make a difference.
Complementing MEDIC’s Equivalent Mutant Detection Process.
MEDIC’s empirical evaluation provides strong evidence of the tool’s efficiency. Thus, an apparent future direction is the investigation of synergistic
ways in which MEDIC can be combined with other equivalent mutant detection approaches. Based on the findings of the conducted experimental
study, a prominent direction is the combination of MEDIC with techniques
that can target equivalent mutants affecting branch predicates, since such
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equivalent mutants comprised approximately 20% of the generated ones (cf.
Section 5.3.2.1). Due to MEDIC’s efficiency, the analysis of the resulting
equivalent mutant detection technique will not be hampered by the utilisation
of more than one tools.
MEDIC and Different Programming Languages. Another avenue for further research is the application of MEDIC to additional programming languages.

MEDIC has already been successfully applied to the Java and

JavaScript programming languages. It would also be interesting to examine
MEDIC’s performance when applied to programs written in other programming languages. Although this will entail the utilisation of different program
analysis frameworks, MEDIC relies on a language-agnostic data model that
facilitates this task.
Generalising the Concept of Mirrored Mutants. Mirrored mutants have
been shown to reduce mutation’s cost in the presence of software clones. One
particularly interesting research direction is the investigation of whether this
concept can reduce the cost of other coverage criteria. For example, in the
case of the branch coverage criterion, it would be interesting to investigate
whether branches that belong to similar code fragments exhibit analogous
behaviour with respect to their infeasibility, i.e. whether mirrored branches
exist. If this is true for several coverage criteria, then the concept of mirrored
mutants can be generalised to the concept of mirrored test requirements.
Mirrored Mutants and Different Programming Languages. Another possible research direction is the evaluation of the concept of mirrored mutants
in other programming languages (apart from Java). Such languages could
employ different mutation operators that affect the source code of the program under test in different ways. Thus, it would be useful to study whether
mirrored mutants are beneficial to the reduction of mutation’s manual cost in
different programming languages.
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